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I. INTRODUCTION AND REVIEW 
To manage its affairs efficiently, a nation, state, or 
community needs careful planning for future development. 
Successful planning needs several kinds of reasonably accurate 
data. In this modem world things are changing fast with time 
necessitating frequent collection of up-to-date data. Data 
can be collected in two ways : (1) through complete enumera­
tion survey and (2) through sample survey. 
Since collection of data is subject to limitations of 
time and cost, frequent collection of data by complete enumera­
tion is not usually possible. Sample surveys are then the 
only solution. Surveying part of a population, as a sample, 
makes it possible to put greater effort into collecting more 
accurate data by employing better trained personnel, better 
organization, better supervision, etc. as compared to complete 
enumeration. However, this does not mean that sample data are 
free from errors. The errors associated with sample surveys 
are usually classified into two types, namely, the sampling 
errors and nonsampling errors. The error arising due to 
drawing inferences about a population on the basis of observing 
a fraction of the population is called sampling error. 
Clearly, sampling error is nonexistent in a complete enumera­
tion survey. The sampling error is determined by the sampling 
design and the estimation procedure. The errors arising from 
other sources during the collection and processing of data are 
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common to complete enumeration as well as to sample surveys and 
thus are designated as nonsampling errors. 
Most of the literature on sampling deals with the develop­
ment of sampling designs and estimators capable of keeping the 
sampling error low. If a characteristic Y under investigation 
is closely related to one or several auxiliary characteristics 
and if data on these auxiliary characteristics are either 
available or can be obtained cheaply, then this aim is 
achieved by exploiting their relationships with Y in two ways. 
One way is to use the data on the auxiliary variables at the 
estimation stage, and the other is to use them at both the 
selection as well as estimation stage. Ratio and regression 
estimators use auxiliary data at the estimation stage, while 
estimators corresponding to probability proportional to size 
(pps) sampling schemes use them at both the stages. To foim 
the selection probabilities the auxiliary data must be 
available before the survey begins. In many practical situa­
tions, auxiliary data may not be available or may be obtain­
able only after the survey is planned to start, so these data 
can not be used at the selection stage. However, during or 
after the survey it may be leamt that information on one or 
more auxiliary variables, highly correlated with Y, was 
available or just before the start of the actual survey it may 
be learned that information on those variables could be 
cheaply obtained; then it would be proper to take full 
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advantage of this situation and incorporate the auxiliary 
information at the estimation stage. This kind of situation 
encourages preference for ratio-type and regression estimators 
over others because they allow use of auxiliary data at such a 
late stage. The regression estimator is less biased and more 
efficient than the ratio estimator, except when the regression 
line passes through the origin. On the other hand, the ratio 
estimator is more easily calculated. Therefore, if the true 
regression line is expected to pass through the origin, the 
ease of calculation of the ratio estimator may encourage one 
to prefer it over the regression estimator. In this disserta­
tion discussion will be limited to ratio-type estimators. 
For a population of N units the simple mean y^, based on 
n units, is an unbiased estimator of the population mean y^ 
and has variance 
The classical ratio estimator 
where x > 0 and the suffix on T indicates the number of 
auxiliary variables being used, is a biased estimator of y^,. 
(1.1) 
where 
2 
n 
4 
An approximation to the mean square error (MSB) of to 
_ 1 0 (n ) is' given by 
MSE^[T^] = 1 _ l' 
n N '=y + - ^Vxy^x^y' 
2 2 - - -
where has meaning similar to S^, = y^/x^, and 
is the population correlation coefficient between X and Y. 
Relations (1.1) and (1.3) give the well-known result (see e.g. 
Cochran, 1963) that is more efficient than y^ is 
Pxy > i S?(y) ' (^^4) 
where CV(y) = S^/y^ stands for the coefficient of variation of 
y. The inequality (1.4) indicates clearly that the key to the 
superiority of over y^ lies in high positive correlation 
between X and Y. assumes the knowledge of and x values 
of the units in the sample. In an actual situation x^ may not 
be known. It is possible that data on X could be obtained 
cheaply, and then x^ may be estimated by x^, based on n' > n 
units selected through simple random sampling (SRS) without 
replacement. The ultimate sample of size n is then drawn 
through SRS without replacement from these n' selected units, 
and data on Y is collected. The new ratio estimator then is 
^ ' (1-5) 
where d stands for double sampling. The MSB of T^^ to 0(n ) 
is given by 
5 
(1.6) 
Relations (1.1) and (1.6) suggest that is more efficient 
the ratio estimators, using some auxiliaiy data, are more 
efficient than the simple mean provided (1.4) is true. It 
may be noted that the gain in precision is realized against an 
extra expenditure on selecting the sample of size n' and 
observing the X's. 
To reduce the bias of y^/x^ as an estimator of , Tin 
(1965) suggested the method of subtracting an estimate of bias 
of 0(n ) from y^/x^ and thus forming an almost unbiased 
estimator. Using this method, the almoist unbiased estimator 
corresponding to can be formed as 
than y^ if (1.4) is satisfied. This implies that to 0(n ^) 
T IM 1 ' (n 
n 
f (1.7) 
where 
and 
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Proceeding in a similar manner, the double sampling version of 
"^IM constructed after modifying as 
IdM n' 1 -
1 
ÏÏ' 
2% _ ^xy 
— 2 — — 
n n-'n 
(1.8) 
- 2 ,  The bias and MSE to 0(n ) of and have been obtained, 
taking the ratio ^ to be zero, and their efficiencies discussed 
by De-Graft-Johnson (1969). In real world situations we are 
often confronted with finite populations, for which such 
expressions are equally important. To meet this requirement, 
expressions for the bias and MSE to 0(n ^) of T^^ and T^^ 
have been obtained as particular cases of more general 
estimators proposed in Chapter II. 
Another ratio-type estimator of y^ when X takes positive 
values may be defined as 
^In^N " 
1 " 
which, unlike the ratio estimator, is not consistent. Hartley 
and Ross (1954) , in an attempt to construct an unbiased 
estimator, subtracted the unbiased estimate of the bias of 
^In^N it and obtained the estimator 
^IH ^ln*N N(n-l) ^^n ~ ^In^n^' (1.9) 
A double sampling version of T^^ which is also unbiased is 
7 
given by 
T, , = r X + (n'-l)n ^ 
-LdH In n' n'(n-l) ^In^n^* (1.10) 
Sukhatme (1962) has generalized to multistage sampling but 
has not given the variance. In Chapter III the variance of 
for two-stage sampling has been obtained. For infinite 
population, the variance of is given by Goodman and Hartley 
(1958). Robson (1957) has obtained the variance of in 
terms of symmetric means for finite and infinite populations. 
To use the auxiliary data at the selection as well as 
estimation stage, and to obtain an unbiased estimator, we may 
use Lahiri's (1951) or Midzuno's (1950) scheme of sampling and 
form the unbiased estimator 
Yn _ 
= — Xjj , for x^ > 0, i = 1,2,...,N. (1.11) 
^n 
When Xjj is unknown we may select a sample of size n ' through 
SRS and observe X*s. From these n' selected units, select a 
sample of size n < n' using Midzuno's scheme, and observe Y's. 
Now the double sangling version of can be constructed as 
Note that becomes a particular case of when n' = N. 
is also an unbiased estimator of y^. 
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We have argued before that, to the first order of approxi­
mation, the ratio estimator using some data on an auxiliary 
characteristic is more efficient than the one not using them 
e.g. the simple mean y^. Suppose that data on one or more 
auxiliary characteristics are available; then an obvious 
question "Will an estimator using data on one or more auxiliary 
characteristics be more efficient than those using none or 
fewer auxiliairy characteristics?", is automatically raised. If 
an estimator using an additional number of auxiliary character­
istics is going to be more efficient than those not using them, 
then it would be proper to use all the auxiliary character­
istics in the estimation of y^. 
Use of more than one auxiliary characteristic to improve 
the estimation of y^ has been considered by several authors. 
Olkin (1958) suggested an estimator utilizing data on several 
auxiliary characteristics which are positively correlated 
with the characteristic under study. He suggested a weighted 
mean of the ratio estimators based on each of the auxiliary 
characteristics separately. The weights, totalling to unity, 
were determined so as to minimize the MSE of the estimator. 
The weights so obtained are in terms of the population moments 
which are unknown and must be estimated by their sample 
counterparts. Such an estimation of the weights may inflate 
the MSE of the estimator. We also note that the estimator 
suggested by Olkin assumes the knowledge of the population 
9 
means of all the auxiliary characteristics under consideration. 
Raj (1965) considered a weighted difference estimator, 
similar to that of Olkin (1958) , where the weights add to unity 
and are determined in the manner suggested by Olkin. He also 
considered the double sampling version of his estimator. 
Srivastva (1965) and Rao and Mudholkar (1967) generalized 
Olkin's estimator to the case where some of the auxiliary 
characteristics are positively, and others are negatively cor­
related with the characteristic under study. They have con­
sidered the weighted estimator 
2 ^ 2 p XiN - *in -
in ^ xN 
p+q 
where I w. = 1 and the first p characteristics are positively 
i=l 1 
correlated and the remaining q are negatively correlated with 
the characteristic under study. Note that y^ is a ratio 
estimator and y^ is a product estimator, and each one of them 
improves the estimation of y^^. These weights are also 
obtained in terms of the population moments and are to be 
estimated by their sample counterparts. The estimator y also 
assumes the knowledge of the population means of the auxiliary 
characteristics. 
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Smith (1966) has proposed a ratio of ratios 
r = r^/r^ = 
to estimate 
R = ^1/^2 ~ 
and has also proposed the use of 
Î = ^  z 
as an estimator of the population total of y, where W, X and Z 
are population totals. 
Shukla (1966) has considered an estimator similar to the 
classical ratio estimator (y^/x^)x^. He replaced the sample 
and population means of the auxiliary variable X in the ratio 
estimator by the weighted means of the sample and the popula­
tion means of the auxiliary variables, respectively. The 
weights again sum to unity and are in terms of the population 
moments. Note that Shukla's estimator also assumes the 
knowledge of the population means of the auxiliary character­
istics being used. Singh (1967a) has considered the weighted 
product estimator based on several auxiliary characteristics, 
exactly similar to Olkin (1958), with weights having similar 
properties. He has also considered the double sampling 
version of this estimator. Singh (1967b) considered three 
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different estimators using two auxiliary characteristics, one 
positively and the other negatively correlated with the 
characteristic under study, and neither of the two auxiliary 
characteristics yields ratio or product estimators which are 
better than y^. He called them ratio cum product estimators. 
Further, he generalized the estimator by writing 
but he has not clarified which variables are positively and 
which are negatively correlated with Y. However, it appears 
that first variables are the ones which are negatively 
correlated with Y. This estimator also requires the knowledge 
of population means of the auxiliary variables under considera­
tion. It is important to note that this estimator does not 
use weights. 
Srivastva (1967) has considered another weighted product-
type estimator 
P 
y*. = Z w.y 
i=l ^ ^  
^in 
^iN 
"i 
C 
where a. are guessed values of -p . 75^ , and w. are the 
1 yxx 1 
weights adding to 1 and are such that they minimize the MSE of 
y*. Srivastva (1971) has considered a general ratio-type 
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estimator which generates a large class of estimators, and y* 
is obtained as a particular case of this estimator. 
A double sampling version of the Olkin's estimator has 
been proposed and studied by Goswami and Sukhatme (1965) for 
three-stage sampling. 
It should be noted that all these existing estimators 
involving two or more auxiliary characteristics, except those 
proposed by Smith (1966) and Singh (1967b), use weights which 
are functions of population moments. These weights are to be 
estimated by their sample counterparts. Nearly all of them 
assume the knowledge of the population means of the auxiliary 
characteristics, and all of them are biased estimators of y^ 
and their bias is of 0(n ). The assumption of the availabil­
ity of the population means of the auxiliary characteristics 
can be avoided in all those cases by replacing the population 
means by their sample estimates based on larger sample size. 
It will be interesting to search for an estimator, using 
data on several auxiliary variables, which is intuitively 
appealing, less cumbersome, and unbiased. Consider the ratio 
estimators T^^ and T^^ which are known to be more efficient 
than y^ if (1.4) is satisfied. Suppose x^ is unknown but z^, 
the population mean of another auxiliary variable closely 
related to X but compared to X remotely related to Y, is 
available (e.g. X is the current value of a characteristic, 
and Z is some previous value of the same characteristic). 
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Then, as argued before, (x^y/z^,)^^ will estimate x^ to first 
order of approximations more precisely than x^, if 
"xz ' I ^  • "-13) 
If is also unknown but information on Z could be cheaply 
collected, then it can be shown, through arguments similar to 
those given for being better than y^ as an estimator of 
Yjj, that (x^,/z^,)z^M for n" > n' will also estimate x^ more 
precisely than x^, if (1.13) is satisfied. Therefore we may 
expect the chain-type ratio estimators obtained after replacing 
x^, by (x^,/z^,)zjj or (Xn'/Zn'^^n" ^Id more precise 
than and y^ if both (1.4) and (1.13) are simultaneously 
satisfied, z^ can be estimated in a similar manner through 
the ratio estimate based on another related auxiliary variable, 
and by replacing or z^„ we get another estimator based on 
three auxiliary variables. Proceeding in a similar manner, a 
chain-type ratio estimator using \ auxiliary characteristics 
can be constructed. 
We note that the biases of these newly-defined estimators 
are of O(n ^), and it is possible to reduce their bias to 
0(n ^) by using the technique of Tin (1965). In modifying 
them we obtain a new class of estimators which are almost 
unbiased. Here the adjective almost unbiased is used in the 
sense that the bias is of 0(n ^) and will be negligible for 
moderately large values of n. 
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Similar to the case of one auxiliary variable, we may 
adjust ^ln^2n'^N' 
where X and Z take positive values, 
fin = E : ' 
1 and = -, Ï (x./z^), 
for its bias and obtain an unbiased ratio-type estimator of y^^. 
Proceeding in a similar manner for more than two ratio means, 
we will be able to obtain a generalized unbiased ratio-type 
estimator. 
Another method of obtaining an unbiased estimator of y^ 
is to modify suitably the sampling scheme which turns the 
chain-type ratio estimator into an unbiased estimator. 
It is worth noting that all these estimators suggested 
above do not use weights, and if they use population means of 
the auxiliary variables, only the mean of the last auxiliary 
variable in the chain is used. Out of these suggested esti­
mators, the last two are unbiased, and the almost unbiased 
estimator is biased but the bias is of 0(n ^). These are the 
merits of these estimators over those considered by other 
authors which led us to propose and study them in detail for 
unistage sampling in Chapter II of this dissertation. Their 
biases and MSE's are investigated, and comparison is made with 
15 
and without the use of models wherever possible. 
Due to administrative convenience and other reasons, most 
surveys involve multi-stage sampling. Therefore, it would be 
proper to suggest estimators suitable for multi-stage designs 
and to investigate their properties regarding bias and MSE. 
An attempt has been made in this direction in Chapter III 
where estimators, similar to those suggested for uni-stage 
sampling, are proposed and studied. Most of these estimators 
are suited to the use of two auxiliary characteristics and two-
stage sampling. A possible generalization to k stages and X 
auxiliary characteristics has been attempted. Possible com­
parisons with regard to their bias and MSE have also been 
tried. 
Since stratified sampling is the most common sampling 
design, an attempt has been made in Chapter IV to propose and 
study some separate and combined ratio-type estimators. 
Chapter V is the outcome of an attempt to examine the effective­
ness of our proposed estimators in real world situations to 
estimate y^ efficiently. Some numerical studies with real 
data and some cost studies have also been made in this chapter. 
16 
II. GENERALIZED MULTIVARIATE 
RATIO ESTIMATORS 
A. Introduction and Notation 
Let the population under study have N distinct identifi­
able units y and let y^^ be the value of the characteristic 
under study associated with U., i = 1,2,...,N. Consider the 
1 N 
problem of estimating the population mean y^ = y^ when 
data on two or more auxiliary characteristics are available. 
For the sake of simplicity and to clarify the ideas, we shall 
first consider the case of two auxiliary variables X and Z. 
Let n < N be the size of the sample drawn by SRS on 
which Y is observed. In case sampling is performed through 
several phases, as will be the case with all the estimators 
that we are going to propose, then n will denote the size of 
the sample drawn in the last phase. Sample sizes at phases 
other than the last will be denoted with primes on n. Let 
1 n 
y = — S y. denote the sample mean of Y based on n units, 
^n n ^ 
For the variables X and Z, x^ and are the population means, 
and X , z and x ,, z , are sample means based on n and n' > n 
n n n n' 
units, respectively. 
To keep the notation simple and elegant, slight changes 
will be made when presenting the generalized estimators. We 
shall use suffixes to n in place of primes to denote the 
sample sizes at various phases and X^, X^, X^, etc. in place 
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Y, X/ Z/ etc. We shall as s tone in this study that X^, Xg, 
etc. are bounded below by a fixed positive quantity and the 
joint sixth and lower moments remain bounded. 
To derive expressions for bias and MSE of the proposed 
ratio-type estimators to a desired degree of approximation, we 
shall use the following lemma proved by David and Sukhatme 
(1974). 
Lemma 1.1: Suppose a sequence of finite populations Sg,..., 
S^,... of sizes N^, is drawn by random sampling 
from an infinite bivariate superpopulation S = {(u^, v^), 
(Ug, Vg),...}. The sequence of sizes is strictly increasing 
and n = t N , lim t = t, 0 < t < 1, and 0 < t <1 for all n. 
* n n+= * ^ 
Assume further that for some fixed nonnegative integers r and 
s, the (r+s)th and lower moments of the finite populations 
^1' remain bounded. A simple random sample of 
size n is drawn from from which we get the sample means 
u^ and v^. For nonnegative integers r and s 
E{ (u -u^, )^(v -V )^} = 0(n if r+s is even 
n n iN_ 
= 0(n (^+s+l)/2j r+s is odd. 
n n 
Nn 
where 3^ = Z u.. 
n n 1=1 
In practice, of course, we only have one finite population 
of size N from which we draw by simple random sampling without 
replacement a sample of size n. We shall write N instead of 
18 
with the understanding that N represents an element in the 
sequence Ng,... -
Whenever n is a subsample from n' we assume that n' and n 
are of the same order, 0 < ^, <1 i.e., Lim ^, = a, 0 < a < 1. 
n-»-oo 
We are now ready to define and study the various estimators of 
y^. We shall first consider the chain-type ratio estimators. 
B. Chain-type Ratio Estimators 
We shall now take up the problem of estimating y^. We 
have already noted that t±ie estimator y^ is improved by the 
use of auxiliary data. If X is the best auxiliary character­
istic and if x^ is available, then we use (y^/x^)x^ to 
estimate y^. In case x^ is unknown, then the usual practice 
is to take an additional sample of n'-n units from the 
remaining N-n units and use x^, based on the combined sample 
of n' units to estimate x^. It may happen that z^, the popula­
tion mean of another auxiliary characteristic Z which is 
positively correlated with X, is available. Then it would be 
logical to use (y^/x^)(x^,/z^,) as an estimator of y^. If 
z^ is also unknown but data on Z can be easily obtained, then 
we can observe Z and X on the n' units and take an additional 
sample of n"-n' units from the remaining N-n' units to observe 
Z. Then we use based on the combined sample of n" units, 
to estimate z^. This yields the estimator 
19 
which uses two auxiliary characteristics X and Z. The sizes 
n, n' and n" are such that 0 < <1, 0 < ^„ < 1; Lira = a, 
, n-^~ 
Lim —„ = b; and 0 < a < 1 and 0 < b < 1. We note that is 
n-^-oo ^ _ _ _ _ 
expected to be more efficient than y and (y /x )x , when 
n n n n 
certain conditions are met. 
Consider the following two sampling schemes. 
(a) Select n" units through SRS from the population and 
observe Z's, from these selected n" units select 
n' units through SRS and observe X's, from these 
n' selected units select n units through SRS and 
observe Y's. 
and (b) Select n units through SRS from the population and 
observe Y, X and Z's, from the remaining (N-n) units 
select (n'-n) units through SRS and observe X and 
Z's, from the remaining (N-n') units select (n"-n') 
units through SRS and observe only Z's. 
Since these two schemes are equivalent, we may employ 
either to obtain Many estimators of interest turn out as 
special cases of which are listed below. 
20a 
Special cases: 
(i) n" = N 
^2d 
and 
ï s V  ; .T 
N 2 ' 
(ii) z, a nonzero constant 
2d 
n \ (2.1) 
(iii) z, a nonzero constant and n' = N 
Yn -
•2d " ^1' 
n 
(iv) X and z, nonzero constants 
^2d " ^ n-
Here indicates that the estimator to the left of the arrow 
reduces to the estimator on the right of the arrow. 
It is obvious that is a biased estimator of y^. We 
shall now evaluate the bias and MSE of from which the bias 
and MSE of all the estimators in (2.1) can be obtained as 
special cases. 
20b 
Following the approach of Sukhatme (1954), we define 
6 8  =  ( 0 - e ) / 0  ;  ( 2 . 2 )  
where 9 is an unbiased estimator of 0. can now be 
expressed as 
^2d = yRfl+ayn)(l+dx^,)(l+5z^m)(l+6x^)-l(l+6z^,)"^. (2.3) 
|6x I  < 1 (2.4) 
' n ' 
and 
< 1 , (2-5) 
- —1 - -1 (1 + <5x^) and (1 + ôz^^) can be expressed as power series 
of ôx^ and respectively, and then we can express (2.3) as 
T2d = YN (6yj^)-(<Sx^)-(ôi^,) + (Ôx^,) + (6i^.,) + (Sx^)^ 
+ (ôx^) (ôz^,) + (ôz^,)^-(ôy^) (ôx^)-(ôy^) (6z^,) 
- (5x^, ) (Sx^)- (Sx^, ) (fiZj^i )- (Sz^ii) ("5x^) 
- (ôz^n) (5z^^ )+iSY^) (5x^, )+ (ôy^) (6z^„) 
+ («Sx^i ) (5z^„) + (ôx^) ^ (5x^, )- (ôx^) (6y^^ (6x^, ) 
21 
- (ôx^) ^ (6z^, ) + (ôy^) (ôx^) (ôz^, )+ (ôx^) (ôx^, ) (ôz^^) 
+ (6x^, ) («Sz^, ) (dy^J (5z^^) (ôx^, )- (5x^) (6z^, ) ^ 
- («Sz^, ) ^+(5y^) (5z^^ )^- (ôx^) (ôy^) (ôz^„) 
+ (ôx )^(Ô2 ,,) - (6y ) (ôz , ) (ôz ,,) 
n n n n n 
- (ôx ) (ôx , ) (ôz ,,) + (ôz ,,) (ôx ) (ôz , ) 
n n n n n n 
+ (ôy^) (ôx^,) (ôz^„)-(ôz^, ) (ôx^,) (ôz^„) 
+ (ôz^„ ) (ôz^, ) (ôïc^) (ôy^) (ôx^) ^ 
- (Ôx^) (<5y^) (<5x^, ) (ôz^„ ) - (ôx^) ^ (ôz^, ) (ôz^„) 
+ (ôx^) (ôy^^ (ôz^y) (ôz^., ) + (ôx^) ^(ôx^, ) (Ôz^„) 
- (ôy ) (ôx , ) (ôz , ) (ôz ., )- (ôx ) (ôz , ) ^ (ôz „ ) 
nn n n nn n 
+ (ôy^) (ôz^ , ) ^ (ôz^,. ) + (ôx^) (ôx^, ) (ôz^y) (ôz^„ ) 
-(ôz^,)^(ôz^„)+(ôx^,)(ôz^,)^(ôz^„) 
+ (ôx ) ^- (ôy ) (ôx ) (ôx ) ^  (ôz , ) 
n n n n n 
- (ôy ) (ôx (ôz , )-(ôx. (ôx. , )+ (ôx ) ^ (ôy ) (ôx , ) 
nn n n n n nn
+ (ôx^) ^ (ôz^^ ) (Sy^) (ôx^) (ôz^,) ^ 
- (Ôx^) ^ (ôx^, ) (ôz^, ) + (ôx^) (5y^) (i5x^, ) (ôz^,) 
+  ( Ô X ^ J  ( Ô Z ^ y  )  ( Ô Z ^ ,  )  ( Ô y ^ ^  ( Ô Z ^ y  )  ( Ô X ^ )  ( Ô X ^ , )  ( Ô Z ^ y  
-(ôx^,) (ôi^.)^+(Ôy^) (ôx^.) (ÔZ^,)^-(ÔX^)^(ÔZ^.,) 
+ (ôx^) ^ (ôy^) (Ô2^„) + ... ] . (2.6) 
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We note that (2.4) and (2.5) will always be satisfied for 
2n •> N, > 0 and zx > 0 V i = 1,2,...,N. Although the 
probability that a sample satisfies (2.4) and (2.5) is usually 
high, especially for large n, there will be populations for 
which some samples will not satisfy them. It is implied from 
David and Sukhatme (1974) that even for those populations, 
(2.6) will yield reasonably good approximations for bias and 
MSE of By definition we have 
Bias (Tgg) = E(T2^) - y^ (2.7) 
and 
MSE (Tga) = E [Tga - y^jZ . (2.8) 
Now (2.6) can be used to evaluate approximately (2.7) and (2.8). 
If we confine ourselves to the second order approximations, 
then we need only consider terms up to degree four in ô's. 
Retaining the desired terms in (2.7) and (2.8), taking 
expectations of individual terms, and substituting their values 
from Appendix 1, we shall obtain the second order bias and MSE 
of Tgd' These expressions will contain terms of 0(n ^) and 
higher order. We can simply ignore these terms of 0(n ^) and 
higher order since it can be shown, following the procedure 
outlined by David and Sukhatme (1974), that 
[Bias (Tg^) - BiaSg (I^d) I 
and 
I MSE (Tga) - MSE2 (Tg^) I 
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are both bounded by terms of 0 (n ^). 
Guided by the above arguments, ignoring terms of oin^) 
and higher order, simplifying and defining 
^1 ^200 " ^110' 
^2 ^  ^002 " ^ 001 " ^200 •*" ^110' 
^3 ^  ^011 ~ ^002' 
^4 " ^ 210 " ^ 300' 
^5 ^  ^(Cgoo - ^ 110^200^' 
^6 ^ ^ 300 " ^ 210 ~ ^ 201 ^111' 
^7 ^  ^^101*^200 •*• ^^200^110 " ^ 200^011 ~ ^*^110^101 " ^ ^200' 
^8 ^  ^200^002 " ^002^110 " ^101^200 ^101^110' 
^9 " ^ 201 " ^ 111' 
^10 ^  ^ 101^200 ^002^110 ~ ^002^200 " ^101^110' 
^11 " ^200^011 ^^110^101 ~ ^^101^200' 
^12 " ^201 ~ ^ 111 ~ ^003 ^012' 
^13 ^  *^011^200 "*• ^^110^101 ^^002 " ^ ^101^200 " ^ ^011^002' 
^14 ^  ^ 111 ^003 " ^012 ~ Soi' 
^15 ^  "•^13 
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16 ^200 ^020 ^^110' 
A, ^ = 
'17 " ^002 " ^ 200 ^^110 ^^011' 
^18 = 2^011 ~ ^ 002' 
^19 '^^210 ~ ^^300 ~ ^*^120' 
^20 ^ ^ *^200 ^^200^020 ^^110 ~ ^^^110*^200' 
21 6Ciii ^^201 ^^300 ^^210 ^^021 ^^120' 
A 22 ^^^200^110 ^^^200 ^^^200^101 ^^^200*^011 
^°^110*^101 '^^020^200 ^^110 •*" '^^020^101 
8^110^011' 
^23 = ^^200^002 "*" 3^020^002 ^^200 ^200^020 >(2.9) 
IOC101C200 + ^"^^101*^110 ^°^002*^110 '^*^101*^020 
4^200^110' 
^24 - 4^201 ^^111 "*" ^^021' 
^25 = ^°^200^011 ^^"^110^101 ^^^101^200 ^^020^101 
8^110^011' 
*26 = ^^^^02^110 ^^^101^200 ^^^002^200 ^^^101^110 
4^020^002 "*" ^^020^101' 
^27 = 3^200^002 ^020^002 " ^ *'002^110' 
^28 = 4^012 ®^111 ^^003 "*" 4^201 " 2C3Q0 + ZCgiQ, 
25 
29 
30 
31 
A 32 
33 
34 
3^020^002 ^^011 ^^200 ^020^200 ^^110 
^^^101^200 ^^^011^200 ^°^110^101 " 4^101^020 
^^110^011 ~ ^^^200^110 ~ ^^^011^002 "*" 9^002' 
= + 4CQQ2 ~ ^^201 ~ ^^012' 
^ ^^^200^101 ~ ^^^200^011 ~ ^°^110^101 ~ ®^011 
4^020^002 "^^101^020 ~ ^^^002 '*' ^^lio'^oil 
^°^011^002' 
4^002^110 ~ ^€002^011 " ^ ^200^002 "*" ^^002' 
^ ^ (^102 ~ ^003)' 
^020^002 ^  ^ ^011 9Coo2 " ^^'^01l'^002' 
rst & Z (Xi - - yN)^(:i - ZN)*" J 
the rst product moment of X, Y and Z with r, s and t 
being nonnegative integers. 
^rst ^rst/(*N ' (2.10) 
N-n 
N-1 ' 
(N-n) (N-2n) 
(N-1)(N-2) ' 
(N-n)(N^+N-6Nn+6n^) 
(N-1)(N-2)(N-3) 
N (N-n) (N—n—1) 
(N-1) (N-2) (N-3) and 
> (2.11) 
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6^ and K = 1,2,3 and 4, having meanings similar to 8^ with 
n replaced by n' and n" respectively, we obtain 
Biasj ITzd' 
-N n n' n" 
n n 
^ N-2n ^1^6 ^ ^  G4A7 N 
N-2 n'n 8^ n'n N-2 In n' n' 
S "A 
, N-2n 1^9 
N-2 n"n H-2 In n' 
®Ï^10 ^ ®ï ®4^11 
n @2 n"n 
+ 
®2^12 , ®4^13 . N-2n' ®Ï^14 . ®ï ®4^15 
n 
. 2  + 
n 
. 2  + N-2 ,, n"n' 
1 
(2.12) 
and 
MSB, (T^a) 
- 2  
= y 
N 
®A6 , ®i^l7 , ®1^18 , ®2^19 , ®4^20 
+ ;— + ii— + = + = 
n n' n 
n n 
. N-2n ®i^21 ®4-^22 N 
+ ——-— : + T— : + 
N-2 n'n @2 n'n. 
1 _ 1 
N-2 In n' 
8'A 1 23 
n' 
N-2n ®ï^24 ®ï ®4^25 N 
+ ——=— 5—r + -— n + 
N-2 n"n' n"n N-2 n n ' 
®1^26 
n" 
N 
N-2 n n" 
®ï^27 ^2^28 ®4^29 
n 
n 
. 2  
n 
, 2  
N-2n. °I^30 , «Î «4^31 
N-2 n"n' 84 n"n' 
_L 
N 
N-2 n' n" 
81*32 
+ ^2*33 ^ ®4^34 
n 
„2 
n 
,.2 (2.13) 
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6^, 0^ and 0^, K = 1,2,3 and 4, all go to unity in the 
limit as N goes to infinity. If the ratios ^ ^ are taken 
to be zero, the expressions for bias and MSE of take the 
form 
Biasj (Tag) 
= [Aj^/n + Ag/n' A^/n" + (A^ + A^)/n^ 
+ (Ag + + Ag)/(nn') + (Ag + A^q + A^^)/(nn") 
+ (A^2 + ^ 13 " + (Ai4 + - A^Q)/(n'n")] (2.14) 
and 
MSEj (Tjg) 
= Yjj ^17/^* + ^18^^" (^19 
+ (A22 + ^ 22 ^^25 ^26 
+ (Agg + A2g - A23)/n' + (A^^ + A^q + A^^ + A32 
- A2g)/(n'n") + (A^^ + - A^g ~ A2y)/n"^]. (2.15) 
Expressions for bias and MSE for the first two special 
cases are not available in the existing literature and there­
fore they are given here. 
Case (i) : For n" = N, the estimator '^2d becomes 
?2 -
which is the chain-type ratio estimator using two auxiliary 
variables X and Z with population mean of the auxiliary 
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variable Z last in the chain being known. Also for n II — N, 
6^, K = 1,2,3 and 4, take the value zero and from (2.12) and 
(2.13) we immediately get the second order expressions for 
bias and MSE of T^. They are 
Bias (Tg) 
= y 
N 
, ®i^2 ®2^4 ®4^5 N-2n ®i^6 
T . -r ^— "T "r 
n n' 
n n 
N-2 n'n 
®i ®4^7 N 1 _ 1 
n'n ' N-2 In n' 
^ ^ 2^12 ^  ®4^13 
n" n 
, 2  
n 
, 2  (2.16) 
and 
MSEg (Tg) 
®1^16 . ®i^l7 , ®2^19 , ®4^20 , N-2n ®î^21 + :— + % + = + 
n n' n 
®4^22 
+ -T5- + N 
n 
e ' A  
N-2 n'n 
N fl 1 1 °1^2 
-2 [n n'J n' 
3 . ®2^28 , ®4^29 + =— + 
n 
. 2  
n 
, 2  (2.17) 
When the ratios ^ ' p' &nd are taken to be zero, 
the expressions for bias and MSE of can be obtained either 
from (2.16) and (2.17) or from (2.14) and (2.15). They are 
BiaSg (T2) 
= y^^EAj^/n + Ag/n' + (A^ + Ag)/n + (Ag + A^ + Ag)/(nn') 
+ (A^2 + ^ 13 " Ag)/n'2] (2.18) 
29 
and 
MSE2 (T2) 
= + A^^/n' + (A^g + Aggi/n^ + (A^^ + ^ 22 
+ (Agg + A^q - A,,)/n'^] . 
"29 2 3 '  (2.19) 
Case (ii); For z, a nonzero constant, becomes 
T. Id = 'V=n>*n' ' 
the classical ratio estimator for double sampling when the 
population mean of X is unknown and is estimated through a 
sample of size n' > n. Since z equal to a constant implies 
that = 0 for t ^ 0, we immediately get the expressions 
for bias and MSB of to o(n' from (2.16) and (2.17), 
respectively after putting all the C's having nonzero last suf­
fix, equal to zero. We therefore get for finite populations 
Biasj (Tig) 
•N n 
®i^l ^2^4 
n' 
n 
84A5 
n 
N-2n 
N-2 n'n 
81 84A5: 
0^ n'n 
( 2 . 2 0 )  
and 
MSE, (T^a) 
- 2  
= y 
N 
®1^16 ^ 6|(Ai7 + A^g) ^  ^ 2^19 ^4^20 
n n 
n n 
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+ A„) - ^  % (2Ag + I A3„) 
+ N-2 . 2  
+ ^  (ZAg + § Agg) 
Taking n/N and n.'/N to be zero, we can write 
Biasj (Tig) 
= y 
N 
A A A^ + A^ + Ag 
nn' 
and 
USE; (T^a) 
(2.21) 
( 2 . 2 2 )  
- 2  
-N n n' (^17 ^Ig) 2 ^^13 ^20^ 
n 
nn' {2A4 + ^ 19 •*" 2A5 + - A^q - ^ 200 ^^16 + 2A^)} 
•*• n.2 ^2^4 + 2A^ + 2 ^ 20 ~ *^200 ^ ^16 ^A^) } 
which are same as obtained by De-Graft Johnson (1969). 
(2.23) 
1. Generalization of the chain-type ratio estimators 
Before attempting to define the general chain-type ratio 
estimator using X auxiliary variables and giving its bias and 
MSE let us first consider the chain-type ratio estimator using 
three auxiliarv variables. The sampling scheme is 
31 
shown diagrainmatically below 
N - SRS - n'" (W) - SRS - n" (Z) - SRS - n' (X) - SRS - n (Y) 
where n with primes on it denote the sample sizes and the 
letters in parentheses indicate the variables observed at a 
specific phase. The chain-type double sampling ratio 
estimator is then defined as 
?n -n. -
T33 = w^„, . (2.24) 
'"n "n" 
for n ' = N we get 
y X , z „ 
T3 , (2.25) 
the estimator using three auxiliary variables with population 
mean of the variable last in the chain being known. Making 
the usual assumptions similar to (2.4) or (2.5), we will be 
in a position to write as a series expansion in powers of 
5x^, 6z^, and gw^„, similar to (2.6). Proceeding in the usual 
way and taking expectations, if we limit our approximations to 
first order, we need simply to consider terms of power two in 
6's, meaning thereby that we will encounter a involving 
maximum of two variables. Therefore,to keep the notation neat 
and simple we shall use letters instead of integers as suffixes 
to C. A typical C involved will be of the form e.g. 
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_2 _ Var(X) 
or C. 
xy 
^ Cov(X,Y) 
-1, 
Using these notations, the bias and MSE of , to 0(n ) are 
Bias^ETg^] % N-1 N <=K - =xy) + 
3d 
- Cy,) 
n"'-n" 
n" 'n" (C; - Cwy) ( 2 . 2 6 )  
MSE^ [Tj^l = (ji. N-nlp2 _ f n ' - n  iNn j y I n'nj - Cy' 
n"-n' 
n^ 
(2Cy: - c2) ^ (2V - w 
(2.27) 
Letting n'" = N in the above two expressions we get the bias 
and MSE of T, to O(n ^) to be 
Bias^ETg] YN N-1 N n'-n n 'n (C; - Cxy) + (C, - Cy,) 
fN-n"' (c; - Cyw) ( 2 . 2 8 )  
and 
MSE^ETg] y2 JL_ N-1 
N-n 
Nn 
fn'-n 
-
(2C 
xy 
n"-n' 
nT" - S' -
N-n" 
n"N <2V - =w> 
(2.29) 
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At this stage we shall make some additional changes in 
our notation and define the sampling design. The character­
istic Y under investigation will now be denoted by Xq and the 
auxiliary variables X, Z etc. by X^^ X^ etc. Instead of 
primes on n, suffixes will be used to denote the sample sizes 
at various phases which will be clear from the sampling scheme 
outlined diagrammatically below, suited for use of X auxiliary 
variables. 
N - SRS - n. (X,) - SRS - n^_3_(X^_^) ..SRS - n^(X^) -
- SRS — n^(Xq). 
The general ratio-type estimators using À auxiliary 
variables with population mean of the auxiliary variable X, 
last in the chain being unknown and known are then given by 
Ad 
A Xi-l,n._ 
n 2 
i=l X. 
x,n i-1 
'An, 
(2.30) 
and 
^A = 
A 
II 
i=l X 
*i-l'*i-l 
I 
1 ,n i-1 
X AN ' 
respectively. 
(2.31) 
The expressions for bias and MSE of T^^, '^2d' *^1 "^2 
to 0(n can be obtained from their expressions to 0(n ^) 
_ 2  
after leaving the 0(n ) terms. Proceeding similarly for 
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several auxiliary variables or by induction it will be a 
straight forward job to write the bias and MSE of and 
to 0(n ) as 
Biasid^gl = Yj, ^  N 
X 
Z 
i=l *i-l ^i 
(Cx - C* X  ) ,  
i ^0 i 
Bias^ET^] = y^ ^  N 
X-1 f 
z 
i=l ^i-1 ^i 
(Cx - C* X ) 
i *0*i 
(n-n X-1 
(Cx - Cx X ) 
*o*x 
(2.32) 
(2.33) 
N 
N-1 
^ - " o  ^ 2  .  ^1 1  
"o" y i.i Gi-i n. 
(2C X - ) 
*0*i ^i 
(2.34) 
and 
MSEi(T^] = ^ 
N-n X-1 
0 cf - z 
n.N y i=l *i-l ^i 
(2C X - c2 ) 
^0 1 i 
N-n,_, ~ 
=X-lH (^^=0Xx " (2.35) 
C. Generalized Almost Unbiased 
Multivariate Estimators 
An attempt is made to achieve the important property of 
unbiasedness while proposing a new estimator. Quenouille 
(1956) has proposed a method applicable to a broad class of 
-1 
estimators which reduces the bias of an estimator from O (n ) 
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to O(n ^). Later, Tin (1965) and Rao (1965) generalized 
Quenouille's method to the extent of splitting the sample at 
random into g groups of equal size. Further, to reduce the 
-1 -2 bias of the ordinary ratio estimator from O(n ) to O (n ), 
Tin (1965) suggested the technique of subtracting an estimate 
-1 
of the bias of 0(n ) from the estimator and called it a 
modified estimator. He also compared this modified estimator 
with the ordinary ratio estimator. Quenouille's ratio estimator 
and Beale's ratio estimator for 
(i) finite populations, 
(ii) infinite populations in which X and Y have a bivariate 
normal distribution, and 
(iii) infinite population in which there is a linear regression 
of Y on X of the form 
y = a + Bx + e 
where the error terms e's are uncorrelated with zero means 
and constant variance 6 in arrays in which x is fixed, and x 
has a gamma distribution with parameter h. He concluded that 
—2 —3 to 0(n ) or 0(n ) his modified ratio estimator was the best 
of them. De-Graft Johnson (1969) used Tin's technique to 
reduce the bias of T^^, and David (1971) employed this 
technique in proposing a pair of separate and combined 
estimators. 
It has already been shown in section B of this Chapter 
that estimators T^ and T^^, À being a positive integer, are 
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- / -Iv biased estimators of y^, and their biases are of O(n ). To 
-1 -2 
reduce their biases from O(n ) to O(n ) we shall follow the 
technique of Tin, keeping the same order of presentation as 
that of section B. 
The first order bias of T^^ can be written from (2.12) as 
Bias^[Tg^] = y N 
1 
n' 
fx -
^ % 
+'n' - n" 
S s 
z vz 
(2.36) 
where S , S , S and S have their usual meanings. Knowing 
X z xy yz ^ ^ 
that an unbiased estimate of Bias^would be impossible to 
get in a compact form, we consider 
Yn =n' -
Est Bias^ETga] = — z— 
^n* 
n' 
Vn 
+ 'n' " n 
s: 
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n 
__E _ 
yn=n 
(2.37) 
2 2 
as a reasonable estimate of Bias^ '•^2d^ ' where s^, s^, s^ and 
s^^ have their usual meanings and are based on n units. We 
define our new almost-unbiased-chain-type ratio estimator by 
37 
•2dM ^2d " Est{Bias^[T2^]} 
y* =n' -
^ r. "" 
^ " In " S' 
 ^- Iel 
XL x_y 
n n 
1 
n' 
fz _ -ï^ 
n n n 
(2.38a) 
Several modified (or almost unbiased) estimators of interest, 
which correspond to those given in (2.1), can be obtained 
as special cases of These are given below. 
Special cases ; 
(i) n" = N 
'^2dM '^2M' modified ratio estimator 
corresponding to and defined by (2.52), 
(ii) z, a nonzero constant 
T, 2dM T, the modified ratio estimator ldI4 
corresponding to and defined by (2.55a) , 
(iii) z, a nonzero constant and n' = N 
(2.38b) 2dM - ^ 
^n 
^ " 'è " è 
5s _ ^xy 
— 2 — — 
; J 
= T^^,, Tin's modified ratio estimator 
and 
(iv) X and z, nonzero constants 
^2dM ^n' 
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Since 
E{Est Bias^fTg^)} = Bias^fTg^) + 0(n 
it is clear that bias of is of 0(n which will be far 
less than that of for large values of n. Only reduction 
in bias of an estimator will not make it acceptable for wider 
use unless its MSE is also reduced or at least maintained at 
the previous level. It would therefore be interesting to 
investigate the bias and MSE of the newly proposed estimator 
T, 
•2dM" 
By definition we have 
Bias (T 2dM ) = 2 (T^au) - 9 •N 
= Bias (Tgg) - E(B) (2.39) 
and 
= MSE (T2a)+E(B^)-2E[(T2d-y%)B] (2.40) 
where B is given by (2.37). 
In order to evaluate bias of T 2dM from (2.39) to 0(n ^) , 
we need only to consider BiaSg (Tg^) given in (2.12) and the 
expectations of 
2d 
-1 
— 2 — — 
""n Vn 
and 2d 
fz _ 
5? Lî n 
to O(n ) since they already have 1 
n 
n n 
1 
n' 
and |—I ~ —II 
n" 
as 
their respective coefficients. Making assumptions similar to 
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those made while obtaining series expansion of it will 
be possible to expand 
2 2 
'^2d ' ^2d ' '^2d ^  '^2d (2.41) 
^n ^n^n ^n ^n^n 
in powers of ô's. For a desired level of approximation, 
expectation of terms up to and including a particular power in 
ô's in the above expansions need to be taken e.g. for the 
first order of approximation only terms up to and including 
power two in 5's need to be considered. 
In addition to the expectations given in Appendix 1, 
some additional expectations, which are given in Appendix 2 ,  
were needed to evaluate the bias and MSE of Using these, 
we obtain to O(n the following expectations. 
^1 
^n 
= y 
N ^ {C.nn + N-1 '"'200 n " 200 200 110' n' ' 200 110 
^200^011 2^200^101 ^200^002 " ^ *^200^ 
9" 
n^ (C^OO^oil " ^ ^200^101 ~ ^200^002^^ 
ÏF2 ^^210 ~ (Cgoo ~ ^201^ •*" n^ ^ 201^ ' 
(2.42) 
40 
[t 
" % 
N 
6 0 ' 
~ ^^200^110 n^ ^^110^10l'^^110^002~^^110^200^ 
n" ^^002^110"^^101^110^ (-2-E ^ 210 n' ^ ^210~^111^ 
^ ^111/ (2.43) 
2d -2 
= y 
N ^002 ^ n ^ ^200^002 ^^101^002 ^ ^ ^002 ^^011^002 
'i 
^110^002^ n' ^ ^002^110 ^200^002 ^011^002 ^'^10l'^002 
•*" ^^002^ "*" n" ^ ^011^002 ^^002^ 1+ J N-2 \ n 
(C 012 
e- ej 
^102 ^Cgog) + (C^Q2 ~ CgQg) + ^  Cqq2 } (2.44) 
and 
r 
11. 
' 2d — — 
yn^n 
= y 
N — I N-1 \ ^011 n (^200^011 ^101^011 ^002^011^ 
6" 
••" -• ^^^002^011 ^200^011 ~ ^101^011^ ~ ^ n" ^002^011 n ) 
41 
4 
N-2 { n^^lll ^012^ n'(Coi2 ^ 111^ — C I n" ^012 I 
(2.45) 
Using the results from (2.42) to (2.45) we obtain the 
_ 2  
expression for bias of to 0(n ) from (2.39) as 
Bias; 
= Biasj (Tjg)- 1 _ 1 
n n 
2 0 , 0 '  
1 1 
ÏÏ' " n" N 
(Ag A^ ^ll) 
+ 
N f V 
N-2 L n 
A • A 
38 , 1 39 , 
n' 
^P40l (2.46a) 
where 
^35 ^  S00^002"^^^101^002'^^^002~^^011^002"^110S02 
"^200^01l"^101^011' 
^36 ^002^1l0~^200^002"^^01l'^002"^^101^002'''^^002 
*^^00^011+^101^011' 
2 
^37 " ^^011^002"^^002' 
^38 " ^'^012~^102"^^003"*"^111' 
^39 ^ ^ 102~'^003~'^lll'^'^012 
^40 " ^003"^012* 
> (2.46b) 
42 
The expression in (2.46a) does not undergo much of a 
simplification because there are not many terms common 
to Bias2 and the rest of the terms. It will be 
interesting to note that first order terms in Bias2 (Tg^) 
are cancelled by the first order terms of the remaining 
expression leaving Bias- (T„ to be of 0(n ^). Taking the 
n n" n' 
ratios ^  ^ and — to be zero, the expression (2.46a) is 
simplified and we obtain 
Bias2 ^'^2d?d^ 
= y 
N (-A5 - 2A4) + ^ nn' (ZAg + 3A^ A^g) 
nn (A35 + Agg) + 
n 
,2 ^ 41 n'n" ^^36 ^39^ (2.47a) 
where 
^41 " ^^200^110~^^200~^002^110'^^200^002'^^^101^002 
^200^011~^101^01l''"^300 ^210 ^102"^^111* (2.47b) 
To evaluate the MSE of T^^ to 0(n~^) from (2.40), it may 
be noted that MSEg (Tg^) is already available from (2.13). 
Also note that every term in B has its coefficient either 
1 
E' E' - k" and to get E(B^) to 0(n ^) , we need to 
consider only the constant terms (i.e. terms free from n, n* 
and n") in the expectations of the squares and cross product 
of 
•2d 
_ fxZ 
n n-' n 
and T 2d 
fz. _ 
— 2  —  —  
:n yrfn 
The only term which 
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needs careful attention is the product term - y^)B, 
_ 2  Keeping these facts in mind, we now obtain to 0(n ) 
'^{(n " 
N 
N-1 ^^200"^110^ 
+ n' • E" 
N 
N-1 ^^002~^011^ 
-, 2 
a-
(2.48) 
Making the usual assumptions so that the power series 
expansion of - y^)B is rendered valid, we have 
(^2d ~ 
= (Gy^^+(6x^, ) + (ôz^„)- (ôx^)- (ôz^, )+ (ôy^) (5x^, ) 
+ (ôz „ ) (5y )+ (ôz ,,) (ôx , )- (6y_) (ôx )- (ôx ) (5x , ) 
n n n n n n n n 
- (6x^) (5z^„)- (5y^) (ôz^, )- (ôx^, ) («Sz^, )- (6z^„) (<5z^, ) 
+ (Ôx^)^+(6i^,)^+(Ôx^) (Ôi^, )+...]. 
y^[l + (ôy^)+(5x^, ) +(Ôz^„)-(ôx^)-(ôz^, )+(ôy^) (Sx^, ) 
+ (5z^„) (ôy^)+(6z^„) (ôx^,)-(ôy^) (ôx^)-(ôx^) (5x^, ) 
- (6x^) («Sz^,,)- (ôy^) (ôz^, )- (ôx^, ) (ôz^, )- (ôz^,,) (<Sz^, ) 
+ (ôx^) (ôz^, ) (ôx^) (5z^,)+...]. 
[H - F')H (l+(Ss^p-2(«;.)+---I- ::2?-a-(«5„)-(65„)+6s^ 
VN 
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+ IE' 
1 
n' 
(l+(5s2)-2(5E^) + . 
- -^(1 - (6y^)-(5z^) + (5s )+.. 
— — n n vz 
yN=N 
= y^[ (ôy^) + (ôx^ , ) + (ôz^„ )- (5x^)-(ôz^ , ) + 3 (ôy^) (ôx^, ) 
n n n n n' n n 
+ 3(ôz^„) (ôy^)+3(ôz^„) (ôx^, )-3(ôy^) (ÔX^)-3(ÔX^) (ôx^, ) 
- 3 (ôx^) (ôz^„)-3 (5y^) (5z^, )-3 (ôx^, ) («Sz^, ) 
- 3(5z^n) (ôi^, )+3(Ôx^) (6i^, )+2 (6x^)^+2 
+ (6y^)^+(6x^, )^+(5i^,.)^+... 
1 1 
ïï " n' 
S 
_ _25Y_ 
5^ N 
* (&' - n") 
f p 
s  
_z _ yz 
+ 'i n 
{5s )-2(5x ) 
X n 
4 
1 
n' 
VN 
(Sx^) 
+ (6y^)-(6sxy) 
+ \k' 
1 
E' 
'4 
{Ôsn-2(6z) 
z n +I&. 
1 
ïï- (6y„) 
+ (ÔZ )-(ÔS„„) 
n yz 
(2.49) 
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Note that we shall always have 
coefficient for all terms in the final product of terms in 
- 2  (2.49) and if we are to make approximations to 0(n ) we need 
to consider only those terms which are either squares in 6's 
or are product of any two 8's. Retaining only such terms in 
the product and taking expectations , we get after some 
simplification 
^2[<^2d -
1 - 1  N  
n n' In-I 200^020"^^^200"®^200^110'''^^110 
n' ^®^110^200~'^^200 ^^011^200'^^^002*^200 
~^^110'^^^011^110"^^110^002"^^*'101^200 
f c 
^101 110 
011^200 2^200^002 ^^110^011*^^^110^002 
+ 
n"J[n-1 (^002^020^2^200^002 ^^110^002 ^^011^200 
+ 2CQ^^C^^Q+2CJ_Q^CQQ2~2COI3_CQQ2+Coii 
*^101^011 
110^002~2^200^002~®^011^002''"^^002 
2CoilCiio+2C2ooCoil+2Coii-2C^Q^CQQ2 
^lOlSll 
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•*" n"^®^011^002 4^002 
f—11— N-2j\ n (2^210 ^300 ^ 120^* n' ^^300 '^20l'*"^lll"^210^ 
n" ^ ^201~^111^ } 
•" n- n' 
jl_]|!I 
N-2j\ n (^012 ^102^^111-^021)+ n' ^^102 ^003''"^012~^111^ 
®ï 
n" (^003 ^012^ }J (2.50) 
Now substituting values from (2.13), (2.48) and (2.50) in 
(2.40), we get the MSE of for finite populations approxi­
mate to 0(n ^). It should be noted that this expression for 
MSE of like its bias, is rather complex. It is pre­
ferred, therefore, not to give the full expression for MSE 
because it would simply mean writing the three expressions in 
(2.13), (2.48) and (2.50) again. However, it would be 
important to note that all the terms except some of those in 
MSE2 (Tg^) are of O(n ^) or higher and hence to first order of 
approximation and have the same MSE. 
Taking ^  ^ and ^  to be zero, the expression for MSE 
reduces to 
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MSEz (Tzdw) 
-2  ^16 , ^17 , *18 ^42 *43 *44 
n 
*45 ^ ^  ^ *47 
n 
. 2  n'n" • ^,,2 (2.51a) 
where 
*42 ^ ^ ^200~'^^110^200'^'^020^200"''^110' 
*43 ^^111 ^^201 ^^012"*"^^102"^'^'^101^200'^^^200'^110 
2 
~S00^020~^200"^^020^002'*"^200^002"^^002^110 
"'^^101^110"^^200^01l'^^^011^110'^ "^^011^002 
"4^101^002 ^^Oll'^^^lOl^Oll' (2.51b) 
^44 ^ ^ ^201~^'^lll'^^*^012"^^102~'^'^101^200~'^020^002 
~S00^002"^^^002^110'*'^^101^110"^^'^200^011 
"^^011^110~^^011^002'^^^101^002'''^^01l"^^101^011' 
*45 " ^^012"'"^'^201~^^111~^^102'^^^002~^^011^002 
"^200^002'^^^110^002'*"^^110^200"'^^101^200 
~^200"^^''10l''110^^^200^011^^^011~^110"^^110^011 
'^^^101^002"^^10l''011 ' 
*46 ^ ^ ^lll"^^012~^'^20l'^^'^102"''®^011^002~'^002~^^011 
''•^200^002~^^002^110~'^^101^110~^^200^011 
> 
•^-^101^200''"^sil^ll0~^^i0i^002"''^^101^011^ 
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and 
^4 7 2^002^011 ^002 ^ 011" J 
We now investigate some particular cases of T 2dM* 
Case (i) : For n" = N, reduces to 
Tjm = ^  ^  & 
^n' 
'!l-Î2Z 
— 2 — — 
x„ X y 
n n-' n 
n-
JL - Jll 
n 
y  z  
^n n; 
(2.52) 
which is the almost unbiased chain-type ratio estimator using 
two auxiliary variables with the population mean of the 
auxiliary variable Z, last in the chain, being known. The 
bias and IdSE of to 0(N~^) for finite populations can be 
obtained from (2.46a) and (2.40), respectively after putting 
n" = N. If the ratios ^ and ^  are taken to be zero, the bias 
and MSE to O(n are obtained from (2.47a) and (2.51a), 
respectively, as 
Bias2 (Tjjj) 
= y 
N ijC-A -2A4)+ ^ ,(2A + - Ajg) + 
n n 
(2.53) 
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and 
USE; 
16 
n 
17 42 
n' 
n 
nn' 
A 
+ 
n 
il 
. 2  (2.54) 
Case (ii) : For z = a constant, reduces to 
•IdM n" 
n 
1 -
1 
n-
_ 55Z 
n n-' n 
(2.55a) 
which is the double sampling version of Tin's almost unbiased 
ratio estimator. Its bias and MSE to 0 (n ^) for finite 
populations can easily be obtained from those of T2^ after 
putting all the with nonzero t equal to zero i.e. 
= 0 if t ^  0. The expressions for bias and MSE for large 
populations are similarly obtained from (2.47a) and (2.51a), 
which are same as given by De-Graft Johnson (1969) and are 
given below for ready reference 
Bias2 (^2^) 
= Y 
N - (A5+2A4I + ^  (2A5+3A4) -
n n 
(2.55b) 
and 
MSE^ (T IdM' 
- 2  
= y 
N n ^16 n' (^17+^18)+ 2 ^ 42 nn 
n 
c A -
' ^ 200^16 _,2 
n 
(2.55c) 
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For other particular cases in (2.38b) the expressions for 
bias and MSE are either available in the existing literature 
or can be obtained from these two particular cases considered. 
1. Generalization of the almost unbiased chain-type ratio 
estimators 
An examination of the expressions (2.30)- (2.35) and 
adoption of Tin's procedure for reducing bias will enable us 
to write almost unbiased chain-type ratio estimators, using X 
auxiliary variables, with population mean of the auxiliary 
variable last in the chain being unknown and known as 
'XdM n An, 
A 
1 - Z 
i=l *i-l ^i 
(2.56) 
and 
T 
am 
f X ^ 
A ^i-ln. , 
I iZl 
i-1 
'An 
A-l f 
1 - z 
i=l "i-1 "i 
^i =i=0 
X. X. x_ inQ inQ Onp 
n 
A—1 
1 
N 
X 
A *A*0 
=An. 
(2.57) 
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2 
respectively, where s^ and s^^ have their usual meaning based 
on n units. 
o 
It has already been noted earlier that has bias of 
— 2 0(n ) and its MSE to first order is same as that of 
Similar arguments will hold for since it is being 
obtained from as a particular case. It would therefore 
be pointless to inquire about the first order approximations 
to the bias of and T^^.. However, the MSB's of and 
to first order of approximation will exactly be same as 
those of and given by (2.34) and (2.35), respectively. 
D. Generalized Unbiased Multivariate 
Ratio-Type Estimators 
1. Hartley-Ross type estimators 
The estimators proposed to this point are either biased 
or unbiased to first order of approximation. In this section 
we shall obtain a generalized analogue of the unbiased 
Hartley-Ross ratio-type estimator using data on two or 
more auxiliary variables and obtain the variance for this 
estimator based on the use of two auxiliary variables. 
We have seen in the previous section that it is not 
possible to obtain unbiased estimators for the bias of the 
ratio estimators T^ and T^^,. Therefore, we were unable to 
propose an unbiased estimator based on T^ or T^^. In an 
attempt to propose an unbiased estimator of y^. Hartley and 
Ross (1954) considered 
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•IH 
1 ^  1 * 
where r, = — Z r,. = — Z (y./x.), as an estimator and found 
xiî i 11 
an unbiased estimate of the bias of They then 
subtracted this unbiased estimate from and obtained the 
well-known unbiased estimator already given in (1.9). It 
may be noted that is a biased estimator of y„ unless IH ->11 
"here = H ^ • 
The variance of T^^j for infinite populations was given 
by Goodman and Hartley (1958) as 
2 2 2 
where a , a and o are population variances and o and a 
y ]r 2 X xy jt^^X 
are population covariances. Note that the variance given in 
(2.58) is an exact variance. For finite populations, Robson 
(1957) obtained the variance of T^^ in terms of multivariate 
symmetric means (polykays) from which (2.58) is obtained as a 
limiting form. In case x^ is not known, the usual procedure 
would be to replace it by x^,, the sample estimate based on a 
larger sample of size n' > n, and make the corresponding 
changes for the population size N. In doing so, we obtain 
from T^jj the new estimator 
T^ag = ^In^n' nMn-1) ^^n " ^ In^n^' (2.59) 
We may note that T^^^ has been suggested as an estimator of 
y^ in books on sampling e.g. Sukhatme and Sukhatme (1970) 
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where it has been shown that is an unbiased estimator of 
y^, and to the first order of approximation it has the variance 
n' ^IN^x ^^IN^yx 
) ( 2 . 6 0 )  
When is unknown, but the population mean of another 
auxiliary variable Z is known, a logical approach would be to 
consider r^^rg^z^. and then attempt to construct an unbiased 
estimator by subtracting from it its unbiased estimate of bias. 
In doing so, we obtain the Hartley-Ross estimator based on the 
auxiliary variable Z only. This indicates that the role of 
X-auxiliary variable is lost in the process of making r^^r2^Zj^ 
unbiased. As an alternative it would be proper to consider 
'^2H ^ln^2n'^N 
where r^^ has the previously defined meaning and 
2 n' n n' 
fZn' = E' ? =^21 = n' ? 
1 1 
To investigate the bias, consider the expectation 
ELT'jj] = N-n' 
where 
n'N 
N 
"N 
'r^rg N-1 ? (^li ^IN^ (^2i ~ ^2N^ 
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We may note that is usually biased unless 
By definition therefore 
Bias [T^g] = ^1N^2N^N ~ 
where r^^ = ^1^2 ~ (y/x)(x/z) = (y/z). Since z^ is known, the 
unbiased estimate of bias of can at once be written from 
(2.61) as 
Est[Bias T'g] = - T '2.62) 
Now subtracting this estimate of bias, given by (2.62), from 
T-g we get 
^2H = ^ln^2n.^N + ^  
" ^ln^2n'^N n'^^n-l) ^^12n ~ ^ln^2n^ 
N(n-l) (^n ^12n^n^ (2.63) 
~ ^^12N^ •*" N(n-l) ^12n^n^ (2.64) 
where 
^®^HRD^^12N^ " ^ ln^2n' n' (n-1) ^ ^12n ~ ^ln^2n^ 
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is the double sampling unbiased estimate of 
1 N N 
= N I "^121 = N J ' 
and is similar to given by (2.59). 
If, in addition to is also unknown but data 
on Z can be collected at nominal cost so that can be 
estimated by z^„,the simple mean based on a larger sample size 
n" > n' > n, then replacing z^ by , and N by n" in (2.63) 
we obtain the new unbiased ratio-type estimator 
^2dH ^ln^2n'^n" n' (n-1) =n" ^^12n ~ ^ln^2n^ 
n'Xn-1) (^n ~ ^12n^n^ (2.65) 
" ^®^HRD^^12N^^n" ^ n'Xn-1) ^^n " ^12n^n^ * (2.66) 
It can be shown that is an unbiased estimator of 
Similarly, if another auxiliary variable W is included 
in estimation, we can prove that the Hartley-Ross type 
double sampling estimator of y^ using data on three auxiliary 
variables given by 
^3dH ^^123N^^n" ' n"' (n-1) ^^n " ^ 123n"n^ 
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where 
~ ^ ln^2n'^3n" ^ n^(n-l) ^3n" ^^12n ^ln^2n^ 
+ n(n"-l) ,- - r r ) 
n"(n-l) I^123n ^12n^3n' 
" ®^^HRD^^12N^^3n" n"^n-l) ^^123n " ^12n^3n^' 
r^ = z/w and r^gg = ^1^2^3 ~ V/w; is an unbiased estimator of 
Yjj. This is because (rj^23N^ can be shown to be an un­
biased estimator of ^ 3^23N* 
2. Generalization of the Hartley-Ross estimator to multi­
variate case 
It is clear from the expressions for and and 
Tidjj/ and that once the expression for or 
is available, an expression for Estgp2(^i2N^ is immediately 
obtainable and then and easily available from 
^2H TzdH obtain Estgj^ 
and write and In this manner we can continue to any 
number of auxiliary variables. 
To write the generalized estimator using X auxiliary 
variables in an elegant form we need to introduce some addi­
tional notation. Let Xq stand for the characteristic Y under 
investigation, X^, X^ ,X^ stand for the X auxiliary 
characteristics and the corresponding small letters for the 
numerical values taken by these characteristics. Instead of 
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primes on n let suffixes to n be used to denote the sample 
sizes at various phases of sampling. A sampling scheme 
suitable for the use of data on A auxiliary variables may be 
diagrammatically outlined as 
N - SRS - n^(X^) - SRS - SRS - n^(X^) - SRS — 
Also, let us define 
r = 
ki =ki ' 
^12...ki = ^ji = ^  ' 
Î - Y' r krk-1 ki ' 
'k i=i 
and 
1 ^0 
= 12...k " iTT =12...ki ' ^  = 1,2,...,À . 
0 1=1 
Now the generalized double sampling Hartley-Ross type 
multivariate unbiased estimator,using X auxiliary variables, 
can be written as 
_ - - - - -
^0 ^ 
n„ (n^-1) =A,A-l^X-l,X-2* • *^4,3^^123 " ^ 12^3' 
z 0 
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(np-1) -^5,4 ^^1234 " ^ 123^4^ 
Hq (n%-l) 
... r. (r. , -r. ) 
n^fng-l) k+2,k+l'^12"'k+l ^12...k^k+l' 
n^_l(nQ-l) '-^12... A" ^12...A-1 "A'^ ^A,A r,)} X, 
npfnA-l) 
n^{ng-l) (y - ri2...A=A) 
= Est„_T^(r 
no (n^-1) 
HRD" 12...AN' A,A n^(ng-l) (y - :Ï2...AXA) ( 2 . 6 8 )  
where 
®^^HRD^^12...AN^ 
A 
= n r. . _ + 
i=l I'l-l 
nr 
Hq-I 
A-1 n.-l 
. , n. '^12...i+1 ^12...i^i+1^ 1=1 1 
(r. 
(2.69) 
From it would be simple to write the generalized 
multivariate unbiased estimator, using A auxiliary variables 
when the population mean of the last auxiliary variable 
is known, as 
^AH (^12. . . AN" ""AN ' N (nr,-l) r)x,„ + 
nQ(N-l) _ 
(y - =12...A =A)' (2-70) 
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Now we shall prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.1; Est^p^fr^g defined by (2.69) is an 
unbiased estimator of r^^ . 
Proof; We shall prove this theorem by the method of 
induction. Let us assume that the theorem is true for 
(A-1). Then 
(^12...(A-l)N^ 
A-l_ r n. 
nQ-l, 
X—2 n^—1 _ _ _ 
"nT"(Zl2...i+l"^12...i^i+l) 
1=1 1 
X-1 
is an unbiased estimate of r^2 (X-l)N* Observe that we can 
write 
^^^HRD^'12...AN^ ^ ^ A,A-1^^^HRD^^12...(X-l)N^ 
+ ^3 ("A-1 (-
-r. 
nA_i(nQ-l) ' 12. ..A "12...(A-1) A rj. (2.71) 
We shall first take the conditional expectation for a 
given sample of size n^_^ and then take the expectation over 
all possible samples of size n^_^. Therefore, 
^'•^^^HRD^^12.. . AN^ '^>-1^ 
^A,A-1^12.. .A-1, A-1 
rnA_i-l1 
n 
X—1 ^12...A-l^A^ 
where s„ „ (n, ,) is just like s based on a sample of 
^12...A-1^A ^ ^ xy 
size n, ,. This is so because 
A-1 
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Now taking expectation over all possible samples of size 
n^_l we get 
®^ Nn, , ^ r 
X-1 "12...X-1 X r\+^XN^12.. . (X-l)N 
n, _ r X-i "12...X-1 X 
N-1 
+ r,„r. 
K ri2...x-irx 12...(X-1)N 
] N ^12... XN ^ ^ XN^12. . . (X-l)N 
^XN^12.. . (X-l)N 
= r 
12...XN* 
But for X = 2, we know that Estjjj^(r^2N) is an unbiased 
estimate of r^^Q" Also for X = 1, if we agree to call r^^ as In 
BstRRD (^ijj) / the theorem holds. Hence the proof of Theorem 
2.1 is now complete. 
We are now in a position to prove our next theorem. 
Theorem 2.2; T^^^^ defined by (2.68) is an unbiased estimator 
°t y^r 
Proof: 
B^^12...X,X*X,X 
N-n, 
n. 'r x (n^)] 
^12...X*X * 
,x,„ + -4— S 
^^X ^12...X*X 12...XN XN n^ ^12...X^X 
N-1 
+ r. 
N "r^g ' "12...XN*XN ^N 
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Proceeding in a similar manner we obtain 
Corollary 2.1: defined by (2.70) is an unbiased estimate 
of Ym-N 
= ^I2...xn^XN ^r, ^ = Y^. 
12...XX 
It is interesting to see that several well-known 
estimators come out as particular cases of 
Particular cases; 
(i) n" = N 
'^2dH "^211 ^'hich is given by (2.63) , 
(ii) z, a nonzero constant; or z = x and n" = n' 
'^2dH ^ "^IdH *hich is given by (2.59), 
(iii) z, a constant and n'=N;orz=x and n" = N 
'^2dH ^IH *^^ch is given by (1.9), and 
(iv) X and z, nonzero constants 
^2dH " yn-
We know from corollary (2.1) that X being any 
positive integer, is an unbiased estimate of y^. The next 
step should be to find the variance of but, looking to 
the expression for the exact variance of X = 1, for 
finite populations given by Robson (1957), it is expected that 
a similar expression for variance of X > 1, will be too 
complicated. However, we shall attempt to find the variance 
of for X = 2. By definition, we have from (2.63) 
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vtTaa) 
^2^n ^2^12n^n " ^^2Vl2n^n ^^1 Vln^2n'^12n 
^^l^N^ln^2n^2n' "*" ^^2Vn^ln^2n' ~ ^^2 Vln^2n'^12n^n 
+ ZC^CgZ^r^gnyn " ^ ^lS^N^12n^n " ^ ^1^2 Vln^2n ^ n 
+ ^^i^2^N^ln^2n^l2n^n^ ~ ^N (2.72) 
where C^ = and C^ = ^(^-1) 
1 n' (n-1) 2 N(n-l) " 
The expectation of individual terms in (2.72) was 
obtained by the repeated use of the concise formula for 
writing the product of two symmetric means given by Robson 
(1957). These expectations are not given here for want of 
space. Substituting them in (2.72) and simplifying we obtain 
the variance of T^g in terms of symmetric means having y,x,z, 
^1' ^2 ^12 sequence inside the triangular brackets <>. 
A triangular bracket with prime and without prime on it denotes 
a symmetric mean pertaining to the population and sample, 
respectively. The variance of in the final form is then 
given as 
V[T2H] 
= ^  {<(200000)>'-<(100000),(100000)>'-2 (101000),(000001)>' 
+<(002000),(000001),(000001)>'+4<(001000),(100000),(000001)>' 
-2<(001000), (001000), (000001),(000001)>'} 
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+  ( 0 0 1 0 0 0 ) , ( 1 0 0 0 1 0 ) , { 0 0 0 1 0 0 ) >  '  }  
+  - H z l _ _ ^ < ( 0 0 2 0 0 0 ) X 0 0 0 0 0 2 ) > ' - < ( 0 0 1 0 0 0 X X 0 0 1 0 0 0 X ( 0 0 0 0 0 2 ) > '  
nw iN in—X; 
-2n< (0 01000),(100000),(000001)>'-< (002000),(000001),(000001) > ' 
+2< (001000),(001000),(000001),(000001) >' } 
+ \ < (100000),(100000) >• 
nN Nin—1; 
+ (N-n) (N-1) < (001000),(001000),(000001),(000001) >' 
nN 
+ (100000 ) , (100000)>'+2< (101000) , (000001)  > '  
n(n-l)n'^N^ 
+ {N-2) {4< (001000),(100000),(000001) >' 
+< (002000),(000001),(000001) >'  }-2<(101000),(000100),(000010) >• 
-4<(100000),(001100),(000010) >'-4< (100000),(010000),(000100) > ' 
-2< (000010),(000001),(002100) >'-4< (010000),(000001),(001100) >' 
-2<(000100) , (000001) , (011000)>'  
+ (N-3) { (N-2) < (001000),(001000),(000001),(000001) > ' 
-4< (100000),(001000),(000100),(000010) >' 
-4< (001000),(000010),(000001),(001100) > ' 
-4<(010000),(001000),(000100),(000001) >' 
- 2 < ( 0 0 2 0 0 0 ) , ( 0 0 0 1 0 0 ) , ( 0 0 0 0 1 0 ) , ( 0 0 0 0 0 1 ) > '  
-2 (N-4K001000) , (001000) , (oOOlOO) , (Q00010) , (000001) >'}] 
+ (n'-n) (n'-l) (020000)^(000200) > •+2< (010010),(001200) > ' 
n(n-l)n' N 
+< (000020) , (002200)  > ' -2<  (011000) , (000010) , (000200)>  '  
-2< (010000),(010000),(000200)>'-4< (010000),(000010),(001200) > ' 
-<  (000010) , (000010) , (002200)  >• -<  (020000) , (000100) , (000100)  >  '  
-4< (010010),(001100),(000100)>'-2< (000020),(002100),(000100) > ' 
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-2<  (000020) , (001100) , (001100)> '  
+ (N-2) {2< (001000),(010010),(000200) >' 
+2< (001000),(000020),(001200)>'+< (002000),(000020),(000200) > ' } 
+ (N-3) { (N-2)< (001000),(001000),(000200),(000020) >' 
-4< (001000),(010000),(000010),(000200)>' 
-2< (001000),(000010),(000010),(001200)>' 
-< (002000),(000010),(000010),(000200) >' 
-2< (001000),(000100),(00 0100),(010010)>' 
-4< (0 01000),(000100),(00 0020),(001100)>' 
-< (002000),(000100),(000100),(000020)>' } 
-(n-2){ 4< (011000),(000010),(000100),(000100)>' 
+4< (010000),(0100 00),(000100),(000100)>' 
+16< (010000),(000100),(000010),(OOllOO) > ' 
+4< (000100),(000010),(000010),(002100) >' 
+4< (000010),(000010),(001100),(001100) >' } 
- (N-3) (N-4) {< (001000),(001000),(000010),(000010),(000200)> • 
+ < (001000) , (001000) , (000100) , (000100) , (000020)> '  }  
- (N-4) (n-2) {8< (001000),(010000),(000100),(000100),(000010) >' 
+8< (001000) , (000010) , (000010) , (000100) , (001100)> '  
+  2<  (002000) , (000100) , (000100) , (000010) , (000010)  >  '  
+2 (N-5)< (001000),(001000),(000100),(000100),(000010),(000010) >' }] 
+ (N-1) [2<(100100),(010000)>'+2< (000101),(011000) > ' 
n(n-1)n'N 
-2<  (001000) , (000010) , (100100)  > ' -2<  (002000) , (000101) , (000010)> '  
+ (N-3) {2c (001000),(010000),(000101) >• 
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-2< (001000),(001000),(000010),(000101)>' 
-2< (001000),(000010),(000001),(001100)>' 
+2< (002000),(000100),(000010),(000001)>' } 
- (n-2) (N-1) {< (100000),(001000),(000100),(000010)>' 
+< (001000),(000010),(000001),(001100)>' } 
-(n-2) {4<(010000),(001000),{000100),(000001)>' 
+4< (002000),(000100),(000010),(000001)>' } 
+ 2(N-3) (N-4) < (001000),(001000),(000100),(000010),(000001)>' 
-4 (N-4) (n-2) < (001000),(001000),(000100),(000010),(000001)>' ] 
+ [-2<(110000),(000100)>'-2< (100010) , (001100) >' 
+4< (001000),(100010),(000100)>'+2< (101000),(000100),(000010) 
+2< (100000),(001100),(000010) >' 
+ (N-3) {2< (010000),(001000),(000100),(000001) >' 
+2< (001000),(000010),(000001),(001100)>' }] 
+ (n'-n) (N-n) [2< (100010),(001100) >'+2< (000011),(002100) > ' 
n(n-l)n'N 
-2< (001000),(100010),(000100) >'-2< (002000),(000100),(000011) 
-2< (100000),(001100),(000010) >'-2< (100000),(010000),(000100) 
-2<(000010),(000001),(002100)>'-4< (010000),(000001),(001100) 
-2<(000100),(000001),(011000)>' 
+ (N-3){2<(001000),(000011),(001100)>' 
-2< (001000),(001000),(000100),(000011)>' 
-2<(100000),(001000),(000100),(000010)>' 
-2< (001000),(000010),(000001),(001100)> • 
-2< (010000),(001000),(000100),(000001) > ' 
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- 2 <  ( 0 0 2 0 0 0 ) , ( 0 0 0 1 0 0 ) , ( 0 0 0 0 1 0 ) , ( 0 0 0 0 0 1 ) > '  }  
-2 (N-3) (N-4) < ( 001000 ),( 001000 ),( 000100 ),( 00 0010 ),(000001) >' ] 
+ (020000)^(000100) , (000100)  >•  
nn'N 
+4< (010010),(001100),(000100)>'+2< (000020),(002100),(000100) > ' 
+ 2< (000020),(001100),(001100) >• 
+ (2N-1) {2< (100000),(010 000),(0 00100) >' 
+2 (N-3) <(100000),(001000),(000100),(000010)>' } 
+ (N-1) {2< (010000),(000001),(001100)>' 
+ 2< (000100),(000001) / (011000) >' } 
+ (N-3) {2< (001000),(000100),(000100),(010010) >' 
+ 4< (0 01000),(000100),(000020),(001100)> • 
+ < (002000),(000100),(000100),(000020)>' } 
+ (N-3) (N-4) < (001000),(001000),(000100),(000100),(000020) >' ] 
+ (n'-n) jn'-3) [2< (011000),(000010),(000100),(000100) > ' 
nn' N 
+2< (010000),(010000),(000100),(000100)> ' 
+ 8< (010000),(000100),(000010),(001100)> ' 
+ 2< (000100),(000010),(000010),(002100) > ' 
+2< (000010),(000 010),(001100),(001100)> ' 
+ (N-4) {4< (001000),(010000),(000100),(000100),(000010) >' 
+4< (001000),(000010),(000010),(000100),(001100)>' 
+< (002000),(000100),(000100),(000010),(0 00010)>' } 
+ (N-4) (W-5) < (001000 ),(001000),(.000100),(000100),(000010),(000010)> • ] . 
(2.73) 
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The variance of Tg^g is obtainable from the identity 
vlTzaal = v<5n"> + ® {v'Tzaa'/"") 
where E fVETg^gj/n"} is directly obtained from (2.73) after 
f 1 n 2 
replacing N by n" and V(y^„) = f—„ - S^. The unbiased 
estimate of VfTgg] can be written after replacing the popula­
tion symmetric means with the corresponding sample symmetric 
means which is done simply by removing the primes over the 
triangular brackets. 
For 0" and ^ taken to be zero, we have, 
<(a^),(a2)/.•.,(a^)>' = <(a^)>*<(a2)>*...<(a^)>'. Using this 
result, (2.73) simplifies to 
VET^g) 
=  ^ { < ( 2 0 0 0 0 0 ) > • - < ( 1 0 0 0 0 0 ) > • < ( 1 0 0 0 0 0 ) > ' - 2 < ( 1 0 1 0 0 0 ) > ' < ( 0 0 0 0 0 1 ) > '  
+4<(001000)>'<(100000)>•<(000001)>' 
+<(002000)>'<(000001)>'<(000001)>' 
-<(001000)>'< (001000)>'<(000001)>'<(000001)>•} 
+  T , { < ( 1 0 0 0 0 0 ) > ' < ( 1 0 0 0 0 0 ) > ' + < ( 0 0 2 0 0 0 ) > • <  ( 0 0 0 0 0 2 ) > •  
n in— 
-<(001000)>'<(001000)>'<(000002)>' 
-2n<(001000)>'<(100000)>•< (000001)>' 
-<(002000)>•<(000001)>'<(000001)>' 
+2< (001000)>'<(001000)>'<(000001)>'<(000001)>'} 
. (n'-n) ( 1 
n'n n-1 {2<(001000)>'<(010000)>'<(000101)>' 
(tA'Z) • ,<(OIOOOO)>.<(OTCOOO)> 
.<(001000) >.<(OOTOOO)>.<(OOOTOO)>.<(OOOIOC)>Y^ -
{ , < ( 1 0 0 0 0 0 ) > . < ( 0 1 0 0 0 0 ) > . < ( 0 0 1 0 0 0 )  > . < ( 0 0 0 1 0 0 ) > . < ( 0 0 0 1 0 0 )>z-
, < ( 1 0 0 0 0 0 ) > . < ( 1 0 0 0 0 0 ) > , < ( 0 0 0 1 0 0 ) > , < ( 0 0 0 1 0 0 ) ( u l ^ u )  +  
^.< (OTOOOO) >.<(010000) >.< (OOTOOO) >.< (OOTOOO) >,<(000100) >,<(000100) >z+ 
, <(030000)>.<(OOTOOO)>.<(OOTOOO)>.<(OOOTOO)>.<(OOOTOO)>-
.<(002000)>.<(OTOOOO)>.<(OTOQOO) >.<(OOOTOO)>.<(OOOTOO)>-
.<(020000) >.<(002000) >.<(OOOTOO) >.< (OOOTOO) >} (û^"u) + 
{.<(T00000)>,<(0T0000)>.<(OOTOOO) >.<(OOOTOO)>.<(OOOTOO)>2-
.< (020000)>.<(OOTOOO)>.<(OOTOOO)>.<(OOOTOO)>.<(OOOTOO)> + 
.<(TOOOOO)>.<(OOTOOO) >.<(OOOTOO)>.<(OOOOTO)>2+ 
,<(0T0000)>,<(OOTOOO )>.<(OOOTOO)>.<(OOOOOT)>2+ 
.< (OOTOOO) >.<(OTOOOT) >.<( OOOTOO) >2-}^7^ + 
{.<(TOOOOO)>.<(0T0000)>.<(OOTOOO) >.<(OOOTOO)>.<(OOOTOO)>f + 
,<(TOOOOO)>,<(OOTOOO) >.<(000T00)>.<(OOOOTO)>2-
.<(OOTTOO)>.<(TOO000) >.<(OTOOOO)>,<(OOOTOO)>2-
,<(TTOOOO)>.<(OOTOOO) >.<(OOOTOO)>.<(OOOTOO)>2-
.<(TOTOOO)>,<(OTOOOO)>.<(OOOTOO)>.<(OOOTOO)>2-
.<(OOTTOO)>.<(TTOOOO) >.<(OOOTOO)>2+ 
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Writing in terms of moments about the mean and simplifying we 
can write (2.74) as 
(n^ j  ^n' (n-1) 
(2.75) 
Now we shall consider some interesting particular cases 
of Tag. 
Case (i): For z = x, reduces to and VfTgg] 
reduces to V[T^g] given by 
V[Tih] 
|^[<(020)>'-<(010) ; (010) >'+<(200) , (001) (001) >' 
+2<(100), (010),(001)>'-2<(110),(001)>• 
- ^  <(100),(100),(001),(001) >' 
+ {<(010), (010)>'-2<(100), (010), (001)>' } 
+  { < ( 2 0 0 )  ,  ( 0 0 2 ) > ' - < ( 1 0 0 )  ,  ( 1 0 0 )  ,  ( 0 0 2 ) > '  
-<(200) , (001) , (001)>'+2<(100) , (100) , (001) , (001>'}] / 
(2.76) 
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where x, y and r^ are in sequence inside the triangular 
brackets. Note that (2.76) is exactly the same as given by 
Robson (1957). Taking ^  to be zero, (2.76) yields the 
expression for V[T^p] as given in (2.58) which can also be 
obtained directly from (2.75) after putting z = x. 
Case (ii): For z = 1, T2^ reduces to and from (2.73) we 
obtain 
VETidfi] = ^{<(200)>'-<(100) , (100)>'} 
2 
+ {<(100) ^ (100)>'-2<(100) , (010) , (001)> * 
n(n-l)n' 
+<(010), (010),(001),(001)>'} 
- ^nn""^{2<(110),(001)>'-2<(100),(010),(001)>' 
-< (020), (001), (001)>'+<(010),(010),(001),(001)>'} 
+ {<(020, (002)>'-< (010) , (010) , (002)>' 
n(n-l)n' 
-<(020), (001), (001)>'+<(010),(010),(001), (001)>'} 
(2.77) 
where y, x and r^ are in sequence inside the triangular 
brackets. Proceeding in the usual manner, taking ^  to be zero, 
representing the quantities in terms of means and simplifying 
we obtain 
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+ in'-n)^ .2 ^ (n'-n)(n'-l) „2 
n(n-l)n'2 """^l n(n-l)n'^ "^1 
(2.78) 
which is exactly the same as obtained by De-Graft Johnson 
(1969) . The exact variance for finite and infinite populations 
for other particular cases listed before can be written in a 
similar manner. 
3. Lahiri-type estimators 
All of our previous discussions make use of the auxiliary 
information at the estimation stage and try to reduce, or 
completely remove/ the bias from estimators which were 
originally simple in form. Thus, they are considerably changed 
and become complicated. The simplicity of the form of the 
ratio estimators can be retained and unbiasedness achieved if 
use of auxiliary information is changed from estimation to 
selection stage. Lahiri (1951) has shown that if a sample is 
selected with probability proportional to its size Z x^^, the 
estimator of y^. This can be achieved through the selection 
procedure suggested by Lahiri (1951) and Midzuno (1950). The 
latter procedure consists of selecting the first unit with 
probability proportional to size x and the remaining (n-1) 
units from the remaining (N-1) units by SRS. 
i 
classical ratio estimator (y^/x^)x^ becomes an unbiased 
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We shall follow the Midzuno scheme of selection with 
suitable modifications and study the chain type ratio esti­
mators already discussed in Section B. 
With Midzuno scheme of selection the probability of 
selecting a particular sample s is given by 
' • - 1 2 ;  1 5 1 "  - 1 : 1  
-1 X 
ns (2.79) 
Let us denote 
where letter L differentiates the Lahiri estimator from the 
classical ratio estimator. Using (2.79) it is easy to show 
that 
Thus is unbiased. Also the variance of is 
'N 
n 
S 
N ( 2 . 8 0 )  
-1 
N 
nj 
Z pn] 
s 
"n. 
- 2  
- y N 
r-2' -2~1 
E ^n _ % (2.81) 
where E in the above expression stands for expectation with 
respect to SRS. Though an expression for unbiased estimate of 
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V[T^ ] is available, (see for example Raj (1968)) an explicit XLI 
formula for V[T^^] beyond (2.80) is not available. However, 
making the usual assumptions in order to get a series expan­
sion of the expression in (2.81), David (1971) has obtained 
_2 
V[Til] to 0(n ) which is given by 
, 1 ®2^19 , ®4^48 
+ 2 -^T- + -2-
n n 
( 2 . 8 2 )  
where 
^48 ^ ^200 ^ SOO^IIO ^200^020 ^ ^110 * 
In case x^ is unknown, it can be estimated by a sample 
mean based on a larger sample of size n' > n selected through 
SRS. Draw a sample of size n from these selected n' units 
through Midzuno's scheme of selection. We shall express this 
scheme diagrammatically as 
N — SRS — n' (x) — Mid (x) — n(y) (2.83) 
where Mid (x) indicates Midzuno's scheme of selection with x 
taken as size of the unit. Now we obtain the new estimator 
y. 
• n -
•IdL n' (2.84) 
n 
We can show that 
EIT^^l = E 
n 
' E(yn.) = Yn , 
which proves that is also an unbiased estimator of y^. 
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It may be possible that and individual X's are not 
available but similar information is available for another 
variable Z which is closely related to both X and Y. In such 
a situation we have two options to estimate y^ namely 
(i) follow the sampling scheme 
N — Mid (z) — n (y) 
and use the estimator 
"^ILz ^ ^  ' 
Zn 
and 
(ii) follow the sampling scheme 
N — Mid (z) — n' (x) — Mid (x) — n{y) (2.85) 
and use the estimator 
T2L = - (2-86) 
*n ^n' 
In addition to using some data on X, uses all data 
used by therefore it would be logical to expect 
to be more efficient than Moreover, exactly 
similar to with X replaced by Z, therefore, its bias and 
variance are known,i.e. it is unbiased and its variance to 
O(n can be obtained from (2.82). Thus we are left with 
only T2L investigate. 
It would be easy to show that for sampling scheme (2.85) 
the conditional probability of selecting a particular sample 
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s of size n, given n' units, is equal to n ' 1 ^ ^ns 
n 
. (2.87) 
=n' 
Similarly, the probability of selecting a particular sample s' 
of size n' = 
-1 
n's 
Using (2.87) and (2.88) it can be shown that 
= E 
( 2 . 8 8 )  
= E z 
^n' 
N 
= y 
N 
Therefore is also an unbiased estimator of y„. 
zL N 
In another situation, if (i) data on both X and Z is not 
available, (ii) using some data on both X and Z is better than 
using data on only one of them and (iii) collection of data on 
both of them is cheap but compared to X, it is still easier 
and cheaper for Z, then follow the selection scheme 
N — SRS — n"(z) — Mid (z) — n' (x) — Mid (x) — n(y) (2.89) 
and choose the estimator 
n n I _ 
2dL - - n' 
^n =n' 
(2.90) 
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Using probabilities similar to (2.87) and (2.88) it can be 
easily seen that 
n n « _ 
=n :n' 
n' 
= E 
1%: z_, J 
n n 
= E 
V/"") 
= E(Y^„) = Yj, . 
Thus is also an unbiased estimator of 
In this section, the pattern of investigation followed in 
previous sections will be changed and instead of obtaining 
expressions for variance of from that of as a 
particular case, we shall obtain them separately. This will 
be done because, although T^^^ can be treated as a particular 
case of '^2dL variances of terms similar to T^^^ are needed 
to evaluate the variance of 1^2dL* estimator Tg^^ 
will still be discussed as a particular case of T^^. 
For the sampling scheme (2.83) we have 
V[T^^] = V[E{T^^^/n'}] + E[V{TiaL/n'}] 
= V(y^,) + E[V(T^^j^/n') ] . (2.91) 
Results in (2.82) can be used to write V[T^] after 
replacing by 
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and 9^ by K^, i = 1,2,3 and 4 where is obtained from 0^ 
after replacing N by n' e.g. Substituting the 
value of V[T^^/n'] in (2.91) we get 
^ =020 
K. 
_^n' { n (^200 ^ ^ 110 ^020^ + E 
K. 
+ —^ (1 r' - c - c ) 
2 I ^210 120 300' 
n 
2 
+ (3C1.. - + 2C 
n 
'200 '200 110 '200 020 iio'}] . (2.92) 
_ 2  To evaluate V to 0 (n ) we need to obtain the expecta­
tion of y^,(C^QQ - 2Cj^^ + to 0(n ^ ) and only the 
constant parts of the expectations of other terms. Therefore, 
the following expectations with varying degree of accuracy 
were obtained. 
n" 
9i 
N 
N-1 ^ «[=200 + 2 ^  fë ^^210 ^300^ 
n' ^200 ^ ^020 ^^110 ^^200^^ 
St^n'Cllo] = 
n'-l)I N 
n" N-1 
- 2  ®i 
%'-^110 n' 
N-1 
N-2 ^^120~^210^ 
n' ^110^^200 ^110^^ 
S'Yn' =i20J ^ 
n'-l 
n' 
N 
N—1 
y2 C 
^020 
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Et?^, C ' 
^210 
e[J2, c * 
^120 
EI?^, C300 
C ^ 
^200 
^210 
% ^120 
•N ^300 
' ' M|6| c2 ^200 
r- 2  fn'-l' f N 1 
I n' J IN-IJ ^200^020^ 
E'^n' Clio] = M (6 
and 
- 2  
% ^200^020 
=110 
=110^200' 
fn'-l' r N 
I 
H
 1 
- 2  
^110^200 
(2.93) 
Substituting from (2.9 3) for the term by term expectation in 
(2.92) we get, after some simplification, the variance of 
-2 to 0(n ) as 
^2 '•^IdL^ 
= y» fi c + 
n' ^ 020 
n'-n r N 
nn' \n-1 A + !i A + ^16 n' N-2 ^19 fi JL a ] n' N-1 ^ 48/ 
(n'-n)(n'-2n) ^19 (n'-n)(n'-n-l) N 
n^(n'-l) (n'-2) ^ n^(n'-2) (n'-3) ^8 
(2.94) 
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Similarly, for scheme (2.89) we obtain 
V[T23J^I = V ^ ; „/n',n"l + E v|^ ^  Ï ,/n",n'| 
X Z , J Ix. Z_, J 
n n Xn :n' 
= V + E S^5n'(^5 <=200-2=1 
^n' ^ 
+c ' ) 
110 020' 
I 2n) _p« \ 
(n'-l)(n'-2)n2 ' =120 =300' 
1 n'(n'-n)(n'-n-l) 
2 (n'-l)(n'-2)(n'-3) 
n 
2 M r' - 6C r' 
^ 200 *^^00 110 
^200^020 ^^'llO^ (2.95) 
Note that V ^n ' - -2 to 0(n ) can be obtained from (2.94) 
after put tin g> n' = n", n = n' and x = z as 
V, 
^n' 
n' 
- 2  
= Y N 
1 r . 
n^ ^ 020 
n"-n' ( N 
n'n" 1n-1 (AI6 + &!?) + 4 j^_2 A^Q 
li JL. A 1 + -A_ 
n" N-1 ^ 49J ^,2 
1 (n"-n')(n"-2n') 
(n"-l) (n"-2) 50 
. 1 (n"-n')(n"-n'-l) N 
^ / <1 \ r It \ tT -1 « i 
n 
,2 (n"-2)(n"-3) N-1 "49 (2.96) 
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where 
^49 ^  ^  So2 " ® S02S1I ^002^020 "*" ^ ^011 
^50 ^  ^  ^012 " ^ 003 ^021* 
To get VET^^] to 0(n~^) we need to retain the expectation of 
z2 
^ yf, (Cônn " 2 to 0{n~^) and only the constant 
-2 ^n' '^200 
^n* 
part of the expectations of rest of the terms. Therefore the 
following expectations with varying degree of accuracy were 
obtained 
^n" -2 y:. C' 
-2 ^n' 110 
^n' 
n' 
n"-l 
n"-l 
n' [Alt 110 
ïï^[i^] (^120 ^210) + n" ^^110^200 " ^iio) } 
rn"-n'' f ^ 1 
n'n" J [N-IJ 
1 fn"-n'' 
- n' in"-2 . 
-2 ^n' 020 
=n' 
(^110^200*^110^002+^110^101 ^110^01l"^110^ 
(Cm + Cgio - C120) 
% 
fn'-l^ r n" ' rn"-l] N 
n' J [n"-lj I  n" J [N-IJ 
n -n ' 
n'n" 
N 
N-1 ^ 020^002 " n' 
020 
n"-n' 
n"-2 021 
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V  - 2  
^n' ^200 
-2 fn'-l 
n' 
n ) W ( '200 
_1 N-1 (2 c - 2 C ) 
n" N-2 ^ 210 300^ 
®ï 2 
•*" n" ^^200^020 ^ ^200 ^ ^200^110^ } (2.97) 
n"-n' 
n'n" 
N 
N-1 ^^200^002 •"• ^ ^ 200^101 ^ ^200 
2^200^011 ^ ^200^110 ^200^020^ 
+ —, 
1 /n"-n' 
n' n"-2 
z2 
^n" -2 
-2 ^n' 
^n' 
c ' 
^210 
^210 ^ ^ 300 ^201^ 
• —2 
= y; c 
N 210 
> 
jf « 
^n' 
3 0 0  
- 2  
^300 
Ï y:. 120 
n" 
^120 
z2 
fn: ç2 
_2 ^n* iin^9i '110 200 
'n' 
n'-l 
n' 
N 
N-1 
— 2  
N "110^200 y„ C,.«C 
200 
n' -X 
n' 
N 
N-1 % C 
2 
200 
82 
z2 
-2 ^n' 200 020 
^n' 
^n' 4lO 
=n' 
n'-l 
n' 
N 
N-1 
- 2  
^200^020 
n'-l 
n' N-1 N "110 
Substituting values from (2.96) and (2.97) into (2.95), 
simplifying and retaining terms to 0(n ^ ), we obtain 
V2(T2dL) 
n" ^020 
n"-n' r N 
n'n" { 7J-1 (Aie + A^y) + n" N-1 ^ 49 
. , _N_ T 1 (n"-n')(n"-2n') 
^ n^ N-2 ^ 50 J ^,2 n"-l) (n"-2) 50 
1 (n"-n')(n"-n'-l) N ^ ^ n'-n N ^ 
^,2 (n"-2)(n"-3) N-1 49 nn' N-1 ^ 16 
, n'-n 1 N ^ , n'-n 1 N * 
nn' n' N-1 48 nn' n' N-2 19 
n'-n n"-n' n" N 
+ ZZTT nn' n'n" N-1 ^ 51 n' nn' n"-2 n"-l "52 
1 n'-n n"-n' n" 
«I _ T ^ C 
, 1 (n'-n)(n'-2n) ^ 19 , 1 (n'-n)(n'-n-l) N ^ 
2 (n'-l)(n'-2) 2 ^2 (n'-2)(n'-3) N-1 ^ 48 (2.98) 
where 
^51 " ^200^002 ^ ^200^101 " ^  ^ 200^011 " ^  ^ 110^002 
~ 2 '"lio'^ioi ^ ^  ^009^ 110 Oil 2 020 
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and 
^52 ^ ^111 " ^ 201 ^021* 
Taking ^  to be zero we have 
V2(T2dL) 
^16 , ^17 ^18 , 1 
•  _ t  *  _  I I  T  
n n' n 
n 
2 ^^48 2 •*" nn' ^^51 ^48 
2 ^19 ^52^ nn 
i- (A,, + 
n' 
(2.99) 
where 
^53 ~ ^  ^002 ^ Sll ^ ^011^002 ~ ^ 200^002 ~ ^ ^200^101 
•*" ^ *^200^011 '*' ^ ^110^002 ^ ^110^101 ~ ^ ^ 110^011 
^ ^ 012 ^003 "*" ^201 ^ ^111 
and 
^54 ~ ^ 003 ^ ^012 " ^ 201 ^ ^111 ~ ^ ^002 ® ^002^011 
^ ^ 011 ^200^002 ^ ^200^101 " ^  ^ 200^011 
^ ^ 110^002 ^ ^110^101 "'• ^ ^ 110^011 • 
It may be noted at this point that for z = C, a nonzero 
constant, the sampling scheme (2.89) becomes equivalent to 
that of (2.83) because for z = C, the Midzuno scheme using z 
Therefore 
expression (2.94) could be obtained as a particular case of 
(2.9 8) for 2 = C. For large populations, therefore, the 
as size reduces to SRS, thus T^^ reduces to T^^ 
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variance of can be obtained either from (2.94) after 
taking ^ to be zero or from (2.99) after putting z = C which 
We obtain from 
either of them 
is equivalent to putting = 0 if t ^  0, 
VzfTldL) 
-2 
= y 
N ÏÏ' (*17 + A^g) + ^  (Ajg + 7 A^g) 
nn' (^48 2 ^19^ (2.100) 
For n" = N, scheme (2.89) reduces to the scheme (2.85) 
and reduces to - 2  Variance of "^21, to 0(n ) can 
therefore be obtained from (2.98) after putting n" = N. How­
ever, for large populations the expression for its variance is 
directly available from (2.99) after letting n" go to infinity 
which is nothing but expression (2.99) with terms containing 
n" missing. 
4. Generalization of the Lahiri-type estimators and 
estimation of their variances 
Estimate of variance of is given by 
Est[V(T^^)] = -is,-.1-1..'. . (2.101) 
n 
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For the sampling scheme (2.83) it can be verified that 
IdL'^ "-^Idl,^ Est[V(TTjT)] = - Est[y2] 
= t^ldL^ -
^ 2 r-
1 ^ 2  1  ^  
N 1 
2 -
n y.x 
E 
i Nnx, 
iV. + 5 Nil 
n 
iféj N x^n(n-l) 
-r 2 
=n 
(I • ff] ®y' (2.102) 
It can also be verified that for sampling scheme (2.89) 
EstCVCTj^)] = [T^ai,] - Est 1 ^ 2  1  ^  
-2 Ç ^i + :2 ,L 
N 1 N if^j 
? ^ iVV . 2 yj^i^niZa" H-1 
? —— .,. — — N 1 Nnx_z_, x^z„,n(n-l) 
n n n n' 
\ &1&: :y2 . 
- - -^n 
1 1 
n N 
sj].(2.103) 
For n" = N, we also get from (2.103) 
' 2 
Est[V(T2j^)] = ïn V ; N ( è - è )  = y l -
^n^n' 
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Following the same notation which was used for 
generalization in other sections, let us define the sampling 
scheme for the general case 
N - SRS — n^(x^) — Mid(x^) — n^_^(x^_^) —. 
n^(x^) - Mid(x^) - n^fx^). (2.105) 
It can be easily shown that 
•AdL 
A ^i-ln. , 
n ïzi 
'An, (2.106) 
is an unbiased estimate of y^. Putting n^ = N we get from 
(2.105) the selection scheme 
N - Mid(x^) - ^A-l^^A-l^ n^(x^) -Mid(x^) — ng(xQ) (2.107) 
and the estimator 
^AL = 
i=l X. in i-1 
X AN (2.108) 
from (2.106). It can be easily verified that is also an 
unbiased estimator of y^. 
Recognizing the similarity between (2.102) and (2.103), 
and also between (2.101) and (2.104), it is simple to 
write the estimate of variance of and as 
^ini 
ii 
1=1 ^in 
i-1 
- 2  
'On, 1^0 =0^0 
(2.109) 
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and 
Est[V(T^J]=[T,L3 -
A-1 *in. 
n 
i=l X. 
^^i-1 
AN 
'An A-1 
^On, 
^1_ 
n. 
1 
N 
E. Comparison of Estimators 
*0*0 
(2.110) 
1. Comparison with no model assumption 
Comparison in respect of bias ; Since it is the absolute 
value of the bias that matters rather than its numerical 
magnitude, the difference of the biases of two estimators may 
not always be meaningful. The difference will have meaning 
only if the two biases have the same sign. In order to compare 
the estimators in respect of bias let us consider the expres­
sions of bias of and to the first order of approximation 
as given by (2.32) and (2.33), respectively. It is straight 
forward to show that 
Bias^ [T^] Bias^ I (2.111) 
V A 
V A 
(2.112) 
(2.113) 
That is if the bias of the simple ratio estimator with each 
auxiliary variable has the same sign, then (2.111) is satisfied. 
We may note that condition (2.112), which is equivalent to 
9% = < C /C , (2.114) 
*0*A *0 
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will often be satisfied. In particular if C , ^  C for each 
Xq  
À then (2.114) is always satisfied, hence (2.111) will 
always be satisfied. 
Comparison of MSE's: The first order approximations to 
MSB's given in (2.34) and (2.35) directly yield 
- —2 f N 1 ^ f 
V(yn)-%SEi[T^a]= Z 
^i-1 
and 
V(y^)-MSE^[T^] = y - 2  N 
1 H
 
N z N-1 i "l-l 
^i 
^i 
(2 C 
(2 C 
=0=1 
C" ) (2.115) 
^i 
f  1  
l*A-l 
1 
N (2 C - C^. ) OX X 
(2.116) 
From (2.115) and (2.116) we immediately have 
< 
and 
according as 
WSEiETxd] ; Vfy^) 
MSB l[Tx] ; V(yn) 
(2.117) 
(2.118) 
(2.119) 
In case the upper half of the inequality (2.119) is 
satisfied, that is p > -^ C /C for each X, then inclusion 
*0 X " ^ *X ^0 
of each auxiliary variable in the estimator whether the popula­
tion mean of the auxiliary variable last in the chain is known 
or unknown makes it more efficient than y^ which is also other­
wise obvious from (2.34) and (2.35). 
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In order to see how inclusion of one or more variables 
affects the MSE when the population means of the auxiliary-
variables are unknown, let us consider (2.34) to form the 
difference 
- 2  
N 
N 
N-1 n X-1 n X 
* -c; ).(2.120) 
We see that for a given X, inclusion of X, in estimation 
reduces the MSE if 
'x X > 2 ^x /""x ' 
X 0 
(2.121) 
Also, to see as to how much the MSE is inflated if the 
population mean of the auxiliary variable last in the chain is 
not known but is estimated through double sampling, consider 
the difference 
ll MSE^[T^^]-MSE^[T^] = y - 2  N 
N 
I N-1 J X 
X X - C; ). (2.122) 
If (2.121) is satisfied then we see that estimation of x^ 
through double sampling inflates the MSE as is to be expected. 
Combining the relations (2.117), (2.118), (2.120) and 
(2.121) we observe that if 
then 
MSE (2.123) 
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2 Since n, increases and 2 C - C decreases, with A we 
A Xo*A 
may conclude from (2.120) and (2.122) that a stage will be 
reached when there will not be any appreciable reduction in 
the relative mean square errors. In other words 
additional auxiliary variables, after a few variables most 
highly correlated with will not reduce the relative MSE to 
a great extent. 
It can be verified that to the first order of approxi­
mation 
and 
MSE^[T^l = MSE^[T^„1 = 
Therefore relations similar to (2.123) will be true for almost 
unbiased and Lahiri-type estimators. That is if p > 
• p y  C  / C  V A, we also have 
1 1 (2-1241 
and 
V i 1  1  V ( 5 ^ ) .  ( 2 . 1 2 5 )  
T., T. = (y /z ) z-T and T„ are estimators of y„ and if X 1 Iz ^n n N 2 -'N 
is the best auxiliary variable to be used for ordinary ratio 
method of estimation, i.e. if T^ compared to T^^ is a better 
estimator of y^, then we may also expect T^ to be a better 
estimator than T^^. Through similar arguments we may also 
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expect to be a better estimator of than = 
(y^/2^)z^„. We may also expect a similar relationship for the 
almost unbiased and Lahiri-type estimators. 
To verify the above intuitive arguments let us consider 
(2.15) and (2.23) after suitable changes to yield the dif­
ference 
MSS2(Tldz) - WSEzfTza) 
- 2  
= Y 
N I n n ^17 ^  2 ^50 ^ ^ 49 " ^19 ~ ^20^ 
n 
nn' (^21 ^22 ^23^ nn" ^55 
(Agg + Agg - A23) - (^24'^^'30'^^31^^32~"26^ 
n 
„2 ^012 ~ ^ ^102^ (2.126) 
where 
^55 ^  ^  ^003 ~ ^ ^012 ~ ^201 ® ^111 ^002^011 
^002 ~ ® ^011 ~ ^200^011 ~ ^ ^110^101 ^ ^101^200 
® ^110^011 ~ ^002^110 ^ ^ 002^200" 
Denoting for the estimator with X replaced by 
Z/ X by z and x , by z „ we can obtain MSE_(T-,„^) from 
n n n n 2 loMz 
(2.55c) and then the difference 
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5N n n ^17 2 ^ 56 nn' ^ 43 nn" ^57 
n 
n 
,2 "45 n'n" 46 (2.127) 
where 
^56 " ^ ^002 ~ ^011^002 •*" ^020S02 ^011 ~ ^ ^200 
^ ^110^200 ^020^200 ^110 
and 
A57 = 2 - 2 C2Q1 - 2 CQ^2 + 2 C^o2 + ^  ^002^011 ~ ^ 002 
^101^200 ^200^002 ~ ^ ^ 002^110 " ^  ^101^110 
^ ^200^011 ^ ^011^110 ~ ^ ^101^002 ~ ^ ^011 
2 ni ^  101 Oil' 
Defining similar to 
(2.100) 
we obtain from (2.99) and 
^2^'^ldLz^ ^2^^2dL^ 
-  yNjjÈ " è' .  ^17 2 ^^50 2 ^ 19 ^ ^ 49 ^48^ n 
+ (A48 2 ^19 ~ ^51 52' nn" "58 
n 
A - -A_ A 
, ^53 n'n" 54 
I ^ 
(2.128) 
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where 
^58 " ^003 " ^  ^ 012 ~ ^ 201 ^ ^ 111 ^ ^002^011 ~ ^ ^002 
^ ^ 011 ~ ^ ^200^011 ^200^002 ^ ^200^101 
2 C^io^002 " ^  ^110^101 ^ ^110^011* 
Similar differences in the MSE's for the estimators with 
Zjj in place of z^„ can be obtained from (2.126)-(2.128). 
n 
Confined to first order terms, the right hand sides of 
(2.126)-(2.128) will be nonnegative if C - 1C. — C 002 ^^011 ^200 
+ 2 C^io 1 0 
y «z — yx (2.129) 
where 
Cy.x = # ^ 
i=l 
•N 
X. 
^ -
and 
'y.z " g: 
% I 
Note that (2.129) is a condition that X is a better 
auxiliary variable for simple ratio method of estimation of 
y^ than Z. This was our original assumption to start. 
Therefore, (2.129) will always be satisfied and to first order 
terms, the differences (2.126)-(2.128) will be nonnegative. 
9 4  
I f  
(i) C 210 ^300 ^120 ^012 ^021 *^003 
or X, Y and Z are jointly symmetrical, and > (2.130) 
(ii) Cx = C, = C 
-2 . the terms with coefficient n in (2.126)-(2.128) reduce to 
« C Cy'Pxy - + "yz" ' 
C Cy'^xy - Pyz)[4C " S'^xy + Pyz'' y. (2.131) 
and 
CytPxy Py,)t3C - Cy(p^ 4. Py,)] 
Since >_ each term in (2.131) will be nonnegative 
if C > I C . (2.132) 
Therefore (2.130) and (2.132) are a set of sufficient 
conditions to keep the differences (2.126)-(2.128) and the 
differences obtained with the estimators having in place of 
-  - 2  
z^„, to 0(n ), nonnegative. 
The difference ~ MSEgET^] to 0(n ^) is same as 
the difference MSEgET^^] ~ MSEgETg]. 
It can, therefore, be concluded that (2.130) and (2.132), 
which are sufficient conditions to satisfy 
MSE2[Ti^] - MSEgCT^] > 0, 
are the minimum set of sufficient conditions to keep the 
differences (2.126)-(2.128) and the other three differences 
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with in place of z^„; nonnegative. 
After getting expressions for MSEgET^], MSEgfT^^] and 
from (2.23), (2.55c) and (2.100) respectively we 
obtain _2 
^2'•^IL^ ~ ^ ^2'•^IM^ ~ ~2 '•^48 2 ^ 19 " ^42^ 
n 
2 
2 "^200 ^110* ^ ^210 " ^120 Cgog] (2.133) 
n 
and _2 
MSE^tT^] - VjCT^^l = ï| [ I + Ajo - Ajg] 
n 
- 2  
= -y [(6 Cgoo - 12 ^ 200^110 ••" ^ ^200^020 ^ ^110^ 
n 
""" ^ ^210 ~ ^120 ~ ^300^' (2.134) 
From definition of the C's it can be seen that 
^ ^210 ~ ^ 120 ~ ^300 ^  ~ -2- Cov(x^, e^^) (2.135) 
where - (yjj/x^)x^. 
We also have 
^ ^200 ~ ^200^110 ^ ^200^020 ^ ^  ^110 
6(^200 ~ ^ iio) 2 ^ 200^020 ^^ ~ ^xy^ - °* (2.136) 
^ ^210 " ^ 120 " ^ 300 " ° 
if C2TO = ^120 ~ ^300 ^ and Y are jointly symmetrically 
distributed in which case each odd moment takes the value zero, 
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It can therefore be concluded that 
MSEgtTm] 1 1 MSEgET^] (2.137) 
provided (i) = *-120 ~ *"300' (ii) X and Y are 
jointly symmetrically distributed, or ^ (2.138) 
(iii) Cov(x^, e?) _< 0. 
Expressions for MSEgET^^], ^^^2'•^IdM^ and ^2 [T^^] are 
available from (2.23), (2.55c) and (2.100), respectively. From 
(2.55c) and (2.100) we obtain 
V2 [Tiaj,' -
- 2  
~2 - ^ 120 ~ *^300^' (2.139) 
n 
It follows that if (2.138) is satisfied then 
^2 i "• '2.140) 
From (2.23) and (2.55c) we get 
MSE2 [Tid] - MSE2 [T^^l 
y2 
= -J (1-f)[(2-f)(2C2^q  - C^2o ~ C300) + ffCgoo - C^2o^ 
n 
+ 7(1 f) (C2QQ C^^g) + 2Co2QC2QQ(l-Pxy) 
4f ^^10^*^200 ~ ^110^] (2.141) 
where f = ^  < 1. 
n — 
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Similarly (2.23) and (2.100) give 
MSE^ [Tig] - Vj 1 
= -J {l-f)[(l-f) (2 ^210 ~ ^120 ~ ^ 300^ ^^^300 ~ ^120^ 
n 
+ 6(l-f)(C2QQ - C^ ^ g )  + 2CQ2O^200 
^110^^200 ~ ^ lio)]' (2.142) 
If (2.138) is satisfied then (2.141) and (2.142) are both 
nonnegative for 
( i )  ^200 -  Clio  1  0 or  ( i i )  C* =  or  
(ill) CgoQ - > 0 and £ 5n'-n C~ ' (2.143) 
Combining the conclusions arrived in (2.139)-(2.143) we obtain 
MSSz < MSE^ITial (2.144) 
provided 
(i) Condition (2.138) is satisfied and 
=200-=110 1 0 S = S 
C200-<^110 > 0 and p < 
> 
xy — 3n'-n 
3(n'-n) X 
C y 
(2.145) 
Expressions for MSE2(T2), MSE2 (T2j^) and V2(T2l) are 
obtained from (2.19), (2.51a) and (2.99), respectively. From 
them wa obtain 
9S 
Vj (Tj^) - MSEj (T^) 
— 2 1 
= 
2 
n 
+ A 
= ^2 (TlL 
MSBg(Tg) 
— 2 1 = %
2 
n 
(^48 2 ^19 ^42^ nn' ^^51 ~ ^ 48 2 ^ 19 
52 ^43^ n'^ (^53 ^45^ 
'2 ^ IM^ 
'2^ 2M' 
nn' 
(2.146) 
(A, Q + A__ — A-_) + 1 (A~, + A__ + A 23 ^43^ 
n 
,2 (^28 ^29 ^23 ^45^ 
= MSEjCT^) - MSE^m^, + o[^j (2.147) 
and 
MSB,;?;) - VatT,^) 
- 2  
= Y 
N 2 ( 2 ^19 ^20 ~ ^ 48^ nn' ^^21 ^22 ^23 ~ ^ 51 
n 
'*' ^48 "*" 2 ^19 ^52^ ^ ^ ,2 ^^28 ^ ^29 ^23 ^53^ 
= MSE2(T^) - V^CT^^) + 01 . (2.148) 
- 2 ,  It is clear from (2.146)-(2.148) that to 0(n ) the 
differences in the MSB's of the estimators using two auxiliary 
variables are exactly equal to the corresponding differences 
in the MSB's of the estimators using only one auxiliary 
variable. Therefore to 0(n ^) condition (2.138) is also 
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sufficient to satisfy 
"5=2 (?2M) i^2'^2L' 1 MSEzCr,) (2.149) 
From (2.15), (2.51a) and (2.99) we obtain 
V2(T2dL) - MSEzfTzx) 
= - MSE^fTzM) 
+ y - 2  N nn" (^31 ^52 ^44^ 
n'n" ^^54 " '^45^ ^.,2 ^47 (2.150) 
MSE^fTza) - MSE^CTzaK) 
= MSEgCTg) - MSEgCr^y) 
Eï?" (^24 ^25 ^26 •*' ^27 ^44^ nT ^^30 ^ ^ 31 
^32 ^26 ~ "^46^ „2 '"33 
^27 ^47) 
n 
(A,, + ^22 
(2.151) 
and 
MSEzCTzd) - VzfTzdL) 
MSEg (Tg) 
-
'
k
 
1 
+ Ag^ + A 
2 ' 2L^ 
25 ^26 '27 51 52' n'n" '30 
32 26 54' 
n 
.,2 (^33 ^34 ~ ^ 32 ~ ^ 27^ 
(2.152) 
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Therefore we can conclude as before t±iat to 0 (n 
(2.138) is a sufficient condition to satisfy 
MSB; 1 V; (T^ai,) i MSEj  (Tgg) . (2.153) 
•^2' ?2M' ?2L' T2d' ^ 2dM hdL on the second 
variable Z in addition to the data cn n' units of the 
first auxiliary variable X used by T^^, '^IdL* can 
be expected therefore that the estimators using some extra 
information would be better than those not using it. To 
investigate this, let us consider 
MSE2(Tid) - MSEzCr^a) 
1 1 
ÏÏ' " n' ^18 nn' ^4 ^19 ^  ^  Ag + 3 
^200 ^^16 + ^21 ^22 ^23^ nn" ^^25 ^26 
^27^ ^4 3" ^20 ~ ''200 ^ ^16 ~ ^ 28 
^29 ^23^ ~ n'n" ^^24 ^30 ^31 \^32 ~ '^26^ 
n 
2 (Agg + Ag^ - A32 ~ ^ 27) (2.154) 
We may note that (2.154) does not contain terms with 
_2 
coefficient n . A similar difference between MSEgand 
MSEgCTg] can be obtained from (2.154) after leaving the terms 
containing n' 
-1 
The difference (2.154) to 0(n ) will be nonnegative if 
Pyz i I C:/Cy " (2.155) 
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Similar differences of with and and those of 
with and can be obtained and it may be verified 
then that to 0(n they contain the same terms as (2.154). 
Therefore, within each class, the biased, almost unbiased and 
Lahiri-type ratio estimators, (2.155) remains a sufficient 
condition to make the estimators using additional information 
more efficient than the ones not using it. We may further 
observe that (2.155) had been our necessary condition for 
inclusion of Z in the estimator. 
So far we had restricted our comparisons to the ordinary 
chain-type, almost unbiased and Lahiri-type ratio estimators. 
The variance of the Hartley-Ross type estimator involves terms 
which are entirely different from those that are involved in 
others. This makes it difficult to compare the Hartley-Ross 
type estimators with the rest of them. However, we shall 
examine if the Hartley-Ross estimator using X and Z auxiliary 
variables is better than the one using only z auxiliary 
variable. 
To first order terms we get from (2.75) 
^1 ^'^2H^ = n (^y " ^  ^12N^yz ^12N^z 
+ n - E' (^N^lN^rg ^^12NVlN^zr2 ^ ^N^lN^yrg) 
and from (2.58) 
^l^^lHz] n ^^y ~ ^^12N^yz ^12N^z^* 
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It is obvious that 
(2-156) 
" - 2 Oyr^ 5 "• 
Let 
x ^ > 0 ,  y ^ > 0 ,  z ^ > 0  V i ,  
2 S = (a /o ), the regression coefficient of Y on r-, 
^2 2 
2 8 = (a /a ), the regression coefficient of z on r- and 
^"2 ^^2 ^2 ^ 
° Byr; ' regression coefficient of 
'y - ri2N^' rj. 
Then the inequality (2.156) is satisfied provided 
^ (y-?12jjZ)r2 - 2 ^IN * (2.157) 
In an attempt to obtain more simple and meaningful condi­
tion for the inequality (2.156) to hold, the following 
approximations which were obtained using Taylor's expansion 
and which will be valid for sufficiently small values of C 
where C = = C^, were used. 
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= E(ri) = pi [1 + c2(l - p^)] , 
^12N = E(ri2) = tl + C^d - P )! , 
" L  = Vfr,) = ^  [2C2(1 - Px,)] , 
2  
"zr j  = C^ ' l  -  Pxz '  
and 
. _2 
= Cov(y,r,) = —— C . 
yr 
S (2.158) 
'N 
Substituting values from (2.158) and simplifying we get 
^ ^IZN^zZg ^ ^ yr-g 
[-C^(l - Pxz)^ - C^d - P^) (1 - Pxg)^ 
N 
- 2 c2(Pyx - Py,) - 2 C^l - P^,)(P^ - Py:)] (2.159) 
which is nonpositive if p^^ ^  Pyz* note that ^ p^^ 
was our basic assumption^ hence inequality (2.155) will 
always be satisfied. 
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2. Comparison with model assumption 
For comparison of estimators using only one auxiliary 
variable let us consider the model 
y^ = a + 
with E(e. .[x. )=0, E(e.,e. Jx. x )=0, V(e. .|x. ) = x? , 6 > 0, 
Ij 1 iiv jA^lj IJl X 
g 2 Of with e's independent of x where x has gamma distribution 
with parameter h. 
Now the finite population of size N is a sample from the 
super population described through the above model. For this 
super population we have 
^200 " 
= 6/(a + Bh)f 
Co2o = + ôr(g+h)/r(h)}/(a + gh)^ 
Ci2o = {26 h + Ôgr(g+h)/r (h) }/{h(a + gh)^}. > 
C210 " 2g/{h(a + gh)} 
and 
C300 2/h . 
(2.160) 
For any estimator T of Y (the super population mean) with 
a super population structure one will obtain 
MSE[T] = E[T - Y]^ 
= E[(T-y^) + (P%-Y)]2 
= E(T-y^)2 + E(y^-Y)2 + 2E{(T-y^J(y^-Y)} 
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= E[MSEjj{T)] + E(y^-Y)^ 
+ 2E[(y^-Y) BiaSjj(T)3 
where MSE„ and Bias„ denote the MSE and bias of T for the N N 
given finite population. Recall that MSE^fT) and BiaSj^(T) are 
in terms of C 's where C , stands for the C of the 
rstjj " 
finite population. Therefore for large N 
E(y^ - Y)^ = 0(N"^) ^  0 
and 
E[{y -Y)C ] = 0(N~^) ^  0 -
Therefore 
MSE[T] = E[MSE^(T)]. 
It can be shown that for large N 
^<yN=rst^' = =rst • 
(2.161) 
(2.162) 
Keeping in view the results of (2.161) and (2.162) and 
using those of (2.160) in (2.133) and (2.134), we get after 
some simplification 
1 
«SEj [Tij,] - [Ti J = 
n. n. 
2  r(g+h) 
" TihT (2.163) 
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and 
MSEg[T^] 
^2'-'^lL^ 2,2 
n h 
4a^ + Ôh(2-g) (2.164) 
Subtract (2.163) from (2.164) to get 
MSEj [T^l - MSEj [T^„] - -5^ 
n n 
3a^ + 26h(l-g) (2.165) 
Note that for g > 0 
3a^ > 2Ôh(g-l) ^ 4a^ > 6h(g-2) 
An examination of (2.163)-(2.165) will suggest that 
(i) < MSE^[T^^] < MSEgtT^] (2.166) 
if (i) 0 < g < 1 or (ii) a ^ 0/ g > 1 and 
3a 2 > 25h(g-l) , 
(ii) 1 HSEzfT^] < MSEgtT^] (2.167) 
if a = 0 and 1 < g < 2 
and 
(iii) MSEgCTi] 1 < MSEgET^] (2.168) 
if a = 0 and g > 2. 
Similarly we obtain from (2.139), (2.142) and (2.143) 
that 
MSE2[T^^] -
1-f 
n^hZ 
a^(l+f) + ôgh f^9+b) (2.169) 
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MSE^ [Tia] - MSB, [T^^] 
1-f 
rfhZ 
3a^(l-f) + 3ôh(l-g) ^^9+^) 
and 
(2.170) 
MSEztTid] - VgETi^] 
1-f 2a^(2-f) + ôh(2-g) (2.171) 
where f = £ !• 
Since 
and 
therefore 
2a^(2-f) > 3a^(l-f) 
2Sh(g-l) I^> 6h(g-2)  
3a (1-f) > 26h(g-l) 2a^(2-f) > ôh(g-2) ^  (g+h) (h) • 
Now a careful study of (2.169)-(2.171) will at once 
suggest that 
(i) Vz'Tiai' IMSEjtT^^] (2.172) 
if (i) g £ 1 or (ii) a 0, g > 1 and 
3a^(l-f) > 25h(g-l) . 
(ii) VztTldL] 1 WSEalTid] < MSEzETiaw] (2.173) 
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and 
(iii) MSEglTig] < (2.174) 
if a = 0 and g ^  2. 
It can therefore be concluded from (2.166)-(2.168) and 
(2.172)-(2.174) that so long as g _< 1, for any linear relation­
ship between Y and X, the order of preference for the estima­
tors should be Lahiri-type, almost unbiased and ordinary ratio. 
The same order of preference is maintained for g > 1 if a is 
sufficiently large. For a = 0 i.e. the regression line passes 
through the origin, as the value of g exceeds unity the order 
of preference changes so that for 1 < g £ 2 the ordinary ratio 
beats the almost unbiased estimator and becomes the second 
best and for still higher values of g i.e. for g > 2 it 
becomes the best among the three. 
For comparison of estimators with two auxiliary variables 
let us consider the model 
y = $^x + e^ 
with E(e^|x) = 0, E(e^|x) = a x^, a > 0, g ^ 0, 
E(eiieij|XiXj) = 0 and e^'s independent of x, 
X = $2^ + ^2 
with E(e2|z) = 0, E^eg/z) = b-z^, b > 0, h ^ 0, 
E(e e-.|z.z.) = 0 and e_'s independent of z so that 
y = + e^ 
with e^ and e2 independent. 
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Then for the super population we have 
^020 ^200 ^ E(x^)/(S^x ) 2-2,  ] 
= Cqq2 + {^1 b E(z^) + a E(x9)}/(g2g2z2), 
•N 
=200 = =002 + b 
^110 ^200' 
^011 ^101 ^002' 
^210 ^300' 
^012 ^102 ^003' 
Ci2o = C3QQ + a E{(x-X)x^}/(6^X^) , 
(2.175) 
C201 = Cq q 3  + b E{(z-Z)zh}/(g2z3), 
^111 ^003 
and 
+ b E{ {z-Z)z^}/ , 
C021 = Cq q 3  + b E{(z-Z)zh}/(g2z3) 
+ a E{(2-Z)x^}/(6^B2^^) 
where X and Z stand for super population means. 
We also have 
^1 = ^1' 
" ^ 2' 
"12 
2 
= 6162' 
= a E (x^~^) . 
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= b E{z^~^) , 
çp- = 3^ b E(z^ ^) + a E(xVz^), 
^12 
= 6. b Efz^-l), 
• ^ 2  
cr^ ^ = b E(zb-2) 
^2^12 ^ 
a = a E{x^ Vz) 
= 1 12 
and 
"zrj °zri2 
S (2.176) 
-2,  
Retaining terms up to and including 0(n ) in (2.75) we 
get 
^2 
= n * ^ 12N^z " ^  ^12N^yz ^^N^lN^12N^zr, 
- 2 SN^ÏNCyr;) 
n' ^ VlN^12N^zr2 ^ ^ N^lN^yrg) 
• * %.<' 
Ill 
By virtue of (2.161), (2.162) and (2.176) we obtain 
^2I''2h1 
= k <91^200 + ^  - BI6^O02 + 
- 2 Z 6^ b E(z^"^)} 
+ {2 Z6^ b E(z^"^) - b E(z^"^)} 
~2 "'•^002 ^ ^ 1 ^  ^002 ^  E(x^/z ) 
n 
+ a b Z^ E(x9"2) e(z^"^)} 
- ^  a b Z^ E(x9"2) Efz^-Z). (2.177) 
Similarly from (2.19) and (2.175) we obtain after some 
simplification 
MSE^lT^] 
= Y^[n"^ a E(x^)/(3^X^) + n'"^ b E(zh)/(g2z2) 
+ n"^ a {3 Cgoo E(x'^) - 2 E (x^ (x-X) )/X}/( B^X^) 
+ n"^n'"^ {2a E (e^x^)/(B^B^^^) 
- 3a b E(x^)E(z^)/{B^B2X^Z^)} 
+ n'"^{3 Cq q2 b E(z^)/(62Z^ )  - 2 b  E ( z ^ ( z - Z ) ) / ( B ^ Z ^ ) > ] .  
(2.178) 
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Subtract (2.178) from (2.177) to get 
- MSEzET,] 
= n"^{3ju200 " ^ 1^2^002 ^  ^^^1 ^  ^ (z^"^) - 2ZB^ b E(2^"^)} 
+ n'"^b{2Z6j E(z^"^) - Z^gZ E(z^"^) - E (z^) / (B^Z^ ) } 
+ n"^{ygg2 ^ E(zf"2) + a E(x^/z^) 
+ a b E(x^"^) E(z^"^) - 3a E(x^) 
+ 2a E(x^(x-X) )/X} 
- n~^n'"^ {a b Z^ E(x^"^) E(x^"^) + 2a E^egX^j/z 
- 3a b E(x9) E (z^) / (B^Z^) } 
+ n'"2 b {2 E(z^(z-Z)) - 3 C qq^ E(z^)}/(B^Z^). 
The coefficient of n ^ in (2.179) is 
= 91(62^002 + b E(z^)}-BlBlvao2 * b EiJ^-h 
- 2 Z B^ b E (z^"^) 
(2.179) 
= g2 b E[zh/2 - Z z(h/2)-l]2 
-1 
and that of n' is 
= - B^ b EEz^/Z _ 2 z(h/2)-l]2 . 
Therefore to 0 (n ) we have 
V^tT2Hl - MSE^tTj] = 1 1 n n ' 6J b Etz^/Z 
- z z(h/2)-l]2 
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which is always nonnegative. Since MSE of and to 
-1 —1 O(n ) are the same, we conclude that to 0(n ), 
is less efficient than and 
We may note that other terms in (2.179) are difficult to 
simplify even for particular values of g. 
Proceeding as before we also have from the full 
expression 
MSEj[T2„1 - Vj[Tj^l 
= yZ f - i fi - i.l a E{x' (x-X) }/ |_ n (^n n J ± 
^ E{x^(z-Z) }/(B2g2z3) 
^ E{z^ (z-Z)}/(6^Z^) 
n' 
which is always nonpositive since E{x^(x-X)} and E{z (z-Z)} 
are nonnegative because of the fact that x^ and z^ increase 
with X and z respectively. Also, since x and z are positively 
correlated it is implied that x^ and z will also be positively 
correlated so that E{x^(z-Z)} ^  0. 
We therefore have 
MSE2ET2J5] - 1 0. (2.180) 
Similarly we have 
MSEgtTg] - MSEgtTgM] 
= [f - i^j CgoQ a E(x^)/(B^X^) 
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+ ^  {2 Cqq2 a E(x^)/(6^X^) 
s-2 + 2 a E((x-X)x^/X^ - x^(z-Z)/(X^Z) ) } 
+ 2b ^ {CoQ2 E(z^) - E(z^(z-Z)/Z) } ']• 
For g = 0 or 1 and X > 0 
E[(x-X)x^/X^ - (z-Z)xV(X^Z)] > 0 
because 
(z-Z)x 
- 2 -X Z 
= E 
(Z-ZiBgZ 
X^Z 
= 0. 
(2.181) 
Therefore the first two terms in (2.181) are nonnegative for 
g = 0 or 1 and X > 0. Also the last term 
Cq q2 E(2^) - E {(z-Z)z^/Z} = r Cq q2 10 for h = 0 
. 
0 for h = 1. 
We conclude therefore that for g and h being 0 or 1 
JMSEgCT^] - MSEgCT^^] > 0. (2.182) 
It may be noted at this point that even if h is not equal to 
0 or 1, the first two terms in (2.181) taken together are 
likely to dominate the last term and relation (2.182) may 
continue to hold. 
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It may also be shown that 
MSEjIT^] -
in 
1 
nn' 2-2 ^200 
E ((x-X)x9) J  
2-2 
nn'B^X 
(2 Coo2 E(x9) - E (z-Z)x^ 
,2 *^200*^002 ~ ^ So2 " ^  ® a2?2^ ^ 
n' 
Since 
2 =200 ® 
(x-X)x^ 
X 
2 Coo2 E(x9) - E (z-Z)x^ 
r  2  C g o Q  > 0  f o r  g  =  0  
'200 
> 0 for g = 1, 
X 
2 Cq q2 1 0 for g = 0 
^002 g >0 for g = 1 
(2.183) 
and for Cggo 1 C^Qg and h = 0 
— îl 
^ ^200^002 ~ ^ ^ 002 " ^  ^  ^ ^  ^ 002 ^^200"^002^ - ° 
we conclude that the first two terms in (2.183) are non-
negative for g = 0 or 1 and taken together will dominate the 
last term for large values of n'. Therefore the claim that 
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MSE2[T2] - VgETg^] >0 (2.184) 
is justified for g = 0 and 1 and large n' or h = 0 and 
^200 - ^002* 
Putting them all together we may claim that for g = 0 or 1, 
and n* large, 
MSEgtTg^] 1 < MSEgfTg] (2.185) 
which is same as that given in (2.149). By virtue of rela­
tions (2.150), (2.151) and (2.152) we can claim for large n" 
that 
"SEjITjaul < 1 MSEzlTga] (2.186) 
which is same as (2.153). 
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III. GENERALIZED MULTIVARIATE RATIO ESTIMATORS 
IN MULTI-STAGE DESIGNS 
A. Introduction and Notation 
In addition to being administratively convenient, multi­
stage sampling may be the only feasible procedure in many 
practical situations where a satisfactory sampling frame of 
the ultimate units is not available, and preparing such a 
frame is almost impractical. As a result most of the large 
scale surveys are multi-stage surveys. It would therefore be 
proper to develop the theory, for chain-type ratio method of 
estimation, for multi-stage sample surveys. 
For three-stage sampling, let 
N = total number of first-stage units, 
= total number of second stage units in the i-th first-
stage unit, 
= total number of third-stage units in the ij-th second-
stage unit (j = 1,2,...,M^; i = 1,2,...,N), 
n = total number of first-stage units selected, 
= total number of second-stage units selected from the 
i-th selected first-stage unit, 
p. . = total number of third-stage units selected from the 
ij-th selected second-stage unit. 
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jk 
1]-
1.. 
= the Y-value of the k-th third-stage unit of the j-th 
second-stage unit of the i-th first-stage unit. 
ij k 
( ^ i M. P. . -1 1 1] 
Z p. . E Z 
. i j k 
-1 
M. 
1 
Yiik = (Mï^i.) ! Pii^ii. 1] 1]' 
fN ^i 
• 
-1 N i 
Z Z P. . Z Z 
i i ID i j 
/"N -1  N 
Z Q. 
i ^ X 
1] 
E 
k ^ijk 
N 
N 
E M.P. 
i ^ "" 
-1 N 
: MiPi.?!, 
M. 
X 
Pij/Pi.' Oi = MiPi. 
-1 
N 
N ^ S Q. , u. = Q./Q , 
il X X 
n 
n u. 
m. 
X V. . 
_ 1 Z — Z -JJ. 
~ n . m. p. . 
1 X j 
ijk 
1  N _ _ 2 
^ J ^Vi.. " y...) ' 
M. 
M.-l ' 
2. 
I   _ 1 ] 
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2 1 2 
ijy Pij-i k 
s' , Sî and S.. etc. can be defined in a similar manner. JjXy XXy XjXy 
B. Chain-type Ratio Estimators 
Assuming that SRS is followed at each stage of sampling, 
we shall first consider the ratio estimator 
^2,3d = ^  
^n ^n' 
, n* u. ^i V.. Pi] 
where = 5' f 5T ^ I '=ijk 
1 1 ] ^1] k 
- 1 ?" !ii , 
^n" - n" I mV ^ pV . J ^ijk ' 
as an estimator of y is analogus to and uses 
two auxiliary variables for estimation of y when x and 
z the population means of the auxiliary variables X and Z, 
respectively, are unknown. A general estimator can 
similarly be defined, where X stands for the number of 
auxiliary variables being used, k the number of stages of 
sampling and d indicating that the population means of none of 
the auxiliary variables are known, and the population mean of 
the auxiliary variable last in the chain is estimated through 
double samolina. 
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Several estimators of interest come out as special cases 
of -, and are listed below. 2,3a. 
Special cases ; 
(i) n" = N, ml' = M. , pV . = P. . 
1 X ^1] 1] 
=^2,3 
^n ^n' 
the ratio estimator when z is known, 
(ii) 2, a nonzero constant 
Yn -
^2,3d - ^n' ^l,3d 
n 
the ratio estimator using one auxiliary variable X and 
X unknown, 
(iii) z, a nonzero constant, n' = N 
^n -
^2,36 =... =•^1,3 
n 
the ratio estimator using one auxiliary variable X and 
X known, 
(iv) X and y, two nonzero constants 
T2,3d " ' 
(v) = 1 
^2,3d ^2,2d 
the ratio estimator for two-stage sampling from which 
all the corresponding special cases from (i) to (iv) 
can be obtained, and 
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(vi) = 1, = 1 
^2,36 " ^2d 
the oani-stage estimator of section B of Chapter II. 
m. m! 
Taking sizes m., m! and mV such that 0 < < 1, 0 < —^<1; 1 ill » III. 
m. m! ^ 
Lim —T = c, Lim -4- = d; for 0 < c < 1 and 0 < d < 1; 
m; 
m. -X» 1 
1 
m. 
mu^™ 1 
following the usual approach of Chapter II and remembering that 
Cov(y^ , X n ) =  i - l|s.._ +4%' 
n Nl bxy nN . i 
<  J  X  m. M. 1 xxy 
1 N u? "i 
m " STW: ^ 'Ij 
1 1 1 3 fi: 
s. . ijxy 
we obtain to the first order of approximation 
= Y 
n" 
mi M. n' m! Mi 
+ 1 T yZ i 1 
N i Mi j ij(nmi[pi. Pi-J rt - 41}'="-"' 1]X 
^ # : # 
fl_ 1 1 
m :  M. " n" 1 
V .  
i -
'2/;2 _ 
Sizy/:, 
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N u? 
1 y v\2 ( 1 1 
l^i: ^ii 1% ' n"inV 
' Siizy/:, >] 
and 
MSEi[T2,3d] 
(3 .2 )  
n' (SAy + Z «1 %xy) 
* k I "i{nf^ " g[ I'fir - H-|}{S:| + - ^ Vixyï 
N u? 
1 2 ^  2%M — 
N . M. . ij\ ran. I l l  - •  * -  1  
1 ( 1 
1] ^ij n'in| ^3 1] {sijy+afsfix 
- ZRlSijxy) 
1 
n' n" (Sby + - 2 KzSbzy' 
+ — 
m: H. '^ - &T|}(Si# + 2 K2Si:y} 
I 
1 K "i 2 
+ & ^ iT Z V 
1 1 3  [n'm! ^ij n"mV l^Ï3 13. 
t^ijy 
+ - ^VijzyJ 
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N 
Z 
u2 
X 
M. 
1 
v: 
f 1 
n"N r  mVM. : " i j  1 1 1 3  1] ^ijy 
(3.3) 
- Ï - 5- - GlSAx'- n" n" (2*2S ,^y-R2s'2) 
év - I {2R^SI^ 11 "i{n[^ " ir " !• ij " s~|} - «^ix' 
n" & - HT }{2VLy -
M 2 M. 
1 r i (J^ f 1 
N ? M. ? ^ij\nm. 1 x 3  ^  X  ^ij n'm^ k • 41) (2*lSiixy 
, N u? *\ 2 
"ij {n'm: 
^ij n"inV I* - 41) {2*2Sij2y 
(3.4) 
where R_ = y /x and R_ = y /z 
^ * # # ••* 6 ••• ••• 
Expression, to the first order of approximation, for bias 
of the estimator using any number of auxiliary variables can 
be written seeing (3.2), and that for MSE can be written seeing 
(3.3) or (3.4). We may note that once the expressions for 
bias and MSE of an estimator using one auxiliary variable for 
a fixed number of stages are available, they can be obtained 
for any number of auxiliary variables. Extension to any 
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number of stages will not be difficult but the expressions for 
bias and MSB will necessarily be complicated. 
Expressions to the first order of approximation for the 
bias and MSB to all the estimators listed as particular cases 
can be obtained in a straight forward manner after making 
appropriate substitutions. 
Remark 1: For z a nonzero constant, all the 
S's involving z will be equal to zero in expressions (3.2)-
(3.4) and we get the same expression for MSB as given by 
Sukhatme and Koshal (1959). 
Remark 2; For units of equal size at each stage i.e. = M, 
m .  =  m ,  m î  =  m ' ,  m' . '  =  m "  V i  =  1 , 2 , . . .  , N  a n d  P . .  =  P ,  p . .  =  p ,  
X I  1  i j  ^ 1 ]  
pj_j = p'f pV j = p" Vi = 1,2,...,N and j = 1,2,. . . , the 
expressions for bias and MSE are simplified. They are 
n 
4 
(Cgx - Cbxy) + 
%1 
nm 
Yi 
n'm' 
(C - C ) 
wx wxy' 
inmp n * m'p' n* n <Sz - Szy> 
Yi 
n'm' n"m" 
(C - C ) + 
wz wzy 
«1 
n'm'p' n"m"p" ^^pz 
(3.5) 
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and 
MSE, (T 1/ 2,3d ) 
- 2  
y 
y . . .  |~ S 1 _2 + — C + 1 _2 |n by nm wy nmp py 
®1 
n n' 
(2C. bxy - =£x> 
Y- Y fô. 
(2C - C )-
wxy wx [nmp n'm'p' 
zy C^z) 
v '  Y-
n'm' n"m" 
(2C - ) 
wyz wz 
«i «I 
^n'm'p' n"m"p" (3.6) 
where y, = M-m 1 M-1 ' M-1 ' '1 M-1 ' 
M-m' 
Y 
M-m" 
= fci ' ' fci ' s; = gzg' , 
iy = =b02 = ¥ ^by/?!.. 
^pxy ^pll 
, N M i P  
KM i i P k 
Y ) 
and 
C = C ,, 
wxy wll 
-, N M _ 
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The higher order expressions for the bias and MSE of 
can be obtained but they will be complicated. In order 
to have an idea about the bias and MSE when higher order 
terms are also included, let us consider in particular 
"^2 3d n' = n" = N; = mV = M^ Vi, i = 1,2,...,N; 
=1 V i and j, i = 1,2,j = 1,2,...,M^ and z, a 
nonzero constant i.e. the estimator 
•^1,2 = 
for two-stage sampling which uses only one auxiliary variable 
X with X known. 
Proceeding as before and using the expectations of 
Appendix 3, we get 
^ 1 H 
+ nN ^ m^ '^i20/"\. ^ill' tUion/x - y )-> 
""" 2 ^^^2l/(*..y..) ^b3o/*\ ^ 
n 
0 
^ ~ tUb2o/*.. ~ ^ bll^b2o/(*\.y..)} 
n 
(3.9) 
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and 
MSE2[Ti,2] = 
0 
~n^^b2o/^.. ^b02/y.. " ^  ^bll^ ^ ^ 
"*" nN ? f^i2o/*.. ^102^^.. ^ ^ 
+ —I {Ub20%b02/(*^ ) + 2u^?t/(X2 y^ ) + 
n 
"bll' 'b20' 
2 0 
G^^llUb2o/(*..y..)^ + -y- t2pb2i/(x ^ ^ 
n 
- W^^2/(x y^ ) - uAtn/x^ } 
"b30' (3.10) 
N 
"here = |X (Uj^î._ - 5.. ) ""("iyi.-y.. > ® 
M. 
"irs = Ar ^  (%!]- • 
Expressions for the bias and MSE of T^ ^ when the first-
stage units contain equal number of second-stage units can be 
directly obtained from (3.9) and (3.10), respectively, after 
putting = m, = M and u^ = 1 Vi, i = 1,2,...,N. 
C. Generalized Almost Unbiased 
Multivariate Estimators 
In an attempt to obtain almost unbiased estimators, i.e. 
estimators with bias of 0(n ^), consider the estimator 
^2,3dM ^2,3d ®1 (3.11) 
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where 
""n' -
B = — r n' 
1 1 
n n' 
n I ' y ' - sixy/ 'Vn' ) 
2 m. 
n u. 1 
s J ^iij n'mî 1] 
•^ijxy/'Vn'ï-^ 
fl 
n' n" (Sbz/Zn - ' 
5 I "i{n' ^ n" mv a. } {sj^/Zn sizy/(=nyn)} 
2 m. 
+1 i%? 
n . m. _ 1 1 ]  1] { n'^i 1] "ii 
1 ( 1 
n-mV i^ïi 
jzy^ ^ (3.12) 
1] 
ijxy p - ? (*iik " *ij(P; 4))(yiik ?!](?..), 1] 1] 1] 
mi 
s.' E (V. . X .  .  - X. ) (V. .y. . , . - y. ), ixy - m.-l " ^ijij(Pij) 1S2' ^ ij^ijCPij) ^is 
s' bxy n-1 ^ u. u.^2 :'"Âs, - - ^ n'' 
X .  .  
Pij 
Z  X .  . ,  
IHi 
ij(p,^) Pi 4 \ "ijk ' ^ iSg ? ^ij^ij (p^j) ij -ij k 
and other quantities are similarly defined. 
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Since E(B^) = Bias^[T2 + O(n there will be no 
first order terms in ths bias of 3<3m' ^^^ce Bias [T^ is 
of 0(n ^). A few remarks about this estimator at this point 
will be in order. 
Remark 1; The almost unbiased estimators corresponding to the 
various biased estimators listed as special cases of 3^ can 
be obtained as special cases of by making appropriate 
substitutions. 
Remark 2 : MSE^CTg = MSE^ETg and therefore to the 
first order of approximation 3^ and 3^ are equally 
efficient. 
Although expressions for bias and MSE of Tg 3^ to higher 
orders of approximation can be obtained, they will be compli­
cated. However, in order to have an idea about the contribu­
tion of higher order terms to the bias and MSE of the almost 
unbiased ratio estimator, we shall consider the special case 
of 2^ when n* = n" = N; M^ = M, m^ = m, m^ = mV = M^ = M 
¥ i, i = 1,2,...,N, =1 V i and j, i = 1,2,...,N, j = 
1,2,...,Mu and z, a nonzero constant, that is the almost un­
biased ratio estimator for two-stage sampling using one auxil­
iary variable X with x known and the first-stage units 
having equal number of second-stage units. 
Making these substitutions in (3.12) we obtain the almost 
unbiased ratio estimator 
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Tl,2M = ^ " m '4x' 
^nm 
~ ^ ^bxy ~ m ^ ^ ^wxy'^^^ 
(3.13) 
where 
, n _ 
^bxy ~ n-1 f ' 
, x i  1 ^ 1 ^  
^wxy " n ^ ^ixy ~ n ? m-l ^ ^^ij ' 
_  2  ^  _  2  ^  _  ^ n m  
^im ~ m j ^ij ' ^ nm " n ^ ^ im ~ ^  ^ j ' 
f = and g = ^  etc. 
Now,following the usual procedure, taking term by term 
expectations in (3.13) and substituting the values of these 
expectations from (3.9) and Appendix 3 we get to 0(n ^) 
Bias2[Ti^2M^ = y_ 
®2 ^^4 2 
~2 (Cb21 " ^ 30^ 2 ^^b20 " Sjll^b20^ 
n n 
39 1 N-1 
2 N-2 (Cb2l ~ Cb3o) + ^ 
n n 
2'"'bll^b20 ^20^ 
(3.14) 
By definition we have 
«SE[Ti,2„J = ^[^1,2»] + ' '^.IS) 
Since Bias [T^ is of 0(n ^), and we are interested in 
finding the MSE only to 0(n ^), the second term in (3.15) can 
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be ignored. Therefore 
MSE[r^^2M^ = V(T^^2m) ~ ^"^1,2M^ ^  * (3.16) 
Proceeding in a manner similar to the evaluation of bias of 
Ti 2]yi using the results in (3.10) and Appendix 3 we get 
«SE;[71,2%] 
0 "Y 
^ ^ ..j_ir^SD02 ^b20 " ^ ^bll^ iûii ^^w02 ^w20 " ^  ^wll^ 
~2 ^'^S321 ~ ^^hl2 ~ ^Sj30^ •*" ~2^^'^20 ~ ^^^11^520 
n n 
q2 
^Sd2oSo2 ®SD11^ ~2 N^^^Sl2 ~ '^^b21 ^^30^ 
n 
02 
"*• "^^^^320^11 ~ ^^bll ~ ^^320 ~ ^^b20^b02n ' (3.17) 
n —' 
D. Generalized Unbiased Multivariate 
Ratio-type Estimators 
1. Hartley-Ross type estimators 
In this section we shall limit the discussion to multi­
stage sampling with units at a given stage containing equal 
number of units of the next stage. We shall develop a general 
unbiased estimator involving X auxiliary variables and K 
stages through several steps and at the end of the section, 
give the variance of the simplest estimator involving only one 
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auxiliary variable and two stages. 
Let us start with the assumption that the population has 
K stages and only one auxiliary variable is available to be 
used in estimation. Let Xg be the characteristic whose popula­
tion mean is to be estimated and auxiliary variable to 
be used in estimation. Let and n^/ i = 1,2,...,K, be the 
population and sample sizes, respectively, at the i-th stage. 
If the population mean of X^ is not available and has to be 
estimated through double sampling, let nj^, i = 1,2,...,K, be 
the size of the larger sample at the i-th stage. Also let 
[ k  
n N. 
i ^ 
-1 Nt...N 
7 Y Il i i 
i^.-.i^ 1 
1*1^2'*'^K 
K 
n n. 
i ^ 
—1 n,..-n„ 
r T y 
li^ig...!^, where 
^l" *^K 11-..1% 
indicates K suinmations 
ÎT-. • — X n ' '  / X q "  •  
In^.. 
fK-1 
H n. 
i=l ^ 
-1 
^ r, . . etc. 
S (t) 
wriXi 
t 
n N. 
i=i ^ 
-1 
z s 
i^...i^ ^1^2' 
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Il N. 
i=l 
-1 ^t+1 
Z _1 Z (X . . 
il'"'it Kt+i-1 Vl 1"'" t+1 
- Xi; i )(r,. . - r -X X ^ « «  • • • •  
- f0) 
f°r t = O'I K-1' where = Sbr^Xi 
K 
E N. 
i=t+l ^ 
-1 
Z x^. . , t = 0,1, 
it+l-'-lK 1'"' % 
r t+1 
n N. 
i=2 ^ 
-1 
Z i 
4 i 1 9 '  
^2" t+1 •^t+1^ Vl 
t+1 
n N. 
i=2 ^ 
-1 
Z _, Z (x,. . 
i2'''it+l t+2-1 it+2 1^1'" t+2 
x,. . ) (r, . 
1 — ^t+1* — * 1 t+2** 
r, . 
1* *'^t+l* * *• 
), t = 0,1,...,K-2. 
[t+2 
n N. 
i=3 ^ 
-1 
Z „ Z (x,. . 
^3*'*^t+2 t+3 it+3 ^ t+3 
X, . . ^ ^) (r, . 
X * * * ^  2***** 3 * * * * 
r, . ), t = 0,1,... ,K-3, etc. 
1*••^t+2*•*•* 
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g(t) 
*^1*1 
f 
n n. 
i=l 
-1 
r 
n n. 
i=l ^ 
-1 
n t+1 
E T S (x, . . 
i^...i^ *t+l -'•^l-• •^t+l"t+2* •'^K 
1^1"''^t^t+1 1^1"*•^t+l^t+2*•'^K 
— IT-, • • ) 
* • • 1 I  * * * ^ îC 
- (0) 
t = K-1, where 
X^ . 
1 ^t^t+1 ^K 
K 
n n. 
i=t+l ^ 
-1 
Z X . . , 
It+l-'-lR 1 2 K 
t = 0,1,...,K-1, 
g(t) 
^l"^l^l 
ft+1 
n n .  
i=2 
-1 
Z —-—Y 2 (Xt  .  .  
^2--*^t+l ^t+2"^ I" t+2^t+3---"K 
lil ^t+l^t+2 ^^1 ^t+2^t+3 
~^li i n ), t - 0,1,... ,K-2, 
111..-11+1 t+2* * K 
5(t) 
^1^2*^1*1 
't+2 
H n. 
li=3 
-1 
i3'''it+2 *t+3 ^ itf3^*^^l'''^t+3*t+4'''*% 
lil ^t+2^t+3 ^^1 ^t+3^t+4 
— jT-j. ) f ^ — 0/lf.**/K3f 0tc • 
111...it^2^t+3'• K 
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As an estimator of the population mean of consider 
1,KH ^In^.. .nj,^l«.. (3.18) 
Then Bias (Tj^ = r^, 
K 
n N. 
i ^ 
-1 
i ^ i 1" K 
. 1 
- X-
K 
) (r, . . — 
1*•*^K ^1' 
^ g(K-1) 
Nx wr^xi 
Ck-I 
n N. 
i 
-1 
Z (x- . 
1 K-1 
(3.19) 
If the population is reduced to (K-1) stages i.e. our 
ultimate units are now the means of the last stage units, and 
we consider the estimator 
T: 1/(K-1)H ^In^^.. .nj^_^.'^l*... • 
then as before 
Bias 
K-1 
n N. 
i ^ 
-1 
(x 
^1*•"^K-l 
1 1 1 .  .  . i j , _ ^ .  
- X l- - , ) i ~ • . ) " ^ * X » # # 
Therefore using (3.20) in (3.19) we get 
(3.20) 
(3.21) 
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Proceeding step by step and writing Bias (K-l)H^ terms of 
the next lower stage etc. or directly from (3.19) we obtain 
^ ^i ^ -(i-1) 
1=1 1 11 
(3.22) 
If an unbiased estimate of Bias (T* ^„) could be obtained 1 fj\n 
then an unbiased estimator of ^ would be given by 
^1,KH ^i,KH " Est{Bias (T^^j,jj) } . (3.23) 
To obtain the unbiased estimate of Bias(T| we need 
the unbiased estimate of the individual terms in (3.22). 
Before we proceed to obtain these unbiased estimates, we shall 
prove some results which will be useful. 
Theorem 3.1; For K-stage sampling 
Cov(x 1n^...n^ ' ^In....n ) K 
(1_ 
n-, N. i=2 
fl 
^i N. j=l j. 
s(i-1) 
*^1*1 
(3.24) 
Proof; Let the theorem be true for (K-1) stages. Then for a 
given first stage unit i^ 
Cov(Xii^n2.. .nj,' ^li^n2...njç^ 
fl_ 
n. 
1_ 
N, 
K 
S. , + Z 
^l^^l^l i=3 N. [3=2 *ij 
g(i-2) 
iiwrixi" 
(3.25a) 
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+Cov[E (x 
Ixij^ • • • n ^ ) . . n ^  n. )] (3.25b) 
n. 
-2  
= E[n, Z Cov{x,. 
1 -^^l"2 • • * "K ""1"2 • • • "K 'li,n_.. .n„'^li, n^.. .n^ 
)] 
+ Cov(x^n^.___.,ri^^, (3.26) 
Substituting the results of (3.25a) in (3.26) we get 
=1 "l 
N, 
i. 1*2 %2 
S. 
ilbriXi 
+ Z 
i=3 
K n 
^i k] % (3.27) 
Note that ^  Ï 
Ir ? =i!wr'x, = S^r'x. ' ^ = 2,4 K-2 . 
1  1 1 1  1 1  
It can now be seen that (3.27) reduces to (3.24) and 
the theorem is true for K stages. We also know that for K = 1, 
Cov(x 
In, in. : = - c S, and for K = 2, G=1%1 
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Gov (x 
1*1*2'-' In^ng". 
) = 2^ 
N, briXi 
111 
*2 ^2 
S 
wriXi 
The theorem is therefore true for K = 1 and 2 and the proof of 
the theorem is complete. 
Note that another proof of Theorem 3.1 can be given by 
taking conditional covariance and expectation in (3.25b) for 
given n^,n2,...,n^_^, and then proceeding step by step. 
Theorem 3.2; For K-stage sampling 
"i N. 1 
i-1 , -  n \  
(3.28) 
Proof: We have 
n. 
EE{n^ l)Sbr^Xj_] ® ?  ^ ^^Iij_n2.. .nj^^li^n2. •^1^ 
^l^f^ln^.. .nj,^ln^.. .n^^ 
.fli. 
- {Cov(:in^...nx' r in i . . .nK:  +  ^ 1 - . . . . . . • ^ 2 » '  
Substituting the appropriate covariances from (3.24) and 
(3.25a) in (3.29) and simplifying we get the desired result. 
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Theorem 3.3; For K-stage sampling 
) = S'l) 4. I 
wr^x^ wr^x^ ^^3 
1 1 
n. N, 
1 
l:=3 "il 
S 
*^1*1 
(3.30) 
Proof ; We have 
r%(l) ^1 ^ 2 
^ =f-ll,i3n3...n/li,i3n3. 
^1 
- n^E Z ^li^n2...njçl^l^ 
n.n. ^ 1 ^2 _ 
+ X-. . r.. . } 
•  •  *  1 2 * * *  *  *  
"n n ^1 
^li^«...«^li^-...'^ (3.31) 
Using the result from Theorem 3.1 in (3.31) and simplifying we 
get the result given in (3.30). 
Proceeding in this mannei> similar results for E (i ), 
wriXi 
t = 2,3,...,K-1, can be obtained. We can combine the 
results of Theorems 3.2, 3.3 and others in one single result 
which is given in Theorem 3.4. 
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Theorem 3.4: For K-stage sampling and t = 0,1,...,K-2 
s(t) + Z 
^Vl i=t+2 
f l  
H 
N. 
1 
' 1-
li=t+2 "ij 
g(i-l) 
wriXi 
(3.32) 
- (t) 
To obtain the unbiased estimate of S , t = 0,l,...K-2 
wriXi 
we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.5: For K-stage sampling and t = 0,1,...,K-2 
*^1*1 
K 
Z 
i=t+2 ^i ^i 
i-1 
n N li=t+2 "]j 
-(i-1) 
wriXi 
(3.33) 
Proof: Since EstCsj^r*^) = (3.34) 
we get from the results of Theorem 3.4 
) = 
wriXi K K 
;(K-1) 
*^1*1 
(3.35) 
-(K-3) 
wriXi n N. K-1 K-1 
n K-1 
a 
n K ^K 
= i «-3) 
wriXi n K-1 N K-1 
-(K-2) 
wriXi 
N 
1 _  f l  
n 
K-1 K ^K 
' etc. (3.36) 
Proceeding step by step and using all the previous estimates 
like (3.34)-(3.36) we will ultimately obtain the desired 
result given by Theorem 3.5. 
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Now we are in a position to obtain the unbiased estimate 
for (3.22). 
Theorem 3.6; For K-stage sampling 
Est[Bias(T^ g^)] 
N^-1 
N, 
^^1%! i=2^ ^i 
K r n_. -1 f i - 1  
+  n N. 
[j=i ] 
— 1 N^—n_. 
"n 
-(i-1) 
N^n^J wr^x^' 
(3.37) 
Proof: From (3.22) we have 
EstlBiasd' g)l = - j ^Est(S^i-l') 
1=1 1 11 
(3.38) 
Substituting the value of individual term in (3.38) from 
Theorem 3.5, putting similar terms together and simplifying, we 
get the result stated in Theorem 3.6. Substituting results 
from Theorem 3.6 in (3.23), we get the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.7; For K-stage sampling the estimator 
^IfKH ^ln^...n%*l'. 
N^-1 
~N7~ ^ br 
Krn.-l 
fi-1 
n  N .  
j=i : 
—1 —n_. 
N 
Ifil -(i-1) 
.n. J wr^x^ (3.39) 
is an unbiased estimator of Xg, 
Proof; The proof is obvious. 
If the population mean x^. is not known and is 
estimated by the simple mean x, , ,, based on a larger 
xn *, # Hjr 
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K 
sample of size H i = 1,2,. ..K, with strict 
i=l 
inequality for at least one i, and if we replace by 
X , , and N. by nî, i = 1,2,...K, in (3.39) we get a new 
unbiased estimator given in the next theorem. It may be noted 
that if n^ > n^ Vi, i = 1,2,...,K, we shall be drawing a 
bigger sample at a greater cost, but hopefully getting a 
better estimator. In case, n^ > n^ for only one or few i's, 
it may be convenient to have it for the highest value of i, 
i.e. increase the sample size for the last-stage units. 
Theorem 3.8: For K-stage sampling the estimator 
- ^ 
•^l,KdH ~ ^ ln^...nj^^ln|--.n^ 
i-1 
n nj 
-1 n!-n. 
U=i 
is an unbiased estimator of Xq^ 
Proof; It is obvious from Theorem 3.6 that if we consider the 
K 
larger sample of size II n! as the population, and wish to 
i=l ^ 
estimate x , ,, then the right hand side of (3.40) excluding 
^1* * * 
the first term, is the unbiased estimate of the bias of 
r, x, , ,. Therefore taking conditional expectation 
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of both sides of (3.40) for a given set of n^, i = 1 , 2 , . . . , K ,  
we get 
® ^ ' ^ l , K d H ^ O n j . - . n ^  
and therefore taking expectation over all possible samples of 
K 
size n n^ we eventually get E(T^ KdM^ ~ ^  
If another auxiliary variable X2 is available and we 
replace by r^ in (3.40) where r^ = x^/x2f then by arguments 
similar to those given in the proof of Theorem 3.8, we get the 
following corollary. 
Corollary 3.1: For K-stage sampling 
- • 
^®^HRD^^12«...^ln^...nj,^2n£..-n^ ^  n£ ^br^rg 
J.i¥ • llvi " % 
is an unbiased estimator of r^g. ./ the population mean of 
^12 = V2 ' 
To make things clear / let us proceed to examine some 
particular unbiased estimators, before we proceed to propose 
the generalized unbiased estimator. 
When data on is not available, but that on 
another auxiliary variable X^ is available , and we want to 
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utilize that data in the estimation of Xq. 
as well consider 
^2,KH ~ ^In^.-.n^ ^ 2n^...n^ *2-...' * 
Its bias is given by 
Bias[T2,sa' 
" ^2 . •'^2-... •^2-... -"^O-... 
= ^2 ... ni'^2i>;...ni>-^2 Cov (r^, r^) -Cor (r^2,Xj) 
J. i\ X j\ 
(3.42) 
K N.-l 
= X2.....Cov(rin,...n;'r2n;...ni)-=2..... Z S [^1) 
l''""K i=i wr^rg 
K N.-l 1 . 
- I TT- • 
The unbiased estimate of the bias of j,g can be obtained 
after substituting values from Theorems 3.1 and 3.5 in (3.43) 
but this technique of obtaining the bias and then finding its 
estimate does not work when we proceed to the case of three 
auxiliary variables. In search of an alternative, we shall 
investigate estimators involving two auxiliary variables and 
few stages only. 
For two-stage sampling and two auxiliary variables 
consider 
^2,2H ^  ^ ln^n2^2n|n^^2.. ' 
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From (3.42) we can write its bias as 
- Cov(rj^2'^2^ 
c (1^2-1 2 A^-*2l = (l) 
n^ br^rg I n£ Ngn^ J wr^r 
Ng-l NL-nl 
' 2 . .  
V i g d )  ,  G j - i  „  
"2 ""^12^2 "1 ^^12*2 
Using the results of Theorem 3.5 we obtain the unbiased 
estimator 
^2,2H ^2,2H ~ Est [Bias (T^^2h^ ^ 
: ; + fii s +1^  
"In^ng Zn^ng n^ br^rg L ng 
nJL-n 1 "2 2lz(l) 
ni n^ng J wr^] ' 2 . .  
N,-l 
+ -4— s, + 
Ni br^gX; 
r n^-l ^ 2^ ^ 2 ^ 2\ 
\ n^ ^2^2 J 
NL-n, g(l) 
wrigXg 
(3.44) 
To look for similarity between unbiased estimators involving 
one and two auxiliary variables, consider the estimator given 
in (3.39) for two-stage sampling, that is 
(3.45) 
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Looking at the expression for Estgj^(r^2 ) which is available 
from (3.41) or (3.45), and Est[Bias(r^g^ n ^ 2 ^ ^ which is 
available from the right hand side of (3.45) excluding the 
first term, we can write 
^2,2H ^®^HRD^^12..^*^2.. ^^12n^n2^2..^^* 
Note that T2 2h has been obtained from 
(3.46) 
which uses only 
one auxiliary variable. 
For three-stage sampling and two auxiliary variables it 
can be seen that 
2,3H 
= r 
^^1^2^3 ^^i^2^3 2'". 
has the bias given by 
îili < 
n' br 1^2 +( 
N^-l 
"2  "2" !  5 (1 )  
"i ''2"2 J "^1^2 
( "3 ^  _ _1 "3 "3 1 g(2) 
\ H. °i"2 ''3"3 J 
N,-l 
Ni br^2==2 
+ "2"^ g(l) + "3 ^  g(2) 
N2 "3 "^12==2 
The unbiased estimator corresponding to is then 
given by 
^2,3H ^2,3H " Est{B3.as jjj) } 
: p +nlzls , f"2 ^  I 1 °2 "2\ r(l) 
'In^n^n^ 2n|n2n2 n' br^rg I ng ^2^2 wr^r. 
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f ^3 ^  ^  1_ ^3 ^ 3] r (2) 
I ^3 *1*2 *3*3 J "=1 
^2... + 
N^-1 
N, 
^^12*2 
r 1 ^ ^2"*21 
\ n^ N^ ^ 2*2 J 
N_-n, 
g(l) + 
*=12=2 
f*3-l _]^ *3-*3l 
\ n^ ^1^2 ^ 3*3 J 
N-,-n- ;(2) 
wr^gXg 
(3.47) 
Look at the expressions for Est^p^fr^g ) and 
Est[Bias(r,_ x_ )] which can be obtained from C 
Izn2#2*3 • 
and (3.39) respectively. Now we will be able to write 
^2,3H ~ ^ ^^HRD^^12...^^2... Est^Biasfr^gn^ngn^*^...)^ (3.48) 
which is really obtainable from ^h* ^2 replaced by 
^2n"n" ' ^1 ^2 ^1 and n^ respectively, then the 
expression for T2 2jj given by (3.44) takes the form of the 
double sampling estimator which we may call 2dH* may 
verify that 2jg is also an unbiased estimator of Xq . If 
we further replace and X2 by ^2n"n" =3^=3 ~ *2^*3' 
where is the third variable included) respectively, we get 
the unbiased estimator of ^^.23 ' is 
^®^HRD^=123..) 
nj-l 
1*1*2 ^*1*2 *1 ^=1=2 
J "2 1 ^  *2"*21 -
I *2 *i *2*2 J ^*=1 3*1*5 
n-1 
n" 
, [ ^2"1 . 1 *2 *21 
'bri2r3 ' I *2 " *I *5*2 J *=12=3 (3.49) 
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Making suitable changes in the expression for given 
by (3.47) we also get the unbiased estimate of r^gg as 
• Î + Elzi s r"2 ^  , 1 "2-G2l%(l| 
In^ngng Zn^n^n^ n' br^rg \ ^ 2 ^2^2 ^^1 
+ f + _i ^3 ^3l r (2) 
I ^ 3 *1*2 *3*3 J "^1^ 
nl-n. a-1 
n; 
^^12^3 
+ 
f"2 ^ ^2 *2] 
I *2 *1 ^ 2*2 J 
g(l) +. 
*^12=3 
^ JL_ *3-*3i 
L *3 *1*2 *3*3 J 
g (2) 
^^12^3 
(3.50) 
The estimates of bias of (rizsn^ng^S..) ^*^ ^^123n^n2n3''3... ^ 
are available from respectively. Therefore, we 
can write the unbiased estimators involving three auxiliary 
variables and 2 and 3 stages as 
^3,2H ^  ^ ®^HRD^^123..^^3.. ~ EstiBiasCr^gg^^n^^S..)^ (3.51) 
and 
^3,3H " Bstg2D(fl23...)*3... " ^^123n^n2n3^3. .. ^ 
(3.52) 
respectively. 
These details lead us to conclude that unbiased estimators 
involving any number of variables for a fixed number of stages 
can be generated from the corresponding estimators involving 
only one auxiliary variable. Since unbiased estimators. 
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involving one auxiliary variable,are already available for any 
number of stages from (3.39), a generalized unbiased estimator 
for K-stages involving X auxiliary variables can be 
generated. 
2. Generalization of the estimator 
For X auxiliary variables i = 1,2,...X, and K stages 
of sampling, when full information on the last auxiliary 
variable X, is available, let the sampling structure be 
Variables 
>-
- 1 H
 
^2 %1 ^0 
1st stage sample size 
^:i *1,X-•1 •' • *1,2 *1,1 *1 
2nd stage sample size 
^2 *2,X-•1 *" "• *2,2 *2,1 *2 
K-th stage sample size 
*K,X-1 " •* *K,2 *K,1 *K 
K 
which means that there are n N. ultimate units and information 
i ^ 
is available on X, , for II n. , , units, on X%_2 
A-i x,A-l 
K 
n n. , _ units and so on. 
i=l 
For compactness, let us denote for K-stage sampling 
-1 
^1(K)0 
^2(K)l 
f K 
n  n. 
i=l ^ 
f K 
n n. . 
i=l 
i i ' 
-1 
i^...ijç ^^1^2*-*^K 
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f K 
^3(K)2 " *i,2 
-1 
etc. where r . . = x . /x . . , t = 1,2 
1 * * * K 1 • • • 
f • • • / K 
Writing the unbiased estimators for K-stage sampling by 
the step-wise procedure outlined earlier for 2 auxiliary 
variables and then 3 auxiliary variables, will make it clear 
that the general unbiased estimator for X auxiliary variables 
in K-stage sampling is given by 
^X,KH ^®^HRD^^12...A-
-Est[Bias(r^2...X{K)0^X )] (3.53) 
where 
(^12...X' 
Z=2 *^12...i^i+l 
(3.54) 
and Est [Bias (r^2 X(K)O^X )], obtainable from 
in (3.39), is given by 
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Est (Bias (r^2.. . X (K) O^X ^ ^ 
N^-1 
N, 
^^12...X^X 
K r n.-l N.—n. fi~l 1 —1\ ,. A"' }=-• - (x-l) 
12...X*X 
(3.55) 
In case , ./the population mean of is not available 
K 
and is estimated through a larger sample of size II n. , , 
i=l 
then if we replace , by and by n^ 
i = 1,2,...,K, in the expression for we get another 
unbiased estimator of Xq . . which is given by 
'^X,KdH Est„„^(r + s HRD'^12...X'...''"X(K)X n^^^ br^^ ^ 
K rn.-l i,X ifi-1 
+ Z < —— + 
i=2L ^i *i,X*i 13=1 
-1 
-(i-1) 
*^12...Xx ] (3.56) 
Theorem 3.9: ^s^hrd^^12 X- .^ defined in (3.54) is an 
unbiased estimator of the population mean of r 12.. .X' 
Proof; Let the Theorem 3.9 be true for X-l variables , that is 
^®^HRD^^12. ..X-l'... 
X-l 
) = ÏÏ r 
i=l i(K)i-l 
i=l I "l,i ^^12...i^i+l 
f  X-l 
j =i+2 
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U 
X-1 
Z 
1=2 "^12...ir i+1 
n, 
_i l\ 
in=l I J + (3.57) 
Note that we can also write 
GstgRD^^12...X'...') (^12...A-1'...•^ (K)X-1 
*1,X-1 1 
n 1,X-1 
+ z ;(*-
bzÏ2...X-l^X £=2 *^12 
1) r 
...X-l^Xl ^ 
Ho ~1 
*&,X-1 1 1 
*2,X-1^2 m=l %rX-l J 
(3.58) 
Comparing the expression inside the square brackets in (3.58) 
with the expression for KdH' will be clear that it is 
the estimate of the bias of (r^g a-1 (K) 0 ^X(K)X-1^ with a 
negative sign. 
To evaluate the conditional expectation of both sides of 
(3.58) for a given set of n^ x-i' ^ ~ 1,2,we have 
G[Bstgp2(fl2...X-l'...')^X(K)X-ll*i,X-l' ^  1,2,...,K] 
~ ^ 12..A-1(K)X-1^X(K)X-1 
and the conditional expectation of the remaining terms of the 
right hand side of (3.58) is clearly equal to 
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B^as [rj^2... \-l (K) 0 
where (^ij...X-1(K) 0 ^X(K)\-l' treated as the estimator o 
^12...X(K)X-1- We therefore have 
^ 1,2,. ..,K] = "^12.. .X(K)X-1 
Now taking expectation over all possible samples of size 
K 
n n. , we obtain 
i=l 
^'•^®^HRD^^12. .. A-.. . • ^ ^ ^ ^ 12...A'... •* 
But we know from Corollary 3.1 that the theorem is true 
for X = 1. Hence the proof is complete. 
Theorem 3.10: defined in (3.56) is an unbiased 
estimator of x^ 
Proof: Since the expression on the right hand side of (3.56) 
excluding the first term, is the unbiased estimate of the 
bias of (r^2 A(K)O^X(K)X^ with a negative sign, when 
'^12...A(K)0^MK) x '  " considered as the estimator of 5 o(k)X' 
the proof becomes obvious after taking the conditional expec­
tation for a given set of n. ,, i = 1,2,...,K. 
1 F A 
Theorem 3.11: T^ defined by (3.53) is an unbiased 
estimator of x„ 0  * . . .  *  
Proof: The proof is obvious. 
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The variance of the estimator using two auxiliary 
variables for a uni-stage design presented in Chapter II gives 
us an idea of how complicated the variance will be for multi­
stage designs. We therefore choose the simplest estimator 
^1 2H Siven by (3.45) to find its variance. 
v[tI^2H' = 
(3.59) 
where a = —and b = . 
N m N mM" 
Expectation of each term in (3.59) was found and is 
given in Appendix 4. Using them and simplifying we obtain 
= *2 _1 
..^b002 n 1 + a/ S f kt_ 
N N(n+1) 
(N-2) (N-3) (n-1) (N-2) (N -2® (tPij 
-2 - ' 1 
^w002 rm { 1 , =2 r N" Nn \ (N-1) (N-2) (n-1) (N-1) (N-2) J ' 
+ x^ -2 fl 
* * • m n 
3a N(Nn-N-n-1) 
(n-1) (N-2) (N-3) - 2a 
r  N  1  
N-2j 
•"a^Y. 
+ U, 
w202 nm \ (M-
nm 
M M(m+1) 
2) (M-3) (m-1) (M-2) (M -3) ) 
2ab 
n (m-1) 
Y 2 
m 
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1 ^ 
(m-1) 
N ^ ^1200^1002 nm im m-1 
nm (n-1) (N-1) 
+ 1 r ,2 
N ? ^llOl 
2f 2^4(m-1) (n-1, { 
nm 
n(N-l) 
Y-
m n(n-l)(N-1) 
2 r 2Y, 
+ 
M (m-2) (n-l)M' 
m(m-1) (m-1)(M-1)(M-2) (N-1)(M-1)^ } 
+ 2ab I M (M-m) (m-2) M (n-1) (M-m) 
L nm (M-2) (M-3) nm(N-l) (M-1) } 
a Y-
^1 y -2 
N ^ i.^i002| nm tN-2 
If N 
" (n-1)(N-1) ^ 
'l ^ -
N ^ *1.^1102 
1 j Lnm 
2*^2 + ZbYi M 
nm M-2 
1 y -2 
N F ^I.^I200 
a^Yi 1 N 
nm N-2 (n-1) (N-1) ^ 
% I ^îfi. 
'i " -
N J ^1.^1201 
n 
2 a y ,  
nm 
N 
(N-2) (N-3) 
2bY. 
N(n+1) 
(n-1) (N-2) (N-3) 
1 M 
nm M-2 
\ N_ _ 
N F^I.^I.^ILOL 
2a y ,  
m { (n-: 
N 1 N(n-2) 
1)(N-1) n (n-1) (N =^1 
2ab8 
n 
1 MN 
(M-1)(N-2) 
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+ w.z 
wlOl 
fn-l' [ N 1 M 
n [N-1, M-1 
2hy .  
+ 
m 
M fn-l] 
M-1 i n 
-1 
^wlOl^blOl 
Zy.a 1^ r, ®1 (N-l)(n-2)V M (Nn-n-N) 
5-|^ - — (N-2) in-l)f 2b - 2 n(M-l) (N-2) 
+ %wl01=..r.. 
""'1 J, "l 
iri^ - -% 
1 (N-1) (n-2) _ N(n-2)2 
(N-2) (n-1) n(n-l) (N - 2 )  )  
+ 2 n-2 
n 
T- NM(n-l) 6 1 (N-l)M 
m b(N-l) (M-l)n b n (N-2) (M-1) 
+ y. blOl (n-
N (n-2) 
1) (N-1) (N-2) 
2*4 1 
n(n-l)J 
^blOl^..^. 4a' 
®1 r N(n+1) 
n \(N-2) (N-3) " (n-1) (N-2) (N -3)] 
+ 2 ifen " 2 
^w200^w002 
Yi 
m n(n-1) 
r- , - 1 2 ^1^1 N 
|^w002^b200 ^w200^b002j ^ nm (n-1) (N-2) 
-2 a 
^w200 .. (N-2) m 
N 11 ^  
n ~ n-1 ^b200^b002 n(n-l) 
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•" 2 
+ r y 
..^b200 n 
N N(n+1) 
(N-2) (N-3) (n-1) (N-2) (N-3) 
- 1 ^  -
+ . N f *i.^i002 
2 ay 
in(n fNzil - ll + fli -1) n IN-2J J nm 
+ X 
2a^9 
_!i(_ 
n [ (n-
(n+l)N N 
1) (N-2) (N-3) (N-2) (N 
2 8, 
n 
N-1 
N-2 
- 1 % 
+ N J ^ilOl^i. 
n ^ ^ 1 
nm I (n-1) (N-2) N-2 1 N-2 J 
2Y 
+ 
1 2N-n 
nm N 
2b0. 
n 
M 
M-1 N-2 
2aY2 2bY^, „ 
nm 
nm M-2 
- 1 ^  -
. N f ^i.^i200 2a 
_2i 
(n-l)m (M) -
-  1 " -
+ N ? ^i.^ilOl 
T B N „ N^l 1 
nm \ (n-1) (N-2) N-2 1 N-2 J 
2b — M 
n M-1 
N-1 
N-2 
-  1 ^ - 2 -
+ r.. N z 
2ae. 
n 
N-1 
(N-2) (N-3) m--) (3.60) 
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where the moments etc. are such that s, t and u relate 
to X, y and r, respectively. 
If we put M = m = 1, two-stage sampling reduces to 
uni-stage sampling, estimator reduces to and many 
terms in (3.60) reduce to zero because all the within moments 
and the constants , y3 and y^ reduce to zero. Expressing 
these remaining terms in symmetric means and going through a 
lengthy algebra it can be shown that they are exactly the same 
as those obtained by Robson (1957) for the uni-stage Hartley-
Ross estimator. 
For N = n, 2h reduces to the combined ratio type 
estimator y^ proposed by David (1971). Letting N = n and M 
go to infinity, the expression (3.60) reduces exactly to the 
_ I 
variance of y^ obtained by David for large strata. 
3. Lahiri-type estimators 
The selection procedure,which provides an unbiased ratio 
estimator in case of multi-stage sampling; is given by 
Nanjamma et al. (1959). The procedure consists of selecting 
first one final-stage unit from the whole population with ppx 
(probability proportional to x) and then the rest of the 
sample units are to be selected from the remaining units in 
the universe with equal probability without replacement at 
each stage. This can be achieved as follows • Suppose there 
are K stages. One first stage unit (i^-th) is to be selected 
with ppx and the other (n-1) units with equal probability 
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without replacement from the remaining (N-1) units. From the 
first stage unit selected with ppx, one second stage unit is 
to be selected with ppx and the rest (n. -1) units are to be 
^1 
selected from the remaining (N. -1) units with equal 
^1 
probability without replacement. Similarly, from the j-th 
stage unit selected with ppx, one (j+l)-th stage unit is to be 
selected with ppx and the other (n. - . -1) units are to be 
ili2-.-ij 
selected with equal probability without replacement from the 
the first and the subsequent stage units selected with equal 
probability, the required number of higher stage units are to 
be selected with equal probability without replacement. 
In this section, we shall obtain an approximate expression 
to the variance and an unbiased estimate of the variance to 
the Lahiri-type estimator of the population mean for the 
special case when units at any given stage contain equal number 
of units of the next stage. 
Let us consider the case of two-stage sampling of a 
population having N first-stage units, each of which has M 
second-stage units. A sample of nm units is drawn through 
the scheme outlined above. The probability of drawing a 
particular sample s is then 
remaining (N^ 
1^2* * *^j 
. -1) units, (j = 0,1,2,...(K-1). From 
X 
p (s) nra 
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The ratio estimator 
-1,2L = — -
X 
nm 
is an unbiased estimator of y and has variance 
-
= 2 p(s) -
= E 
y' 
JS ; . j2 
nm 
E [ {(l+6y„„) (l+«x^) } (l+6x„„) -'-I 
nm nm 
(3.61) 
where E stands for the expectation with respect to SRS at both 
stages. 
Following the usual procedure, the variance of to 
any given order can be written from (3.61). We have seen 
before in section B of this chapter that even the second order 
approximation is complicated. Therefore, taking term by term 
expectation in (3.61), using the expectations given in 
Appendix 3 we get to 0(n ^) 
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^2t^l,2Ll = 
»1 
" ^Sll  So2^ 
nm^^w20 ^^wll ^w02^ 2 ^ ^^21 Sl2 ^b30^ 
n 
0 
"*" ^^^^20 ~ ®S32oSD11 "*" ^h20^h02 ^Sll^ (3-62) 
n _ 
Remark 1: For two-stage sampling and first stage units 
having equal number of second stage units 
MSEit?!,;] = = V^[T^_2L1 '3.63) 
that i s ,  to the first order of approximation and 
T- _ are equally efficient. In fact,it will be possible to J- F ^LI 
see that (3.63) holds for estimators with any number of 
auxiliary variables, for any number of stages and units of 
unequal size at each stage. 
In order to obtain the Lahiri-type ratio estimator 
analogous to consider the sampling scheme 
NMP — SRS — n"m"p" (Z) — Mid(z) — m'm'p'(X) — Mid(X) — nmp( y ) .  
The desired estimator is then given by 
nmp n'm'p' 
It can be verified that is an unbiased estimator of 
y and to the first order of approximation 
and T_ ,jT have the same MSE. 2 , JdL 
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By definition,the estimate of variance of is 
given by 
Est[V(T2^3^) ] = [T2,3dL] ~ J * 
It can be seen that 
EstfpZ _] = "n-m'p'."n"m"p 11^ II _ II 
^nmp ^n'm'p' 
y2 
^nmp 
1 _ 1 
n nJ by 
1 (1 _ 1 
N m M 
_ i_ 
wy NM 
1 _ 1 12 
IP Pj wy 
Let 
A = y2 
•^nmp n N 'by 
1 
N 
1 
M 
- l_fl _ 1 
wy NM ^p wy (3.64) 
Therefore 
sst'v'tz.sdl)' = '^2,331^' - ""••'•p' '""""p" a. 
nmp n'm'p' 
( 3 . 6 5 )  
Since A defined by (3.64) contains sample moments of Y only, 
once the estimator using A auxiliary variables in 
three-stage sampling is defined,the estimate of its variance 
can be written down immediately from (3.65). 
Consider the sampling scheme 
NMP - SRS - n^m^p^(X^) - Mid(X^) - ^x-l^A-l^A-l^^X-1^ 
- ... n^m^p^(X^) - Mid(X^) - nQmgpg(XQ) . 
The Lahiri-type ratio estimator to estimate the population 
mean of XQ is then given by 
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T A,3dL I^(Xi-l*i-l^i-lPi-l/*in^_imu_^p^_^^j ' 
The estimate of variance of T, ^can then be written from A, 3aL 
(3.65) as 
Est[V(T^^3dL)3=[TA,3dL^^" {i=i .m. p./^in^_^m. _^p. j A" 
(3.66) 
Estimate of the variance of obtained from 
(3.66) after replacing n^, m^ and p^ with N, M and P 
respectively. 
We may note that once the expression for the estimate of 
the variance of the Lahiri-type estimator for a given number 
of stages using one auxiliary variable is available, the 
estimate of variance of the estimator using any number of 
auxiliary variables and the same number of stages can be 
obtained immediately. 
E. Some Comparisons 
In order to have an idea about the efficiency of the 
ordinary ratio estimator, almost unbiased ratio-estimator and 
the Lahiri-type ratio estimator, we shall consider their MSB's 
for one auxiliary variable and two-stage sampling when each 
first stage unit has the same number of second stage units. 
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From (3.10), (3.17) and (3.62) we obtain to 0 (n ^) 
2 ^ ^^21 Sl2 ^b30^ 2 ^®^SD20 Sll^ 
n n 
^S)20^02 ^bxy^^ (3.67) 
where = '^11''<CB2OSO2' l^bxyl i 
MSEzt?!,;) - MSEzCP^ 2%) 
= 
-2^^Sd21 " SI2 ^30^ ^2 ^^^^20 " Ssll^ 
n 
2 N' 
^^b20^b02^^ Pbxy'' (3.68) 
and 
V^ (T 2'"1,2L^ ^^^^(^1,2%) 
- 2  y 
29 1 N 
n 
2 N-2 ^^Sd21 '"bl2 ^30^ "'" 2 ^ ^20 ^ bll^ ^^®1 
+ 
n 
CL..(1 - p2_,) (e? - 6.) 
_2 S20"'b02'" ""bxy' '"1 "4 
n 
(3.69) 
The right hand sides of (3.67) and (3.68) will be nonnegative 
if 
2C. b21 Sd12 ^b30 - ° * (3.70) 
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For large N, 8^ and 6^ both go to unity in the limit and 
then (3.70) remains a sufficient condition for the right hand 
side of (3.69) to be nonnegative. It can be concluded there­
fore that to 0(n ^) and for large N, (3.70) is a sufficient 
condition for 
^SE2"I,2M> 1^2"I,2L' 1 
to hold. 
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IV. SOîffi MULTIVARIATE RATIO ESTIMATORS 
IN STRATIFIED MULTI-STAGE SAMPLING 
A. Introduction and Notation 
Increased precision, reduced cost, administrative con­
venience, natural division of the population suggesting 
stratification, and need for separate estimates for certain 
subdivisions of the population are only a few of the several 
reasons for suggesting the use of stratification in most of 
the surveys in practice. It will, therefore, be worth while 
to extend some of our results to stratified sampling. Since 
the results of multi-stage sampling can be reduced to uni-
stage sampling, we shall limit our discussion to stratified 
multi-stage and invariably to two-stage sampling. 
For two-stage sampling let N^, i = l,2,...,t, be the 
known sizes of the t strata in terms of the first-stage units 
and each first-stage unit have equal number M of second-stage 
units. Let n^, i = l,2,...,t, be the number of the first-
stage units selected from the i-th stratum and m the number 
of the second-stage units to be selected from each selected 
first stage unit. Also let 
t 
Z N. = N, 
i ^ 
t 
Z n. = n, 
-i ^ 
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ijk = the value of the characteristic under study from 
k-th second-stage unit of the j-th first-stage unit 
in i-th stratum, 
= N^/N, 
1 M 
^ij. M ^ ^ ijk' 
1 M , »i 
^i.. ~ N^M j ^ ^ ijk Nu j ^ij. ' 
, t ^i M t 
= NM 5" 5 5 ^ iik' = f ""i^i.. ' 
X J JC 1 
- _ 1 ? 
^ ^i m 
^i.. ~ n.m ^ ^ ^ ijk ' 1 J K 
t  
^st = Z *i%i.. ' 
G^st = (fst - ?...)/?. 
<rsl = =(#T f __) = j/(xf__ 
A X i J 
^iM 
X  , X .  , X. X. , X ox . etc. have meanings similar 
... !.. 1]. !.. st st 
to their respective Y-counterparts. 
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B. Separate Ratio Estimators 
Since sampling is done independently in each stratum, 
one has the choice for the type of estimator to be used to 
estimate the Y-mean of a given stratum. We shall assume that 
the same estimator is used in each stratum. Due to the 
complexity of the expression for the variance of the Hartley-
Ross type unbiased estimator, we shall limit our discussion 
to the separate ratio estimators obtained through the use of 
ordinary chain-type, almost unbiased and Lahiri-type ratio 
estimators. 
We have seen in Chapter II that each one of these three 
estimators is superior to the other two in a particular situa­
tion, and in that situation the most suitable estimator is 
expected to be used. We shall, therefore, develop the theory 
for each one of them. 
For the case of X auxiliary variables and K-stage sampling, 
separate estimators can be obtained through ^ and 
?X,Ka' Tx.KdM the former set is 
suited to the condition of known and the latter to that of 
unknown population stratum means of the auxiliary variable 
last in the chain. The separate estimators, obtained through 
the use of the former set of estimators, could be obtained from 
the corresponding separate estimators obtained through the use 
of latter set of estimators. We shall therefore consider the 
separate estimators obtained through the latter set of 
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estimators. 
For any of the three estimators, let i = 1,2,...,tf 
be the estimator of the population mean of the i-th stratum 
for the characteristic under study. The separate estimator 
is then defined as 
t 
Tg = Z . (4.1) 
By definition, we have 
Bias (Tg) = Z Bias(T^) (4.2) 
and 
t 2 
MSE(T„) = E wf MSE(T.) + S {w. w . Bias (T. ) Bias (T . ) }. (4.3) 
b i i  1  i ^ g  1  ^  ]  
Since the expressions for bias and MSE of T, the 
estimator being used, are known, the expressions for bias and 
MSE of Tg can be obtained from (4.2) and (4.3), respectively. 
Define 
t 
•^2,2dS " f "ï^2,2di ' 
'^2,2dMS ~ I "i'^2,2dMi 
t 
^2,2dLS " I ^ i^2,2dLi 
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where T_ T_ . and T_ are the three estimators of 2 / 2Q.3L 2 y  2uMÎ 2 / 2QXJX 
the i-th stratum mean. Using the results from Chapter III, 
we get for two auxiliary variables and two-stage sampling 
Bxasj^ (T2,2ds) 
= S w. Y. 
i=l ^ 
'li ®ii 
^i 
^SdxI Cbxyi)+ 
^1 y- (C .-C . ) 
wxi wxyi 
+ 
'ïi 
(^bzi ^byzi^"*" 
Y 
n|m' n V m "  ( C ^  . - C  . )  wzi wyzi (4.4) 
Note that to first order, 2dMS "^2 2dLS be unbiased. 
Since the first order MSB's of "^2 2dM "^2 2dL 
equal for each stratum, we also get 
MSEi(T2,2ds^ MSEi (T2^2diMS^ ^^®1 ^"^2, 2dLS^ 
! l i  C ?  .  +  .  
oyi n^m wyi 
®li 'ii 
*1 n! 
(ZCbxyi -
Y 
(2C .-C .)-
wxyx wxx 
81i 
^^Syzi"Szi^ 
r 
Y  
.1 Y' 
nVm" 
(2C .-C .) 
wyzi wzi (4.5) 
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The first order bias of 25 be obtained from (4.4) and 
M. 
the first order MSE's of 2s' "^2 2MS ^2,2LS be 
obtained from (4.5) after replacing nV with and m" with 
_2 Since the bias and MSE to 0(n ) for 2' 
Ti 2l available from Chapter III, the bias and MSE to 
0(n_^ ), where n = max{n.}, i = 1,2,...,t, of the separate 
rn«x iii&jc 1 
ratio estimators 23' 2MS '^1 2LS' ^ hi^h are defined 
by (4.1), can be obtained. 
They are 
Bxas2(Ti 2s) = ^ "Â.. {^rr^S320i"Slli^•*" rûm^^w20i"^wlli^ 
1 *. 1 1 
®2i ^®4i 2 1 
•*" 2 ^ S21i"S30i^'*' 2~^S320i"^blliS20iV ' 
Hi n. J 
(4.6) 
Bias2(T^ 2ms^ Z "i^i..l 2 ^ ^b21i SsOi^"^ 2 
X L n. n. 
2 
b20i 
i "i 
36^. N.-l 66^. 
"SlIiS20i^ 2~ NT^^^b21i"S30i^ r'^Slli^b20i 
ni 1 n. 
•^20i^y (4.7) 
%SS2(Ti,2s) 
~ ? "i^i..( n^^So2i'^^b20i"^^blli^"^ n^^m^^w02i'^^w20i ^^wlli^ 
2 (20^211 Sl2i Cb30i)+ 2 (^^b20i ~ ^^201^3111 
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e ? .  
Cb20iCt02i ^Slli^ 2^^3201 " Slli^ } 
n ' J 
|zw.Y. ^ 1 . 11.. n. 
^1 1 
(C b20i Solli^ } (4.8) 
jyiSE2 (Ti^2Ms) 
2-2 "li r Yi 
~ f ^i^i..|^ n^(Cb02i+Cb20i n^m ^ ^w02i'^^w20i ^^wlli^ 
'2i 3*41,..2 
2 (^^21i " ^ bl2i " SdSOI^ 2 ^^^201 ®SlliSD20i 
^b20iSD02i ^Slli^ 2 N.-2^Sl2i ^^b21i "*" SsOi^ 
Hi 1 
@2 
"^^^'^S20iSlli " ^ Slli " ^^h20i ~ ^SD20i^b02i^ (4.9) 
and 
^2 (^l,2Ls) 
^  2 -2  Z wTYT 
3. X • • n^(Cb20i ^Slli S)02i^ n^m^^w20i"^^wlli 
"*" ^w02i^ 2^^S21i ^ bl2i ^bSOi^ 2^^%20x 
®S20iSDlli ^201^021 ^Slli^ (4.10) 
We may note that (4.9) and (4.10) do not have any contribution 
from the bias terms. 
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C. Combined Ratio Estimators 
In case the mean of the auxiliary variable for the popula­
tion is known but the strata means are unknown, the separate 
ratio estimators can not be formed. In this situation, the 
combined estimators can be used with advantage. Also, if the 
total sample size is not large, separate estimators are likely 
to be biased. Since, it is frequently the case that the 
population mean of the auxiliary variable is known but not the 
strata means, it will be worthwhile to study some of the 
combined ratio type estimators. 
1. Ordinary combined ratio estimator 
The ordinary combined ratio estimator of the population 
mean Y , using one auxiliary variable and two stage sampling 
when the population mean X is known, is given by 
^i,2C (^st/^st^^... • (4.11) 
The bias and MSE of T^ 2q then given by 
Bias Ti,2c = ?... Sl'Syst -
and 
Tl,2C = (4.13) 
Proceeding in the usual manner, retaining terms up to 
degree four, taking term by term expectations, substituting 
their values from Appendix 5 and simplifying the bias and MSE 
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from (4.12) and (4.13), respectively are obtained, but they are 
complicated. However, if we further ignore terms with 
coefficient n ^ • m ^ and lower, where n. = min{n.}, 
min mm i 
i = l,2,...,t; the expressions for bias and MSE are con­
siderably simplified and reduce to 
Bxas2 
= Y 
1 L n. 1 J 
• > 1 1  - ' « - 1 1  • *  
t w f  
t w_. * * t A f Q J, • 
^ 2 ^^b21i ^30i^"^ ^ ? ^ i 1 n. 
4i 
2 
^i 
* * 
^3111^3201^ 
and 
MSE2 (Ti,2c) 
(4.14) 
= 
+ 3 
? ^i { n^^^b02i+Cb20i ^^lli^^ n.m^^w02i^^w20i ^^wlli^} 1 «- 1 1 J 
t 
r" "i°ii 
ii "1 
t «2. 
-4^ <20i} 
2 z ^ (2c;2u-<i2i-<30i'+^{: ^ <20i-<ili'} i n .  « .  1  1  J  
t w f  
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t ^ 4 
+ 32 -2^®4i~®li^ ^ S02iS20i"*'^Slli'^^S20i"®Slli^b20i^ 
1 "i 
(4.15) 
respectively. 
When population mean X is unknown we can estimate it 
t 
by which is based on a larger sample of size Z n^m' and is 
given by 
, t t , ^i m' 
^st = I = C "i ETÉT E I %iiK 
where (i) n^ n^^ with strict inequality for at least one i, 
i = l,2,...tf and m' % m or (ii) n^ = n^ V i and m' > m. 
The new estimator so obtained is 
Tl,2ac = <yst/^st>^sf (4-16) 
In case Z , the population mean of another auxiliary 
variable, is known we can have another combined estimator 
''2,20= 'yst/^st'<W^st'^... • '4.17) 
If Z is also unknown and information on Z can be easily 
collected, we can as well have another estimator 
^2,2dC (yst/*st)(*st/^st)^st * (4.18) 
The first order bias and MSE of T^ 2g_c given by 
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Bias^ ('^2,2dC^ 
= Y Z w? 
i ^ 
'li 
n. 
"ill n] 
"i n^m n|m' 
*o * 
(C .-C . ) 
wxx wxyi 
+ 
li *2 * I Yl 
(Cbzi"^yzi)'*'|îïTm'' 
Y 
n'.'m" 
(C*2.-C* .) 
W2X wyzi (4.19) 
and 
^ 2 Z WT 
i ^ 
^ *2 ^*2 
n^ oyi n^m wyi 
h 
nj^m n|m* 
{ 1 H = 
n^m' n'.'m 
1 
<2=^r<xi'-
* *3 
(2C .-C .) 
wyzi wzi 
'"ii 
lii 
n. 
®ïi 
4i 
"I 
(2Cbxyi-Cbxi) 
*2 
^^Syzi ^bzi) 
(4.20) 
respectively. We may note that the estimators T., 
and 2c can be obtained as particular cases of 2^c ^^ter 
making suitable substitutions. The similarity between the 
expressions in (4.4) and (4.19) and that between (4.5) and 
(4.20) indicates that once the first order expressions for 
bias and MSE of the general estimator are available from 
Chapter III, the first order bias and MSE for and 
KdC readily available. 
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2. Unbiased combined ratio estimators 
The selection scheme given in section D of Chapter III 
when extended to stratified two-stage sampling becomes: 
select an ultimate unit with ppx. If this unit belongs 
to the j-th first-stage unit of the i-th stratum, select the 
remaining (m-1) second-stage units from the remaining (M-1) 
units of the j-th first-stage unit in the i-th stratum with 
SRS. Also select the (n^-1) first-stage units from the (N^-1) 
remaining first-stage units of the i-th stratum and n^, 
j  i r l )  =  1 , 2 , . . . f t ,  first-stage units from the units of the 
j-th stratum with SRS. From each of these selected first 
stage units select m out of M second stage units with SRS. 
An equivalent scheme is: select the first stratum with 
probability proportional to the size of the stratum. In this 
selected stratum follow the unequal probability selection 
procedure of Chapter III. In the rest of the strata, follow 
SRS. 
With either of the two selection schemes the probability 
t 
of drawing a given sample s of size S n.m is 
P<s, = _ ' 
X 
and the combined ratio estimator 
/"m" 
n. Im 
I 
n.' 
?1,2LC = 
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is an unbiased estimator of Y 
consider 
To prove the last statement 
E T 1,2LC 
t 
n 
i 
^N. C.."* 1 [M 
n. [m 1 
^i -1 2 y 
s t 
But it can be seen that 
Z y. 
, t ° i m  N  1  _  
which makes the proof clear. 
The variance of T^ is given by 
= E {y2 X /(X t)^> -
^  L. • • •  O * "  #  #  #  
- 2  
= y E 5st St 
St 
where E in the last two steps stands for expectation over SRS. 
Proceeding in the usual manner, taking expectations and 
retaining terms to 0 (n , we get 
^2 (^l,2Lc) 
? ^ i { n^^SoZi'^SzOi ^Salli^"^ n^m^^w02i'^^i 
* * 
•w20i"^^wlli 
f t w^e * * * 1 r t wje,, * 1 
•^1? n~^^02i'^S20i"^^lli4 j ? n~ ^b20i j 
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rt * * 1 ^  ^ ^ i^2i 
2 + Z -l-2-(2c 
1  1  - ' i n .  
t w. 6, * * * 
b21i"Sl2i"^b30i^ 
t wf 
+ Z 2^®4i Gii)(3Cb20i-6CbiiiC^20i+Gb02iCb20i+2Cbiii) 
1 n. 
(4.21) 
In case X is unknown and is estimated by x based on 
. . .  S t  
a larger sample, then to obtain the unbiased combined 
estimator, use the sampling scheme: use SRS in each 
t 
stratum at both stages to select Z n!ra' units. Consider this 
i ^ 
sample as a stratified two-stage population and use the un­
equal probability sampling scheme outlined in the beginning of 
t 
this sub-section to select a sample of size Z n.m. The proba-
i 1 
bility of selecting a given sample s can be seen to be 
P(S) = Xgt/'K ^St' 
where K = 
fn '1 
"i 
M 
m' 
nî CTi 
and for w. = N./Z N. = nî/Znî , the new estimator 
1  .  X  X  .  X  
^l,2dLC (^st/^st^^st 
is an unbiased estimator of Y Proceeding in the usual way. 
it can be seen that the first order variance of 2'^LC 
^1 [^l,2dLc] 
= v2 + Il_ C* 
'b02i nj_m w02i IIL 
^i 
'ii^ 
(ZCbili 
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'^20i^ ^^^wlli"^w20 ^'1 
It may be noted that V^(T^ 2dLC^ is equal to MSE^(T^ 
obtainable from (4.20) after putting z equal to a nonzero 
constant. 
It can be seen that 
^ X 
X St 
-  2  2 , -
- AX N M^/x 
St 
and 
^<^l,2dLC> = 
- 2  
where A = y . - E 
St 
_st 
- A nV/x^j. 
2 2 t 
"i^byi ' • ÏÇ 
1 1 
m M wyi 
Since A contains sample moments of Y only, the estimate of the 
variance of the unbiased combined ratio estimator involving 
any number of auxiliary variables and two-stage sampling can 
be written down. 
D. Some Comparisons of Estimators 
If T and T* are two estimators of strata means such that 
T is better than T* in all the strata then the separate ratio 
estimator corresponding to T will also be better than that 
corresponding to T*. In particular, estimators in groups of 
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"^X^KdS' ^X,KdT4S ^\,KdLS' ^\,KS' ^ X,KMS 
T^ KLS' bave equal first order MSE within each group. 
To compare the efficiency of to O 
consider 
MSE2{TI^2C^ - V2(T^^2LC^ 
= 
r t * * * > r t ^ i®2i * 1 
^ n^ ^^b02i'^S20i"^Slli^|[ ? n. ^20iJ 
3 2 t w.8_. + * * rtw. ' 1 2 1  *  *  *  r  i  l i  *  * 1 
"*" ? 5~"^^^21i~^bl2i"S30i^"*"'^ ( ? nT~^^20i"Slli W in- ^11 J 1 
4 
+ 21 2^®4i ^li^ ^ S20i^b02i"^^Slli'^^S20i ®SlliS20i^ 
1 n. 
(4.22) 
It can be seen that 
Cb02i •*" Cb20i " 2Cbiii - ° ' 
S)20iS02i ^^lli ^S)20i " ®S3lliS20i - ° 
2 i = 1,2,...,t, and (6^^ - 9^^) seems to be nonnegative for 
large values of N^. Therefore, all terras in (4.22) except 
those containing the third joint moments, are nonnegative, and 
we expect (4.22) to be often nonnegative. If N^'s are 
sufficiently large so that 6^^^ ->• 1, K = 1,2,3 and 4, (4.22) 
will be nonnegative if 
2Cb21i " Cbl2i ~ ^ 30i - °* (4.23) 
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Relation (4.23) will be satisfied if each of the oad moments 
in (4.23) are equal or equal to zero. It is also satisfied if 
X.. and Y.. are jointly symmetrical. ij. ij. 
A stronger condition for (4.22) to be nonnegative for 
large 's would be 
2 3 
_ ^t w. ^ ^ tw_. 
45^ t . h  é < 2 0 1 - W ' } '  i  ^  4 ' < 2 1 i - < i 2 i - < 3 0 i )  
L 1 1 J X n. 
(4.24) 
Let e. . = Y. . - (Y /X )X. . 1 ^ # ••• ••• 1 J * 
Then relation (4.24) reduces to 
2 3 
tw_. ^2 T t w. _ _ 
Cov(X. . , ef ) . (4.25) 
1 J . 1 J 
Further, if we have 
?ii. = e^ij. + ®ij 
such that E(e. .|x. . ) = 0, E(e?. |x. . ) = a.X?. , a. > 0 
Ij Ij * Ij J. J # -L X J * X 
V i, i = 1,2,...ft and g ^  0, then 
Cov(X. . , £?.) = E[(X. . - X. )a. x f .  ]  ij» iJ Xj* X X J * 
and 
Cov(X. . ,  E . . )  = 0. 
X J . X J 
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Note that Cov(X.. , z. .) >0 for g > 0 and is equal to 
13 • ID 
zero if g = 0. Therefore for g = 0, (4.25) will hold. 
1. Separate versus combined estimators 
To investigate whether separate ratio-type estimators are 
likely to be more biased than their combined counterparts, let 
us assume that n^ = nw^ V i, i = 1,2,...,t. From (4.6) and 
(4.14), we have 
BiaSi(Ti_2s) 
^bxi' - _ bxyi 
§2 
1 M-m wxi 
n. mM -
^ 1.. 
R. -
S . 
WXI 
} (4.26) 
and 
Bias, (T 1,2c' 
R _ bxyi 
bxi 
§2 
1 M-m wxi 
"i X 
R - "xyi } (4.27) 
where R. = Y. /X. , R = Y /X 1 2. * # ZL # * ••• ••• 
Due to the extra factor w^ in (4.27), we may expect it to 
be smaller than (4.26). We may also note that if 
'•h - ®wxyi/®wxi' - ®bxyi/®bxi' the same sign in 
each stratum, then the magnitude of the bias in (4.26) may be 
appreciable. As an example if y^j^ and x^j^, are linearly 
related, such that 
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^ijk = "i + BAjk + ®ijk (4-28) 
where E(e.. /x.. ) = 0, then 1J K J- J jC 
2  - 2  t f N. -n. S, . a. , -. S . a. "j 
i L x i X .  1  X .  J  
!.. 1.. 
2  — 2  If are of the same sign V i, i = 1 , 2 , . . . , t  and 
- 2  - 2  
and S^xi^^i not too small, the magnitude of the bias in 
(4.29) may be appreciable. 
Consider now the difference 
MSEi(Ti,2c) - %SEi(Ti,2s) 
= I "J + 2!Ri-R)(Sj,^i-v2^i)} 
2 
+ + 2(R.-R) (4.3°) 
We can write 
W - vLi ' Ar s2..(e.. - Yi./x. __) 
^2 
O ~xyi:' ^ xi] - -- -1] 
each first-stage unit/ then the last sum in (4.30) will be 
where S..=S .  . / S . . .  If 6.. is very close to Y- /X. for IT T XI1 1 1. . 1. . 
small. Also, if the ratio estimate of Y based on Y^^ and 
X^j as variables, is appropriate then the second sum in first 
curly brackets of (4.30) will also be small and under these 
conditions (4.30) will take nonnegative values. 
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In particular, if the relationship between and 
is linear and the line passes through the origin, then = R 
and expression in (4.30) vanishes. Thus, we can remark that 
unless Rj^ is constant from stratum to stratum, the separate 
ratio estimator is likely to be more precise. 
In case, the line does not pass through the origin and 
is of the form (4.28) 
and 
Then (4.30) may take negative values if (R^ - R) and 
have the same sign in each stratum. 
Suppose the relationship between y^j^ and x^j^ is linear 
and of the form 
^ijk = s^ijk + ®ijk 
where E(e^^^|Xj^.^) = 0, E (e?. [xj, . ^) = *1 > 0, g > 0 
and has gamma distribution with parameter h^ i.e. 
^<*ijk'"^ijk = Xijk ® ' rlhi' ^ijk > 0, hj^ > 0 
= 0 otherwise. 
Then 
^i.. " ^i ' 
So2i " ^Dlli " S20i ' 
Cb21i " Sl2i " S30i ' 
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I  a^r(g+h^) 
V02i " %20i 72p r (h. ) ' 
i 
Svlli ^w20i ' 
a r(g+h ) 
'w02i x2 w20i y2 r(h.) 
- 2  
^w20i " ^2 ^w20i 
and -
iif 
* 
^wlli ^2 ^w20i • 
For this model, we get from (4.8), (4.10), (4.15) and (4.21) 
MSE2(T]_^2S^ - MSE2(T^^2C^ ^2^'^1,2LS^ ^2^'^1,2LC^ 
= Z 
w^Yi a^r(g+h^) 
i=l ^ i^ r(h^) 
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V. SOME NUMERICAL STUDIES 
In this chapter, data from the 1959 and 1954 censuses of 
agriculture for the state of Iowa have been used to compare 
the performance of the different ratio-type estimators 
discussed in Chapter II and III. The 99 counties serve as the 
sampling units. To compare the estimators of Chapter III,the 
state is divided into 11 primary units,each consisting of 9 
economically similar counties. The formation of the 11 primary 
units is given in Table 5.1. 
Table 5.1. Primary units 
Counties in the primary unit 
1. Lyon , Sioux, Plymouth, Woodbury, Monona, Harrison, 
Pottawattamie, Mills, Fremont. 
2. O'Brien, Cherokee, Ida, Crawford, Shelby, Audubon, Cass, 
Mont gome ry, Page. 
3. Osceola, Dickinson, Clay, Buena Vista, Pocahontas, Sac, 
Calhoun, Carroll, Greene. 
4. Emmet, Kossuth, Winnebago, Palo Alto, Hancock, 
Cerro Gordo, Humboldt, Wright, Franklin. 
5. Webster, Hamilton, Hardin, Grundy, Boone, Story, 
Guthrie, Dallas, Polk. 
6. Adair, Madison, Warren, Adams, Union, Clarke, Taylor, 
Ringgold, Decatur. 
7. Worth, Mitchell, Howard, Winneshiek, Allamakee, Floyd, 
Chickasaw, Butler, Bremer. 
8. Fayette, Clayton, Black Hawk, Buchanan, Delaware, 
Dubuque, Linn, Jones, Jackson. 
9. Marshall, Tama, Benton, Jasper, Poweshiek, Iowa, 
Marion, Mahaska, Keokuk. 
10. Lucas, Monroe, Wapello, Jefferson, Washington, Wayne, 
Appanoose, Davis, Van Buren. 
11. Johnson, Cedar, Clinton, Scott, Muscatine, Louisa, 
Henry, Des Moines, Lee. 
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In all, 9 sets of Y, X and Z variables given below with 
correlations p ranging from .70 to .99, p ranging from .54 yx yz 
to .98 and p^^ ranging from .63 to .98 were chosen for study. 
= Acres of corn harvested for grain, 1964 
= Acres xmder corn, 1964 
= Acres under corn, 1959 
= Bushels (in thousand) of corn harvested, 1964 
= Acres under corn, 1964 
Z^ = Acres of corn harvested for grain, 1959 
Y, = Bushels (in thousand) of soybeans harvested for beans, 
^ 1964 
X^ = Acres of soybeans harvested for beans, 1964 
Z^ = Acres of soybeans harvested for beans, 1959 
Y. = Value (in thousand dollars) of any milk or cream sold, 
^ 1964 
X^ = Number of milk cows, 1964 
Z. =• Value (in thousand dollars) of any milk or cream sold, 
^ 1959 
Y^ = All farm products sold (in thousand dollars), 1964 
Xg = Number of farms reporting any cattle, hog, sheep, 1964 
Zg = All farm products sold (in thousand dollars), 1959 
Y, = Tons of commercial fertilizer and fertilizing materials 
used, 1964 
Xg Number of farms using fertilizing materials, 1964 
Z- = Tons of commercial fertilizer and fertilizing materials 
used, 1959 
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X. 
Expenditure (in thousand dollars) on gasoline and other 
petroleum fuel and oil for fairm business, 1964 
Number of farms reporting expenditure on gas etc. for 
farm use, 1964 
Expenditure (in thousand dollars) on gasoline and other 
petroleum fuel and oil for farm business, 1959 
8 
X 8 
Value (in thousand dollars) of cattle and/or calves 
sold alive, 1964 
Number of cattle and/or calves sold alive, 1964 
Number of farms reporting sale of cattle and/or calves 
sold alive, 1964 
Yg = Bushels of apples harvested, 1964 
Xg = Apple trees of bearing age, 1964 
Zg = Bushels of apples harvested, 1959. 
Various parameter values for the above set of variables 
are given in Table 5.2. 
For a better understanding of the arguments, let us write 
the estimators of Chapter II at one place. 
^n 
y. _ 
Table 5.2. Parameter values 
Parameter Set of variables 1 2 3 4 5 
X .102289X10^ .102289X10® .421517X10^ .743078X10^ .140280X10^ 
y .971004X10^ .741921X10^ .117390X10^ .181065X10^ .262277X10^ 
z .125233X10® .121182X10® .235572X10^ .142156X10^ .230719X10^ 
-1 .948161X10° .070776X10° .027354X10° .227505X10° .185003X10^ 
^2 .825381X10° .853763X10° .230869X10^ .528933X10^ .069094X10° 
^12 .782703X10° .060432X10° .063517X10° .118276X10^ .114018X10^ 
>
 
Q. 
.991895X10° .919948X10° .988218X10° .994048X10° .703576X10° 
Py Z .968654X10° .889172X10° .920126X10° .980169X10° .978357X10° 
^XZ 
.977471X10° .976083X10° .940565X10° .972232X10° .715297X10° 
^200 .124586X10° .124586X10° .395353X10° .838992X10° .062338X10° 
^020 .128885X10° .188044X10° .455397X10° . 104379X10^ .176039X10° 
*^002 .138988X10° .139961X10° .586474X10° .777711X10° .174726X10° 
^110 .125690X10° .140808X10° .419315X10° .930236X10° .073704X10° 
^101 .128625X10° .128892X10° .452904X10° .785340X10° .074652X10° 
^011 .129646X10° .144251X10° .475517X10° .883114X10° .171586X10° 
^300 .013861X10° .013861X10° .368974X10° .172595X10^ .009113X10° 
Table 5.2 (Continued) 
Parameter Set of variables 8 
X  .115800X10* .150550X10* .519447X10^ .103182X10* 
y .989402X10* .108039X10* .963701X10* .293458X10* 
z .667837X10* .981707X10^ .124752X10* .365149X10* 
^1 .843243X10^ .714694X10° .175405X10° .209402X10^ 
^2 .225105X10° .159348X10^ .409140X10^ .454307X10° 
.172422X10^ .110436X10^ .756291X10^ .871027X10° 
^ y x  
.786733X10® .849311X10° .991384X10° .927346X10° 
Py % .886207X10° .976938X10° .539370X10° .842159X10° 
^ x z  
.782708X10° .842586X10° .627778X10° .766068X10° 
^200 .088179X10° .058583X10° .312238X10° .255280X10^ 
^020 .163559X10° .090155X10° .457537X10° .402004X10^ 
^002 .312600X10° .091273X10° .074197X10° .209379X10^ 
^110 .094482X10° .061723X10° .374712X10° .297075X10^ 
*^101 .129950X10° .061613X10° .095553X10° .177110X10^ 
^011 .200386X10° .088621X10° .099379X10° .244329X10^ 
^300 .011255X10° .008634X10° .320804X10° .170387X10^ 
Table 5.2 (Continued) 
Parameter Set of variables 1 2 3 4 5 
^003 .019993X10° .019281X10° .695806X10° .161691X10^ .047644X10° 
^210 .013668X10° .012144X10° .399087X10° .190447X10^ .011717X10° 
^120 .013631X10° .016214X10° .432202X10° . 210937X10^ .024128X10° 
^201 .014623X10° . 014252X10° .451976X10° .166536X10^ .011652X10° 
^021 .014567X10° .016048X10° .527814X10° .204673X10^ .046702X10° 
^012 .016588X10° .013733X10° .598788X10° .180774X10^ .045935X10° 
^102 .016596X10° .015989X10° .555822X10° .162824X10^ .022744X10° 
^111 .014511X10° .012344X10° .488426X10° .184286X10^ .022897X10° 
^030 .013503X10° .022164X10° .467543X10° .234495X10^ .050012X10° 
.002052X10° .000161X10° .000012X10° .001684X10° .324120X10^ 
.003813X10° .004427X10° .181012X10^ .152774X10^ .000723X10° 
.004938X10° .000141X10° .001510X10° .078781X10° .008431X10° 
Ozr^ .124062X10^ .207698X10^ .883082X10^ . 263131X10^ . 406391X10^ 
*3^2 
-.107617X10^ -.117213X10* --. 122346X10^ -.883513X10^ -.191335X10^ 
*==12 
-.920067X10^ .958988X10^ • -.322387X10^ .129274X10^ -.782860X10^ 
Table 5.2 (Continued) 
Parameter Set of variables 6 7 8 9 
*^003 .139128X10® .010982X10° .013362X10° .754905X10^ 
^210 .008563X10° .008424X10° .380868X10° .198537X10^ 
^120 .013155X10° .009506X10° .452278X10° .248840X10^ 
^201 .019281X10° .008883X10° .083986X10° .101619X10^ 
^021 .041477X10° .011737X10° .122467X10° .178990X10^ 
^012 .074883X10° .011195X10° .021335X10° .104580X10^ 
^102 .045253X10° .009705X10° .020729X10° . 725968X10^ 
^111 .021933X10° .009511X10° .100654X10° .130065X10^ 
^030 .026325X10° .012619X10° .536308X10° .329438X10^ 
.476005X10^ .014359X10° .000852X10° .173834X10^ 
.015197X10° .100811X10° .258731X10^ .162997X10° 
.394423X10° .005405X10° .152782X10^ .795952X10° 
*zri 
.450991X10* .202982X10^ .309990X10° .396930X10* 
-.345338X10^ -.588218X10^ .903374X10^ -.627080X10^ 
"^'•12 
-.162096X10* -.375921X10^ .202092X10^ -.245966X10^ 
Table 5.2 (Continued) 
Parameter 
Set of variables 
1 2 3 4 5 
r 
^1 12 
^2^12 
^yx 
-.371179X10^ 
.000109X10° 
.001776X10® 
.003688X10° 
.957690X10° 
-.309348X10^ -
.000006X10° 
.000139X10° 
.000310X10° 
.081976X10° 
.337092X10^ 
.000365X10° -
.000036X10° 
.051149X10° 
.029537X10° 
.183945X10^ 
.020587X10° 
. 004508X10° 
.230475X10° 
.270168X10° 
-.214371X10^ 
-.138092X10° 
.096333X10° 
.000247X10° 
.221056X10^ 
.755892X10° .777332X10° .138181X10^ .527846X10^ .025977X10° 
°'yx -.860693X10^ -.966045X10^ -.711483X10^ -.196916X10^ -.478207X10* 
^xz 
.762618X10^ .808995X10* .960009X10* -.728935X10^ .803449X10^ 
Cb200 .068300X10° .068300X10° .231538X10° .522648X10° .019733X10° 
^b020 .071887X10° .108713X10° .275829X10° .652718X10° 
.084074X10° 
^b002 .084398X10° .084915X10° .285780X10° .461872X10° 
.078396X10° 
SllO .069524X10° .078493X10° .250783X10° .582464X10° .023158X10° 
c^oii .075522X10° .083794X10° .270839X10° .547102X10° .080075X10° 
^bl20 -.110202X10^ -.115231X10^ --.160777X10^ • -.248983X10^ -.102824X10^ 
^300 -.013632X10° -.013632X10° .074787X10° .639294X10° .001860X10° 
^K91 n -.013219X10° -.016406X10° .081686X10° .710464X10° -.001052X10° 
Table 5.2 (Continued) 
Parameter Set of variables 8 
yr2 
^1^2 
'^1^12 
^r r 
^2^12 
xz 
a yx 
a 
xz 
'b200 
'b020 
'b002 
'bllO 
-bOll 
'bl20 
'b300 
'b210 
334261X10^ -.588208X10^ .926242X10^ -.118620X10^ 
173966X10° -.034493X10° .386388X10° -.080298X10° 
, 346933X10° .000114X10° .098615X10° .331831X10° 
067174X10° .008494X10° .625658X10^ .300984X10° 
,915474X10^ .756097X10° .222645X10° .330973X10^ 
.072082X10° .103521X10^ .536227X10^ .239024X10° 
.707166X10^ -.579144X10^ -.192822X10^ -.480451X10^ 
.676610X10^ .489233X10^ -.149510X10^ .159022X10^ 
.045008X10° .019715X10° .138563X10° .697599X10° 
.100255X10° .038704X10° .211543X10° .752085X10° 
.199995X10° .043312X10° .025132X10° .526229X10° 
.054250X10° .021271X10° .169806X10° .698588X10° 
.126148X10° .040589X10° .030364X10° .510497X10° 
.110020X10^ -.983334X10° --.140653X10^ -.278074X10^ 
.003687X10° .000676X10° .027516X10° .106692X10^ 
.010361X10° -.001308X10° .033096X10° .980639X10° 
Table 5.2 (Continued) 
Set of variables 
rai-aïutiutîi. 1 2 3 4 5 
^w200 .056285X10° .056285X10° .163816X10° .316344X10° .042606X10° 
^w020 .056998X10° .079331X10° .179567X10° .391074X10° .091965X10° 
^^002 .054589X10° .055046X10° .300694X10° .315840X10° .096331X10° 
^wllO .056166X10° .062315X10° .168532X10° .347772X10° .050546X10° 
^wOll .054124X10° .060458X10° .204678X10° .336012X10° .091511X10° 
ERlOli* .118095X10^ .803066X10^ .992349X10^ .494805X10^ .172488X10^ 
E5? Î? 1 • 1 • .111258X10^^ .664761X10^ .192436X10® .583379X10® .814744X10^° 
^^i.^i.^lOli -.450374X10® .323754X10^ .475000X10^ .607170X10^ .269057X10® 
*wl01 .764421X10^ .485550X10^ .193237X10^ .363747X10^ .876038X10^ 
\l01 .106376X10^ .131086X10^ .189402X10^ .837327X10^ .187832X10^ 
^^i.^lOli -.419890X10® .423765X10® .170976X10^ .278716X10^ .105003X10^ 
-2 -
Z^i.^i. .116893X10^2 .896081X10^° .679092X10^ .231417X10^ .413036X10^ 
^^202i .582353X10^ .345511X10® .104195X10^ .177944X10® .788224X10^ 
R, . , R . and R . . denote s tu between product moment, within product Dstu' wstu stui 
moment and product moment in the i-th primary unit respectively of the variables X, 
Y and r. 
Table 5.2 (Continued) 
Set of variables 
r aJL 6 7 8 9 
^w200 .043171X10® .038868X10° .173676X10° .185520X10^ 
^w020 .063305X10° .051451X10° .245994X10° .326796X10^ 
^w002 .112605X10° .047961X10° .049065X10° .156756X10^ 
^wllO .040232X10° .040452X10° .204907X10° .227216X10^ 
^wOll .074238X10° .048032X10° .069014X10° .193280X10^ 
^^lOli .361807X10^ .794517X10^ .476246X10^ .809380X10^ 
^'4:4. .120039X10^° .133519X10^ . 119654X10^° .103297X10® 
^^i.^i.^lOli -.799396X10^ -.800498X10^ .203414X10® .272919X10® 
*wl01 -.559698X10^ -.171093X10° .168093X10^ .622933X10^ 
\)101 .185239X10^ .458954X10^ .357572X10^ .151010X10^ 
^*i.*1011 -.812750X10^ -.123980X10^ .108728X10^ .118312X10® 
- ?  -
.133680X10^ .182849X10® .633281X10^° .447446X10® 
^^2021 .126448X10^ .313108X10* .143029X10^ .379754X10® 
Table 5.2 (Continued) 
Parameter Set of variables 1 2 3 4 5 
854344X10® .528611X10' .995135X10^ .386059X10^ .209389X10^ 
816039X10^ .202134X10^ -.127484X10^ 272399X10^ .157256X10? 
588855X10^° .345040X10® .252156X10? .116787X10® .393474X10* 
326988X10? .549675X10^ .109776X10^ .320609X10® .149524X10® 
485358X10? .913981X10? .429056X10^ .156566X10? .743080X10® 
617356X10^0 .468687X10^ .895934X10® .471173X10® .186636X10® 
,001278X10° .000111X10° .000007X10° .001028X10° .231083X10% 
000774X10° .000050X10° .000005X10° .000656X10° .930363X10^ 
^^1.^0021 
^*1.^1021 
^^i.^200i 
^^i.*20ii 
^^201i 
^^1.^2001 
^002 
R 
w002 
Table 5.2 (Continued) 
Parameter Set of variables 6 7 8 9 
298316X10® .113951X10^ .735930X10^ .229155X10® 
106148X10^ -.278639X10^ .324594X10® .109183X10® 
568225X10® .559594X10® .192340X10^ .110046X10^ 
639448X10^ .315895X10^ .465984X10^ .351545X10® 
438126X10^ .480033X10^ .255496X10® .154733X10® 
592695X10^ .731368X10^ .994042X10^ .483755X10® 
,296760X10^ .009793X10^ .000544X10° .287761X10° 
,179245X10^ .004566X10° .000308X10° .145058X10^ 
^Xi.*002i 
^^i.^l02i 
^^i.^200i 
^^i.^201i 
^*2011 
^^i.^200i 
^bOO: 
R 
w002 
200 
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From this point on, we shall assume that the parameter 
values given in Table 5.2 describe a very large uni-stage 
population, or a two-stage population having large number of 
primary units, and each primary unit contains a large number 
of second-stage units. 
Seven different values of ultimate sample size n equal to 
10, 20, 30, 40, 60, 80 and 120 were considered in combination 
with n' = Kn and n" =Kn', K= 2,3 and 4. The computations 
were carried out according to the formulae for large N. The 
—1 —2 MSE ' s to O (n ) and O (n ) were obtained to examine the 
contribution of higher order terms. The variance of y^ for 
_2  large N was also computed. For want of space, MSE's to 0 (n ) 
202 
are given in Table 5.3 for a few combinations of n, n' and n". 
The following distinct observations could be made. 
All the ratio-type estimators proved superior to the 
simple mean y^ for all the 9 sets of data except T^g for set 
6 .  
Since Y is assumed to be more highly and positively cor­
related with X than with Z, the ratio estimators T^, ^ im' 
T^^ based on X are expected to be more efficient than the 
corresponding ratio estimators T^^f '^ILz b&sed on Z. 
With the present sets of data, when ever p > p , each one yx yz 
of Tj_, T^ and T^^ proved superior to T^^, T^^^^ and '^^.Lz' 
case of sets 5 and 7 ,  where p^^ > p^^., each one of T^^, 
and T^^2 proved superior to T^, T^^ and T^^ as expected. 
T .  ;  T , a n d  T -T Droved to be suoerior estimators in 1 IM ±L ' 
comparison to others for sets 1,2,3,4,6,8 and 9, and T^^, 
and T^^2 Proved superior to the rest of the estimators for 
sets 5 and 7. It is, therefore, clear that if X is the auxil­
iary variable which is most highly and positively correlated 
with Y and is known, then, choice lies between T^, T^ and 
T^^ only. T^ is consistently superior to others for all 9 
sets of data but its sampling procedure may restrict its use. 
T^ and T^^ are close competitors but T^^ may be preferred over 
because it is less biased. However, may at times be 
preferred over T^^ because it is simple to compute. 
Table 5.3. MSB's for the nine sets of variables 
Esti­
mator 
Set 1 Set 2 
Samp 
(10,20,40) 
e size (n, n', n") 
(30,60,120) 
Sample size (n, n', n") 
(10,20,40) (30,60,120) (60,120,240) 
.194958X10® .647904X10^ .323707X10^ 
.196773X10® .649920X10^ .324211X10^ 
.193270X10® .646028X10^ .323238X10^ 
.203170X10® .670729X10^ .334552X10^ 
.221174X10® .730596X10^ .364466X10^ 
.217975X10® . 725399X10^ .362551X10^ 
.220495X10® .728198X10^ .363251X10^ 
.216177X10® .723400X10^ .362052X10^ 
.400367X10® .133038X10® .664668X10^ 
.400422X10® .133044X10® ,664683X10^ 
. 397891X10® .132763X10® .663980X10^ 
.171591X10® .570020X10^ .284766X10^ 
.172985X10® .571569X10^ .285153X10^ 
.169944X10® .568190X10^ .284309X10^ 
.604849X10® .201183X10® .100537X10® 
.604069X10® .201096X10® .100515X10® 
.602513X10® .200923X10® .100472X10® 
.103508X10^ .345027X10® .172514X10® 
T, 
T 
T 
T 
T 
T 
T 
T 
T 
T 
T 
T 
T 
T 
2M 
2L 
2H 
IHz 
Iz 
IMz 
ILz 
2d 
2dM 
2dL 
IM 
IL 
Id 
^IdM 
^IdL 
n 
.510071X10 
.507600X10 
.503855X10 
.547786X10 
.838565X10 
.821647X10 
.821155X10 
.808921X10 
.334536X10 8 
. 8  
.168474X10 
.168200X10 
.167784X10 
.180042X10 
.276942X10 
.271091X10 
.271036X10 
.269677X10 
.111366X10 
.333943X10 
.201595X10 
8 
.111300X10 8 
.199578X10' .659776X10 
.198113X10 
.617896X10 
.658149X10 
8 
. 8  
. 8  
.617574X10" .205831X10 
.617501X10® .205822X10^ .102910X10 
.840434X10 
.839748X10^ 
.838708X10^ 
.897020X10^ 
.138148X10' 
.135197X10 
.135183X10 
.134843X10 
.556650X10 
.334172X10" .111326X10" .556548X10 
.556485X10 
.662018X10 .329763X10 
.329203X10' 
.328796X10* 
.205866X10 .102921X10 
.102912X10 
.121519X10 .405064X10® .202532X10 
8 
8 
. 8  
8 
Table 5.3 (Continued) 
Esti­ Set 3 Set 4 
mator Sample size (n, n', n") Sample size (n, n', n") 
(10,20,40) (30,60,120) (60,120,240) (10,20,40) (30,60,120) (60,120,240) 
.785878X10* .244960X10* .120355X10* .148456X10^ .447570X10* .217875X10* 
/ 
f2L 
T 2H 
^IHz 
^IMz 
^ILz 
T2d 
'^2dM 
^2dL 
Tl 
,737594X10* .239596X10* .119014X10* .138314X10^ .436302X10* .215058X10* 
.731080X10* .238872X10* .118833X10* .130772X10^ .427921X10* .212962X10* 
.422542X10^ .127480X10^ .620688X10* .245303X10^ .784034X10* .387812X10* 
.329650X10^ 
.150200X10^ 
.966527X10* 
.445056X10* 
.466726X10* 
.215577X10* 
.257605X10^ 
.213765X10^ 
.827455X10* 
.640211X10* 
.409824X10* 
.311063X10* 
.134213X10^ .427293X10* .211136X10* .198948X10^ .623747X10* .306947X10* 
.132320X10^ 
.199578X10^ 
.425190X10* 
.658493X10* 
.210610X10* 
.328401X10* 
.186800X10^ 
.948066X10^ 
.610250X10* 
.313647X10^ 
.303573X10* 
.156526X10^ 
.198244X10^ .657012X10* .328030X10* .945731X10^ .313387X10^ .156462X10^ 
.197719X10^ .656428X10* .327884X10* .939910X10^ .312741X10^ .156300X10^ 
.183294X10* .574800X10^ .282880X10^ .906316X10* .263246X10* .126766X10* 
"^IL 
^Id 
m 
^IdM 
'^IdL 
?„ 
.174408X10* .564930X10^ .280410X10^ .820111X10* .253668X10* .124371X10* 
.171061X10* .561210X10^ .279480X10^ .760904X10* .247089X10* .122726X10* 
.322133X10^ .107376X10^ .536881X10* .175079X10^ .582882X10^ .291352X10^ 
.322517X10^ .107419X10^ .536988X10* .175269X10® .583094X10^ .291405X10^ 
.322330X10^ .107398X10^ .536936X10* .174905X10® .582689X10^ .291304X10^ 
.627554X10^ .209185X10^ .104592X10^ .342201X10® .114067X10® .570335X10^ 
Table 5.3 (Continued) 
Esti­
mator 
T, 
T 2M 
2L 
2 H 
IHZ 
T 
T 
T 
T 
T 
T 
Iz 
IMz 
ILz 
2d 
2dM 
2dL 
IM 
•IL 
Id 
IdM 
Idl. 
Set 5 Set 6 
Sample size (n, n', n") Sample size (n, n', n") 
(10,20,40) (30,60,120) (60,120,240) (10,20,40) (30,60,120) (60,120,240) 
.343877X10 .113542X10 .566359X10" .703640X10 .228459X10" .133469X10 
.345892X10 .113766X10 .566919X10 .693894X10 . 227376X10 
.704115X10 
.633136X10 
.627728X10 
.624511X10 
.629757X10 
.917282X10 
n 
.121096X10 8 
.232622X10 .116051X10 
.531691X10" .175474X10 .875175X10" 
.224800X10 
.126131X10 
.531586X10 .175152X10 
.514616X10® .173266X10* 
.630631X10^ .209777X10 
.210056X10 
.209455X10 
.208449X10 
.209032X10 
.623100X10 .208293X10 
.306001X10 
.920380X10 .306345X10 
.917029X10^ .305973X10 
403653X10 
.873206X10 
. 868492X10' 
.104834X10 
.104904X10 
.104754X10 
.104260X10 
.104405X10 
.104220X10 
.153030X10 
.153116X10 
.153023X10 
.201826X10 
.773375X10 
.755513X10* 
.902993X10 
.893848X10* 
.612882X10 
.111077X10 
.111055X10 
.110700X10 
.402379X10 
.516104X10 .173432X10 .868905X10 .820770X10" .255192X10 
. 247941X10 
.904941X10" .298778X10 
.298561X10 
.204657X10 
.369600X10* 
.160111X10 .533703X10 
.113198X10 
.338427X10' .112937X10 .564845X10 .680700X10" .225910X10 .112832X10 
.720664X10" .356748X10' 
.198932X10 
.125296X10* 
.249926X10 .123980X10 
.123484X10' 
.149030X10* 
. 148976X10* 
.297545X10" .148722X10' 
.616745X10" .205086X10" .102481X10' 
.619973X10® .205445X10® .102571X10* 
.102374X10 
.184718X10* 
.369575X10" .184712X10 
.369180X10® .184613X10* 
.266852X10 
Table 5.3 (Continued) 
Esti­ Set 7 Set 8 
mator Sample size (n, n', n") Sample size (n, n', n") 
(10,20,40) (30,60,120) (60,120,240) (10,20,40) (30,60,120) (60,120,240) 
T. .174166X10'^ .575850X10^ .287340X10^ .161790X10^ .544368X10® .272817X10® 
z 
'^2iyi 
T2L 
T 2H 
^IHz 
T 
IMZ 
^ILZ 
^2d 
'^2dM 
^2dL 
Ti 
.174624X10^ .576360X10^ .287460X10^ .165749X10? .548767X10® .273917X10® 
.172449X10* .573940X10^ .286860X10^ .162568X10? .545232X10® .273034X10® 
.255799Xlo4 .849030X10^ .424060X10^ .186635X10? .617295X10® .308045X10® 
.495960X10^ 
.494990X10^ 
.164230X10^ 
.163620X10^ 
.819800X10^ 
. 816300X10^ 
.312058X10? 
.299175X10? 
.103618X10? 
.101962X10? 
.517590X10® 
.512606X10® 
.493320X10^ .163430X10^ .815900X10^ .311595X10? .103342X10? .516056X10® 
.489570X10^ .163010X10^ .814800X10^ .303002X10? .102387X10? .513670X10® 
.424598X10* .141159X10* .705330X10^ .191674X10? .641840X10® .321286X10® 
.424640X10* .141163X10* .705340X10^ .194118X10? . 644555X10® .321965X10® 
.423177X10* 
.297465X10* 
.141001X10* 
.986560X10^ 
.704930X10^ 
.492660X10^ 
.192305X10? 
.207372X10® 
.642541X10® 
.650402X10^ 
.321461X10® 
.320096X10^ 
"^IM 
^IL 
^Id 
"^IdM 
^IdL 
?„ 
.296962X10* .986000X10^ .492520X10^ .198521X10® .640568X10^ .317638X10^ 
.295467X10* .984340X10^ .492100X10^ .191608X10® .632887X10^ .315718X10^ 
.675234X10* .224755X10* .112337X10* .221672X10? .739438X10® .369786X10® 
.674654X10* 
.673904X10* 
.105234X10^ 
.224691X10* 
.224607X10* 
.350780X10* 
.112321X10* 
.112300X10* 
.175390X10* 
.222478X10? 
.222042X10? 
.424923X10? 
.740335X10® 
.739850X10® 
.141641X10? 
.370010X10® 
.369889X10® 
.708206X10® 
Table 5.3 (Continued) 
Esti­
mator 
Set 9 
Sample size {n, n', n") 
(10,20,40) (30,60,120) (60,120,240) 
T, 
T 
T 
T 
T 
T 
2M 
2L 
2H 
IHz 
Iz 
'IMz 
II. z 
2d 
2dM 
•2dL 
T IM 
•IL 
•Id 
•IdM 
•IdL 
n 
.863288X10 
.982861X10* 
.748820X10* 
.144658X10 
.124190X10 
.100328X10 
.128868X10 
.120484X10 
.142904X10 
.153385X10 
.137036X10 
.668799X10^ 
.697541X10* 
.521809X10* 
.202854X10 
.208352X10 
.199189X10 
.346198X10 
273763X10 .135132X10® 
287049X10^ .138453X10® 
261044X10^ .131952X10® 
420427X10^ .202493X10® 
364453X10® .176037X10® 
346337X10® .174657X10® 
378048X10® .182585X10® 
368732X10® .180256X10® 
470241X10® .234357X10® 
481886X10® .237268X10® 
463720X10® .232727X10® 
195134X10® .940919X10^ 
198327X10® .948903X10^ 
178801X10® .900088X10^ 
670468X10® .334520X10® 
676577X10® .336048X10® 
666397X10® .333502X10® 
115399X10^ .576996X10® 
to 
o 
208 
Our main interest of investigation is in the case when 
is unknown. Each one of "^IHz 
superior to and for sets 1, 2 ,  4 ,  5, 6, 7 and 9. 
For set 3, the same situation exists with the exception that 
is inferior to "^IdL* set 8, the situa­
tion is just the reverse and is probably so because is 
quite low i.e. 0.539. On the basis of these investigations, 
it would be desirable to look for an auxiliary characteristic 
say w, which is positively correlated with Y, and whose popu­
lation mean is known, and then use that information in ratio 
estimation in preference to estimation of x^ by x^, through 
double sampling, unless is very low compared to p^^.. 
It is also observed that and are superior 
to and for all the 9 sets, which provides 
sufficient ground to recommend the use of the auxiliary 
variable Z in estimation, in addition to using X, even if 
is unknown. We may note that T2dL the best in all the 9 
sets. We may also keep in mind that we are assuming that cost 
of collecting data on X and Z is either negligible or very low 
as compared to that of Y. 
Another comparison shows that each one of and 
compared to "^ILz superior for sets 
1,2,3,4,6,8 and 9 and inferior for sets 5 and 7. Note that 
for sets 5 and 7 p > p Therefore use of the auxiliary yz yx 
variable X in estimation along with Z when is known, is only 
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recommended if p > p . 
yx y z 
The relative efficiency for sample size (10,20,40) ranged 
from 106% to 186% for T^^ versus T^^^, from 111% to 188% for 
T-,.. versus T,„ , and from 112% to 185% for T. versus T, . 2M IMz 2 1 z 
It is worth noting that MSEg behaved peculiarly-
keeping itself lower than MSEg (T^g^) only for sets 1, 2 ,  4 
and 8. 
For large values of n and n', T^, T^^ and forming the 
first group, T^, T^^ and T^^ forming the second group and 
^IdM "^IdL the third group, tend to come closer to 
each other within each group. Similarly, for large n, n' and 
n", Tg^, T^^ and T^^ tend to come closer to each other. 
The contribution of first order terms for small sample 
sizes with n = 10, n' =Kn, K= 2,3, and 4, remains substantial 
and never goes below 89.9% of the total second order MSB, for 
all sets except sets 3, 4 and 9, for estimators T^, '^2L' 
Tgg, T^g2 and T^^. For these three sets of data, significant 
increases in the contribution of first order terms are brought 
by moderate increase in n and n*. 
The estimators of Chapter III that were considered for 
numerical study are 
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^Ï,2M 
nm 
nm -i 
_ 2 r2 , 1 
3 
hm 
_ (s - 2. s ) 
m wx -2 bxy m wxy' ] 
nm 
_ 2_ { ^nm -2 1 i nm t -3 wx -2 wxy 
^nm nm 
} 
where f = and g = ^  ^  
N M ' 
'^1,2L ^ 
nm 
"^1, 2H ^Inm*.. 
N—1 r m—1 1^ M—in 1 — 
N br^x L m N mM / wr^: 
^nm ^n'm' -
2 , 2  
^nm ^n'm' 
l,2d 
•nm -
- n'm' 
nm 
and 
T nm n'm 
• "  -
2,2d ^n"m" 
nm n'm 
The inequality HSEgCT^ < ^2 ^^1 2L^ < MSEgET^ 2^ 
Vg[T^ 2h^ was observed to hold for all sets of variables 
with VgET^ having comparatively very large values. 
The values of 2C^ 
1.1495, 1.6963, 5.2715, 1.0243, 1.0832, 0.9800, 1.4452 and 
3.6751. Each one of these is positive and thus satisfies the 
'b21 - Cj^22 ~ ^b30 the 9 sets are 1.0892, 
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sufficient condition for 
MSE2[Ti,2M] 
to hold. We may note the change in the order of merit 
of the Lahiri-type estimator which proved to be the best in 
single stage sampling. This is because of negative values of 
and comparatively low values of (CgQQ 
2 (1 - Pyjj) which are given in Table 5.4. 
2^210 ~ ^120 ^300 
^iio) ^200^020 
Table 5.4. Values of 2^210~'^120 ^300' (^^OO'^llO^ 
^200*^020 
Set of 
variables ^^210"^120 ^300 (C -C ) ^ ^200 110^ ^200^020^1 Pxy) 
1 -.0001565 .0000012 .0002592 
2 -.0057878 .0002632 .0036007 
3 -.0030028 .0005742 .0042174 
4 -.0263852 .0083255 .0103931 
5 -.0098065 .0001292 .0055416 
6 -.0072838 .0000397 .0054957 
7 -.0012907 .0000099 .0014718 
8 -.0113467 .0039030 .0024511 
9 -2.2152760 .1746785 1.4370224 
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Terms of 0(n contribute significantly to the MSE's of 
T- _ and T, but not to those of T, and T, An X. / 2 X / 2Xi X y 2M X / 2x1 
increase in the values of n and m reduces the MSE's of ^/ 
^1 2M' "^1 2L "^1 2H the reductions are much more 
apparent due to increases in n than in m. This is so because 
_2 the MSE's to 0(n ) have only one term involving m. The 
biases in T^ ^  T^ were surprisingly small. 
A. Some Cost Studies 
Inclusion of an auxiliary variable, highly correlated 
with the variable under estimation, improves the estimator in 
regard to MSE but to collect additional information on this 
newly included auxiliary variable will also add to the cost of 
survey. At this point we have to decide whether to save some 
amount by making fewer observations on the variables already 
included and spend it on observing additional auxiliary 
variables or not to include these variables at all and spend 
the whole amount on those chosen in the beginning. If we 
decide to include, then the question of efficient allocation 
of the cost in order to get the best results automatically 
arises. 
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In general, the optimum allocation in sampling requires 
the minimization of MSE for a fixed cost or minimization of 
the cost for a fixed MSE. Here, we shall be concerned with 
the problem of minimizing the MSE for a fixed cost. Before 
we proceed to find the solution to our problem, we state a 
general result by Stuart (1954). Let 
A. 
V = S — 
i ^ i 
be the expression for MSE where is positive and independent 
of and 
C = S C.n. 
i ^ ^  
be the cost function. Then the solution to our problem is to 
minimize the product VC when C is fixed. 
The minimum V for a given C = is 
Vopt = /STcTlZ/Co (5.1) 
and the optimum value of n^ ¥ i is 
C VA. C. 
n. = p . (5.2) 
^ 1 I/KTcT 
i ^ 1 
Therefore,if we have the expressions for the MSE and the cost 
function,we will be able to write the optimum MSE and the 
optimum sample sizes from (5.1) and (5.2) respectively- The 
MSE^'s are available in Chapter II and the cost function can 
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be easily written down e.g. the cost function for 
(5nÂn' 
will be 
Co = nC^ + n'fCg + C3) , 
where C^, C2 and are the costs per unit of observing Y, X 
and Z respectively. Since (5.1) and (5.2) need each to be 
nonnegative, the minimum MSE for some of the estimators can 
not be obtained by this method,and we have to resort to some 
alternative method. As an example, consider the MSE of 
(y /z )(z'/x')x_, which we can write as 
n n n n w 
(5.3) 
2 2 
where a = S^ ^ /S^ ^  < 1, if Y is more highly correlated with 
X than Z. The expression in (5.3) is minimized for largest 
possible value of n and smallest possible value of n', where 
n and n' are such that 
n < C^/C^, 
n < n' 
and = C^n + (Cg + C^ïn'. 
A global solution for optimum n and n' looks difficult, 
therefore we shall try for a local optimal solution. If 
Cg/C^ is an integer, let n = C^/C^ - K, where K takes lowest 
possible integer values such that n' > n. 
MSE, 
fn =n' -
= S" 
y.z 
1 
n 
1-a 
n' 
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Then 
and 
n' = C^a/fCg + C3) 
n' > n =# C^K/fCg + C3) > C^/C^ - K 
or 
K > 
Ci (Cj^+Cj+Cj) 
Therefore K = 
CofCz+Cg) 
Cl(Ci+Cg+Cg) + 1 
where |x| stands for greatest integer contained in x. The 
optimum values of n and n' are then 
"opt = Ca/Ci - K = 
=o-=i =0tCj+Cj) 
C^7CJ+C2+C^ (5.4) 
and 
n^pt = CiS/fC^+C,) C2+C3 
CgfCz+C,) 
Cl(C1+C2+C3) + 1 (5.5) 
respectively and the optimum MSE is then given by 
MSE, ^n "n' -
:n *h' 
^ 
n^pt y-: l*opt *opt 
(5.6) 
Yn ^n' -
A similar solution for the MSE of — -— x^„ seems difficult 
and could not be obtained. 
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Although the optimum. MSB's can be obtained directly from 
(5.1) for many estimators, they are given in Table 5.5 for 
ready reference. 
Table 5.5. Optimum MSB 
— 
Estimator Optimum MSE/(y^/C^) 
^020 
^ ^ (Ci + 
n 
_ 
'"-1 ' "3'*2 ^ z„ (C, + C?)Q. 
z 
n 
y X , _ -
ZN [/(C1O4) + /{(C2 + CglOg}] ^ 
^n' 
^ Xn, [/(C^Q^) + /(CgQi)]^ 
^ Z^, [/(CiQg) + /(CgQg)]^ 
y X , _ 
— [/(C^Q^) + /(CgQg) + /(CgQg)] ^ 
^n ^n' 
^ ^o ^ °2/^opt Gs/^opt^ 
^n' 
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where 
^1 " ^^110 " ^200 ' 
^2 ^  ^ 020 ^002 ~ ^ ^011 ' 
®3 " ^^oll " ^ 002 ' 
®4 ^  ^ 200 ^020 ~ ^^110 ' 
^5 ^  ^ 002 ~ Soo 2^110 - ^ ^oii ' 
^6 ^  ^ ^20/(^^110 ~ ^200^ ' 
^7 ^  CQ2o/(2Coi^ - ^ 002^ 
^opt ^opt given by (5.4) and (5.5) respectively, with 
the condition that C^/C^ is an integer. 
The optimal relative efficiency (ORE) of an estimator T 
with respect to (w.r.t.) the estimator T* is defined by 
MSE(T*)^p^/MSE(T)A sufficient condition for the ORE of 
an estimator T w.r.t. T* to be larger than unity is given in 
Table 5.6 for some interesting combinations of T and T*. 
Table 5.6. Sufficient condition that ORE of T w.r.t. T* > 1 
S. no. T T* Sufficient condition 
2^ C1/C2 > Qg - 1 
^n C1/C3 > Q? - 1 
^n -1 
2 — N 
n 
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Table 5.6 (Continued) 
S. no. T* Sufficient condition 
ïû V i 
N ^n Yn /((C2+C3)/Ci}</(Co2o/Qs)- /(Q^/Q^) 
4 -li ï •- Yn /(C^/Cg) - /(Cg/C^) > 2 /(Qg-1) 
Sn =n' -
6 =2. C020C1 > [/(Ci04)+/(C2Q5)+/(C2Q2)] 
-7 
y„ -
(=1 + Cz'/tCl + C3I < Q2/Q4 
n 
8 — :: ï =• t =• C2+C3 </ *^1 ^2 / 
:% Xn' C2/C3 > Q1/Q3 - 1 
X 
n 
y _ y _ 
10 — x^, 3^. z /(C.0_)+/(C%0_)>/(C,Q.) + /(C„QT) 
"n 
11 ~ ^ (C2/C^)-^/ic^/c^) >2^/{Q^/Q^ - 1} 
""n ^n' 
12 ^n' - -z^,, z^. /(Ci/Cgi-ZfCg/c^)>2/(02/05 -
n 
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The optimiom value of MSEj^{ (y^/x^) x^} can be written as 
Sy.x . 
Comparing this expression with that of (5.6), it will be clear 
that a necessary condition for (y^/z^) (z^,/x^,)xj^ to be 
optimally more efficient than (y^/x^ïx^ is that 
Co/fCi+Cj) < 
or Ci/(Ci+C2) < C2+C3 
CofCz+Cg) 
^1(Ci+Cg+Cg) + 1 (5.7) 
Inequality (5.7) will be often satisfied for low values of 
+ Cj and smaller than . 
The values of to for the 9 sets of data are given 
in Table 5.7. 
The first condition in Table 5.6 can also be written as 
2 2 
where the right hand side is the optimal relative gain in 
efficiency of (y^/x^ïx^ w.r.t. y^. The maximum value of Q^-l 
from Table 5.7 is 1.0693 and therefore condition 1 of Table 
5.6 will be satisfied for all the 9 sets of variables if 
> 1.0693 Cgfi.e. cost of observing one unit of X should be 
little less than that of Y. 
Table 5.7. Values of to 
Set 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Qi 0. 1268 0. 1570 0. 4433 1. 0215 0. 0851 0. 1008 0. 0649 0. 4372 3. 3887 
02 0. 0086 0. 0395 0. 0908 0. 0553 0. 0076 0. 0754 0. 0042 0. 3330 1. 2272 
03 0. 1203 0. 1485 0. 3646 0. 9885 0. 1684 0. 0882 0. 0860 0. 1246 2. 7928 
04 0. 0021 0. 0310 0. 0121 0. 0223 0. 0910 0. 0628 0. 0253 0. 0204 0. 6313 
05 0. 0065 0. 0085 0. 0787 0. 0330 -0. 0834 0. 0126 -0. 0211 0. 3126 0. 5959 
^6 1. 0165 1. 1975 1. 0273 1. 0218 2. 0o93 1. 6229 1. 3899 1. 0465 1. 1863 
07 1. 0713 1. 2659 1. 2492 1. 0559 1. 0451 1. 8550 1. 0487 3. 6732 1. 4394 
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Condition 2 can also be written in terms of optimal 
relative gain in efficiency of (y^/z^^ZQ w.r.t. y^. The 
n' n' N 
maximum value of Q^-l from Table 5.7 is 2.6732, therefore 
condition 2 will be satisfied for all the 9 sets of data if 
C^ > 2.6732 Cg which will frequently be satisfied in a real 
world situation. 
The right hand side (RHS) of condition 3 has values 
3.888, 2.795, 2.013, 4.804, 1.370, 0.955 and 1.568 for sets 
1,2,3,4,6,8 and 9 respectively, therefore it will be 
satisfied for all of them if 
which is expected to be realized in almost all real world 
situations. 
The 9 sets have values 0.128, 0.444, 0.165, 0.148, 1.034, 
0.789, 0.624, 0.216 and 0-432 for the RHS of condition 4, 
therefore it will be satisfied by all the sets if 
/(C^/Cg) - /(Cg/C^) > 1.034 or > 2.678 Cg. 
The RHS of condition 5 takes values 0.534, 1.031, 0.998, 
0.473, 0.425, 1.849, 0.441, 3.270 and 1.326 for the 9 sets of 
the data and the condition will be satisfied for all the 3 sets 
if 
/(C^/C ) - /(Cg/C ) > 3.27 or > 12.613 C^. 
< .954 or Cg + Cg < 0.9 , 
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This is a little hard condition to satisfy but is expected 
to be small compared to C^. For > 40^, all sets except 6 
and 8 satisfy the condition and for > 5.25 all but set 
8 satisfy it. 
For Cg = Cg and = KCg, condition 6 requires K for 
sets 1,2,3,4,6,8 and 9 to be larger than 1.888, 3.438, 2.452, 
1.817, 7.073, 2.920 and 4.074, respectively. For being 
larger than C^, K has to be larger than these values. Since 
is expected to be sufficiently large as compared to Cg, 
condition 6 may be easily satisfied. 
These comparisons illustrated for the 9 sets of actual 
data suggest that all the six estimators which have been 
compared with y^ will be optimally more efficient in almost 
all practical situations similar to those considered here. 
The 9 sets take values 4.106, 1,274, 7.495, 2.477, 0.083, 
1.201, 0.166, 16.362 and 1.999 for the RHS of condition 7, 
which will be easily satisfied for and nearly equal and 
having high value compared to C2 and Cg. 
Condition 8 is satisfied for and C^/Cg being 
larger than 3.811, 23.823, 2.654, 6.044, 31.360, 1.940 and 
8.356 for sets 1,2,3,4,6,8 and 9, respectively. The require­
ment that C^/Cg should be larger than the figures given above 
will be easily satisfied except for data like sets 2 and 6 
which need to be much higher than Cg. 
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Sets 1,2,3,4,6,8 and 9 take values 0.054, 0.057, 0.216, 
0.033, 0.143, 2.510 and 0.213 respectively for the RHS of 
condition 9 which will normally be satisfied in almost all 
real world situations, since C2 is expected to be higher than 
C3. 
For and = KC^, condition 10 needs very small 
lower bounds for K (i.e. < 1), for sets other than 5 and 7, 
hence it will always be satisfied. It may be satisfied 
for higher values of C2 also. 
Sets 1,2,3,4,6,8 and 9 take values 0-264, 0.478, 0.929, 
0.365, 0.756, 3.168 and 0.924,respectively for the RHS of 
condition 11. It will be satisfied by all of them if 
2^ 12Cg. For = 30^, all of them except set 8 satisfy it. 
For these sets, condition 12 is also satisfied by all of them 
if > 21.864 C^. For all of them except sets 2 
and 6 satisfy condition 12. 
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VI. SUI4MARY 
The problem of estimating the population mean of the 
characteristic Y under study, when the population mean of the 
best auxiliary variable is not known but that of some other 
auxiliary variable correlated with Y is either available or 
data on it can be easily and cheaply collected, is considered. 
Four classes of estimators (i) chain-type ratio estimators 
(ii) almost unbiased ratio estimators (iii) unbiased ratio-
type estimators analogus to Hartley-Ross estimator and 
(iv) unbiased Lahiri-type ratio estimators have been proposed. 
All of them either do not require the knowledge of the popula­
tion means of the auxiliary variables being used or at the 
most, require the knowledge of the population mean of only one 
auxiliary variable which occurs last in the chain. Generalized 
estimators, using X auxiliary variables for all the four 
classes of estimators, are presented. Most of the known ratio-
type estimators turn out as special cases of these estimators. 
Estimators using two auxiliary variables are studied in 
more detail. The second order expressions for the bias and 
MSE of the chain-type, almost unbiased and Lahiri-type ratio 
estimators and the exact variance for the Hartley-Ross type 
unbiased estimator are obtained for uni-stage sampling in 
Chapter II. 
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An extension of these estimators to multi-stage designs 
is presented in Chapter III. Estimators, using X auxiliary 
variables and K-stage sampling, are proposed. The second order 
bias and I4SE are complicated but the first order expressions 
are simple. 
To make estimators adaptable to stratified sampling which 
is common in practice. Chapter IV presents some separate and 
combined ratio-type estimators. 
Comparisons of these estimators among themselves and with 
some known estimators for uni-stage sampling are made with and 
without any model assumption in Chapter II. 
Comparisons have also been made with actual data in 
Chapter V. These comparisons indicate that the Lahiri-type 
estimator has the least MSE. They also indicate that if the 
population mean of an auxiliary variable is available, it 
should be used in estimation. Inclusion of an additional 
auxiliary variable as an intermediate variable, i.e. not as 
the last in the chain, improves the estimator only if the 
characteristic under study is more closely related with it than 
that occurring after it. When none of the population means of 
the auxiliary variables is known, inclusion of an auxiliary 
variable as the last one in the chain, always improves the esti­
mator not using it. Some cost studies are also made in Chapter 
V which indicate the optimal superiority of the ratio estimator 
using two auxiliary variables over that using only one. 
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APPENDIX 1. EXPECTATIONS FOR CHAIN-TYPE 
RATIO ESTIMATORS 
E(ÔXn)^ = ^200' ^ ^020 
E{6x^6y^) = <^110' E(S2^,) = 
E(6x^.)2 ^ C200, E(ôy^65^.) = a- C^^^^ 
E(5y^ôx^,) = aj^ C^^Q, E{5z^„)^ = a£ 
E(ôy^Ô2^„) = aj ^ Qii' E(ôx^) = a^ C^q q  
E[(ÔXn)2(6y^)] = a^ CgiQ, E[ôx^(ôy^)2] = C^zo 
E[(ôx^)2 65^.] = a^ Cgoi, E(ôx^ôy^Si^.) = a^ C^^^ 
E[(ôx^)2 ÔX^.] = a^ C30Q, E(6x^ôy^ôx^.) = a^ 
EKôy^^)^ fiZn»] = CQ2I' E[(6y^)^ ^3 ^ 120 
E[(ôx^)^ ôz^„] = a^ ^ 201' B[aXn6y^6z^n] = a^ C^^^ 
E[(ôyn)^ ôi^„] = a^ 
E[(6Zn,)2 6xJ = E[(55^.)2 = a' 
E îôy^ (ôz^, ) ^3 = E[6y^:(6z^,) ] = a^ ^^012 
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E[ôx^. 
E(ôz^,)^ = Cqq3 
E(Sx^ôx^,ôz^,) = E[(6x^,)2 S^n'] = ^ 2 ^201 
E[(ôx^,)^ 5x^] = E(ôx^,)^ = C3QQ 
E[(ôx^.)2 5-^3 = E[(ÔX^.)2 = a- C210 
E[5x^ôz^,ôz^„] = E[5x^,ôz^,ôz^„] = aj 
E[6x^ôx^,ôz^n] = E[{ôx^,) ôz^nl = a^ ^201 
E[5y^ôz^,ôz^„] = E[ôy^,ôz^,ôz^„3 = a^ 
E [Sy^ôx^, ôz^„] = E [ôy^, ôx^, ôz^nl = a^ 
E[(ôz^,)^ 6z^^] = a^ Cqq3 
E[6x^(ôi^„)^] = Etôx„, = E[ôx^„(ôi^„ 
E[(6i^„)2{6i^.)3 = E(5Zn„)3 = a; Cqq3 
E [ôy^ (6z^„ ) ^] = E[ôy^„(ôz^„) ] = a^ 
E(6x^)* = ag C^QQ + 3ag C^q q  
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E[ (6x^)^ (ôy^)^] = C220 + ^6^^200^020 ^^110^ 
Et(ôx^)^ ôy^ ] = a^ + 3ag C^io^200 
E[{ôXr^) "5x^,] = a^/a^{a^ ^400 ^^6 ^200^ 
E[(ôx^) ^ a|/a^{a^ + Ba^ 
E[(ox^) «Sz^,] = a^/a^{ag + 3ag C^Q^Cgog} 
E[(ûXn)^ ôy^ôZn,] = ^211 ^6^^200^011 ^^110^101^^ 
E[ôx^(ôy^)^ 6x^,] = a^/a^{a^ ^6^^020^200 ^*^110^^ 
E[ôx^(ôy^)^ 6z^^] = a^/a^{ag C^2i + ^6^^020^101 ^^110^011^^ 
E[(ôXn)^ ôy^ôz^..] = a'^/a^ia^ + ^6^^200^011 ^^110^101^^ 
E[(6Xn)^ 5Zn,. ] = a£/a^{a^ + 3ag C^Q^Cgog} 
E[ôx^(ôy^)^ 6z^,,] = a^/a^{ag + ag (CQ2OCioi ^^110*^011^^ 
E[(ôx^) (ôZj^,) ] = a^{a^ C2Q2 + a| a^ ^200*^002^ 
+ ag{a^ C202 + ^6^^200^002 ^^101^^ 
E[(ôyn)^(ôZn,)^] = a^{a^ 0^22 + ^020^002^ 
+ a^{a^ CQ22 + °6 ^ ^020^002 ^^011^^ 
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E[(ôx^) (6x^,) ] - a^ ^ 200^ 
+ a^{a^ C^QQ + 3a^ ^200^ 
E[(ôy^) (<5x^,) ] = a^{a^ €^20 + aj ^ 200^020^ 
+ a'{a^ C220 + 3^(^020^200 
.- \2 ,-
E[(ôx^) ôx^.ôz^,] - a^{a^ + a^ a^ ^ 101^200^ 
+ agfag C301 + 3a^ *^101^200^ 
+ a' al E[5x^ôy^6x^,ôz^, ] - a^{a^ ^8 ^101 110 
+ a^{a^ ^2^^ + ^6 (^011^200 ^^110^101^^ 
E [6x^ôy^(ôz^, ) ] = a^{a^ ^ 112 "'" ^8 ^002^110^ 
+ a^{a^ + *6^^110^002 ^^101^011^^ 
E[(ôy^) ôx^.ôz^,] = a^{a^ C^^i + ^8 *^101^020^ 
+ a^{a^ C^2i •*" ^6^^101^020 ^^110^011^^ 
E [ôx^5y^(ôx^, ) ] = a^{a^ + a^ a^ ^200*^110^ 
+ agtSg C310 •*' ^^6 ^200^110^ 
G[*=n*yn*=n'*=n"] 
" *10'^*11 ^112 *12^^002^110 ZCgiiCioi)] *13^*2 ^112 
"*" *ï *8 ^002^110 ~ *5 ^112 " *6^^110^002 '*' ^^101^011^^ 
+ a^/aj[a^ + *6^^110^002 '*' ^^101^011^^ 
232 
" ^14 ^002^110 ^^110^002 ^^101^011^ °^nn'n"^ 
E[(6x^)^ ôx^.ôz^,,] 
" 3^0 [*11 ^ 301 3a^2 ^200^101^ ^13 ^ ^2 ^301 *1 *8 ^ 200^101 
*5 ^301 ~ ^*6 ^200^101^ "*" ^ï/^î [^5 ^301 ^*6 SOO^IOI^ 
^ *14 SOO^IOI 3aJJ/a|.a^ ^200^101 ° ^nn'n" ^ 
E[(ôx^)^ Gz^yGz^»] 
^ *10'•*11 ^202 *12^^200^002 "*" ^^101^^ *13^*2 *^202 
+ aj a'g ^200^002 ~ *5 ^202 ~ *6^^200^002 """ ^ ^101^^ 
+ aj/aj[a^ + Sg (€200^002 "*" ^*^101^^ 
^ *14 ^002^200 "'" *l/*i *6^^200^002 ^^101^ "*" °^nn'n"^ 
^ *10^*11 ^ 211 *12^^200^011 "*" ^^110^101^^ "*" *13'•*2 ^211 
+ a^ ag - a^ ('^oil'^200 ^^110^101^^ 
+ aJJ/a£[a^ + agfCQ^^CgoQ + ZC^^gC^Q^ )] 
~ *14 ^101^110 *ï/*î *6^^200^011 ^^110^101^ O^nh'n") 
E[(Sy^)^ Gz^iGz^n] 
*10'•*11 ^022 "*" *12^^020^002 "*" ^^011^^ *13^*2 ''022 
+ a'^ a'g Cqq2^020 ~ *5 ^022 " *6^^020*^002 "*" ^*^011^^ 
+ a^/a^[a^ + ^^(€^20^002 ^^011^^ 
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~ ^ 14 ^020^002 "*• ^^020^002 °^nn'n"^ 
E[(ôy^)^ 5x^,52^»] 
^10^^11 ^121 ^12^^101^020 ^^110^11^^ ^13 ^^2 ^121 
+ a^ ag Cj^oi^020 ~ ^5 ^ 121 " ^ 6 ^*^101*^020 ^'^lio'^oil^ ^ 
+ a^/a^[a^ '^121 ^6^*^101^020 "*" ^^110^011^^ 
== ^14 ^020^101 ^ï/^î* ^6 ^ ^101^020 ^^110^011^ °^nn'n"^ 
E[(ôXn)^(ôz^n)^] = a%{a% C2Q2 + ^g ^200^002^ 
+ a^{a^ C2Q2 + 3^(^200^002 "'" ^*^101^^ 
EE (ÔYn)^ (ôz^,,) ^ ] = a%{a2 + aj ag <^^20^002^ 
+ a^{ag CQ22 + ^6^^020^002 ^^011^^ 
E[ôx^ôy^(ôz^„) ] = a^^a^ C^^2 + ^8 ^002^110^ 
+ agfag ^^^2 ^6^^110^002 "*" ^^101^011^^ 
E[5x 5x , (ÔZ ,)^] = E [ (5x , ) ^ (5z , ) ^] 
n n n n - n 
^ ^ 5 ^ 202 ^6^^200^002 '*' ^^101^ 
E[6x^(6z^,)3] = E[ôx^. (ôi^,)^] 
= ^5 ^103 "*" ^^6 ^101^002 
EEôy^ôx^, (5z^,)^] = E[6y^,5x^, (5z^,)^] 
^ ^ 5 ^ 112 ^6^^110^002 •*• ^^011^101^ 
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E[Ôyn(ôZn.)^] = E[6y^, (ôz^.)^] 
" ^5 ^013 * 3 ^011^002 
E [ôx^ (ôx^, ) ^6z^, ] = E[(ôx^,)^ 5z^^] 
~ ^ 5 ^ 301 ^ ^6 ^101^200 
ECÔYNCÔXN. )^6ZN,] = E[5y^. (ôx^J^Sz^,] 
- ^ 5 ^211 ^6^^011^200 ^^110^101^ 
E[ôx^ôx^,ôz^,6z^„] = E[(ôx^,)^ôz^,ôz^„j 
- a^/a^[a^ + ^6^^002^200 ^^101^^ 
E[ôx (ôz ,)^ôz ,,] = E [ôx , (ôz , ) ^ôz „ ] 
n n n n n n 
- a^/a^[a^ ^ &6 ^ 101^002' 
E[<Syn<S2r,.<SXn.ôZnu] = E [ôx^, ôy^. ôz^, 6z^„ ] 
- a^/a[[a^ + ^6 + *^002^110 )] 
E[ôy^(ôz^,) ô z^!i ] — E [ôy^ I (ôz^,) ôz^i, ] 
- a£/a^[a^ ^ &6 ^ 011^002^ 
E[ôx^(ôx^,)^ôz^„] = E[(ôx^,)^ôz^„] 
- a^/a^Ea^ ^ ^101^200^ 
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E[ôy^(ôx^,) ôz^ii] — E[5y^i(ôx^i) 
- a^/a^ta^ """ ^6^^200^011 ^ ^ 110^101^^ 
E[(5z^,) ôz^„] - a^/a^[ag + 3 a^ *^002^ 
E[ôy^6z^,{5z^„)^] = E[ôy^,ôz^,(ôz^„)^] 
= Cq^3 + a^ ^002^011^ 
^16^^5 ^013 * 3 ag ^011^002^ 
E[ôx^ôx^,(5z^„)^] = E[(ôx^,)^{ôz^„)^] 
^ ^ 15^^2 ^202 '"' ^ï ^8 *^200^002^ 
""• ^16^^5 ^202 "*" ^6^^200^002 ^*^101^^ 
E[5x^ôz^, (Sz^,,)^] = E [ôx^, 6z^, (ôz^„) ^] 
^15^^2 ^ 103 ^ï ^8 ^002^101^ 
^16^^5 ^103 ^ 3 ag CgggCioi} 
E[ôy^ôx^,(ôz^„)^] = E(ôy^,ôx^,(ôz^„)^] 
= 315^^2 ^ 112 ^ï ^8 ^002^110^ 
"*• ^16^^5 ^112 ^6^^110^002 •*" ^ ^ 101^011^^ 
E[(ôz^,) (ôz^„) ] - a^gfag Cqq^ + a^ ag CgQg} 
^16^^5 ^004 * 3 ag So2^ 
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E[(5x^,) (ôz^„) ] - ^202 ^8 ^ 200*^002^ 
*^202 3^(^200^002 "*" ^^101^^ 
E(oin,) = a^ Cq q^ + ^ a^ 
E[(ox^,) (6Zj^.) ] = a^ C202 + ^6 (*^200^002 "*" ^^101^ 
E[ôx^,{ôz^,) ] = a^ C^Q2 + 3 ^6 ^101^002 
where 
Si = -A ' ^ 1 = îT ' *î = 5^ ' 
a..!l , aA^% , 2 ~ 2 ' ""2 " ,2 ' "2 ^,.2 ' 
n n n 
fi ' A " A " 
"1 N-2n "1 N-2n , _ 1 N-2n' 
^3 " ÏT^ ÏP2~ ' ^ 4 ~ N-2 ' ^ 4 n"n' N-2 
a , = ! | . a ; = ' 3  _  « 3  
5 ' 5 n'" ' ^ n"= ' 
8.(n-1) e'(n'-l) e"(n"-l) 
^s = V- ' 
al = , ?':? , a; = 
'7 (n'-l)n ' 7 (n"-l)n 
_ (n'-l)N _ (n"-l)N 
^8 n'(N-2) ' 8 n"(N-2) ' 
, _ n'(n-1) „ ^ n" (n-1) 
^9 (n'-l)n ' 9 (n"-l)n ' 
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10 
_ n'-n r n"-n' _ (n"-n')(n"-2n') 1 
(n'-l)n I (n"-l)n' (n"-l) (n"-2)n'^ J ' 
'11 
8" 30" 29" 
T3 ' 
n n 
28%(n"-l) 
12 
n 
,,3 
®1 (n"-l)N 
n" n"(N-2) 
n'-n n" 
13 n'n • n"-l 
n'-n 1 N 
^14 ~ n'n n" N-2 
, _ , - n" (n'-l) 
^15 (n"-l)n' ' 16 (n"-l)n' 
n"-n' 
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APPENDIX 2. EXPECTATIONS FOR ALMOST UNBIASED 
CHAIN-TYPE RATIO ESTIMATORS 
E(6x 6s^) = K _ E(«y 6s^) = K 
E ( 6 5^6s^)=K^ , E(65„SS2)=K^ 
^ xy N z 
E(Sz^ 6s^) = K , E(s;^ = K 
E,sî^ «s ) = K ^  , E(6;^, isl) = K- ^  
E(«î , 4sJ) = K' , E(«; Ss ) . K' 
Vx Vxy 
V-] - I  1 _ O ^-] Q2 
E(«i„. Ss ) = K' , E(Sx^, ssp = K' 3^^ 
^N^xy 
E(«i , Ssh = K' ^  , E(Sx is ) = K' 
Vyz 
E(«î , Ss^J = K' , E(S5 „ Ss?) = K" ^2^ 
" -N^yz ^N^x 
E(6z^,. os^) = K" 
U 111 
^N^xy 
E(6i .. ôs^) = K" 3:^ 
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^012 E(Sin" as ) = K" 3^^ 
* :NSyz 
where K = -^ / %'  ife ~ ÏI^ N-2 ' 
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APPENDIX 3. EXPECTATIONS FOR 
MULTI-STAGE DESIGNS 
E(Sy„)^ = ^  
® 1  1 ^ 2  
"E ^b02 + EN % "57 %i02 
^ 1  1 ^ 2  ^ l i  
"n ^bll nN ? ^iT ^ iH 
E(«Xn)^ = rr 
0 
_! , , 1_ ? ^ i^li ,, 
n ^b20 nN f ^120 
ECSXn(«?„)^I = r-^ n 
0 
n 
I ' N y Z -? " 2 
n N i 
4 u il2 
4{# Z Will ("1?!.è I "i02'Vi.-^.'} 
n L 1 1 11 J 
N Yn.-u. 
EC(65„)2 5„] = ^  
n 
fl Z 
n" "21 ^2^ . 2 ^121 
4{# ? ^ H k  I  ^  
n •- 1 1 11 _ 
E(cx^) ^ 
n 
+ JL £ ^2i"i 
b30 „2N Î r^l i30 
30 N Y^u _ _ 
+ --& W f --5T- ;i2o("i=i.-=. 
n i l  
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E[(65„)2(6?„)2] = 
X y n 3 ^b22 
04(31-1) 2 
n 
b02^b20 
+ ^  : '3i"i 
n& i m? ^^22 ^^3^^ ^ _^3 
1 Ï T4i(*i-l)*i 
(^120^102 ^^ill^ 
28 N Yoi^? _ _ 
+ z —^ {%ii2(*i*i.-x..) + ^i2i("iyi.-y..)} 
n^N i m. 
1 
ill 
'  2  I  A A  2  
" « i "ill 
2  4  
1 ? ^ii"i 
^120^102 
r 
+ N 
Y li"i 
m. 
X 
^i02 s- y lA m. '120 
m  
2 
'ii"i 
mi %i02(*iXi.-x. '.&r 
ii*i 
itii ^120^^1^!."^. 
4  N Y i z U .  
mi 
u ill lUiYi.-y ; (u... 
.;; \ 1 
1 1 .  j  
e^N(n-l) 
(N-2) 
r,. l?IliA 
"j^^b20 N t 
. . 1 ^  Yli"i 
^i02 ^b20 N ? ^i20 
+ 4 li bll 
2 
^li^i 
mi 'ill} 
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E[(ôy^) (ôx^)^] 
y n 
3 ^b40 
se^Cn-i) 
n 
p. , 1 : ; 
^bZO^bll ^3^ l ^3 "iSl 
4 
3 ^ 
+ 3_ ^ 3 ^111^120 
0, c- N y_.u? 
4{&!: ^ ^i3o'Vi.-y..) 
n L 1 iti. n N i m. 
3 ^  ^ 2i^i - — 1 
N ? 2" ^ i2l(^i*i."*..\} 1 m. J 
+ 
3(n-1) 
n^(N-l) ",#N ^ill II? ^ii"i m. 1 ^120 
1 m. J n L 1 1 
N 
+ 1 ^ m. ^120 
Ni 1 
iîi.-5..'} 
+ 
30^N(n 1) j' ^ 1 ^  ^ li^i 
n^N-2) L^bll « i "i ^120 ^b20 
. 1 ? Iliïi l 
N ^ m. '^lllj 
E( S„)^ 
n 
304(n-1) 2 1 ï ^ 3i^i 
3 ^b40 3 ^b20 _3„ ? _3 ^140 
n n N 1 m: 
3 N Y^. (m.-l) ^2 ^ "l ^ Yzi^i 
3 3 
n N i 
y . ( u , X .  - X  )  
^ n^N I " m? 'i30'-i-i. 
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3(n-l)N 
n (N-1) 
i r Zliii 
N ^ iti^ ^120 
3 (n-1) 1 ^  ^ li^i ,2 
n^(N-l) ^  i m? i20 
602 N Y.-u. _ _ 2 
n N 1 1 
60, N (n-1) 
+ —= li 
n3(N-2) 'b20 K r m. -i20 
where YjQj_ is like 0^^ K = 1,2,3,4, with N replaced by and 
n replaced by 
= 
Y 1 N Y Let A = — rrT / B = 1 1 '1 N 1 M 
nm N-1 ' " nm M-2 " ^ n N-2 ° n M-1 
S[a=nm asbxy] = 
bxy 
r  1  N _ _ 
^{n Z(Xi.-=..)%ill 
^ N K y..)Ui2oj " ® ^w21 * ^  "b21 
'SSbx' = - !2A 1 
bx ^ 
B%»21 + ='*b2ll 
GSbx] 
=..Sbx 
1 ® , 
•[2A ^ Z (x. -X )iJ. N r ' 1. i20 ® %w30 ^ ^ b30^ 
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E[ôx, 
nm 
[BMR 
X s 
. wxy 
w21 + D 
1 -
'"ill' 
•[BMy 
w30 + D 
1 ^  - -
N Z(=i.-=. 
° ff .. > >'l2ol 
wx 
EEdYnm ^^bxy^ " = ^ . ^^ ill N ? ^ ^i."^. 
^.. bxy 1 
®^wl2 ^^bl2^ 
. p- ^nm ^.. r- _ ^nm ^.. 
where ôx^ = —% . z ' 
tSbxy"(9/^^^wxy^ ^bxy ^ ^ wxy'^wxy 
'bxy ' Swxy 
and are similar to ôs. and respectively. 
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APPENDIX 4. EXPECTATIONS FOR HARTLEY-ROSS 
TWO-STAGE ESTIMATOR 
e .  Y I -
n ^b002 nm ^w002 + r 
- 2  
2 ^3 -
G(Sbrx) = —3 ^ w202 + 
nm 
1 ^  r 
N ?^i200^i002 [ 
y A (m-1) 
mn 
n(n-l) (N-1) 
(n-1) 
n(N-l) 
Yi 
m 
W'} • & Î M 2Y4(m-l) nm 
n(n-l) (N-1) 
r  1  ^  - 2  1 ^ - 2  1  ^ i T  N  
\N ^  ^i.^i200 N ^ ^ i.^i002j nm\N^ ~ 
N 
(n-1) (N-1) (N 
. r 1 ÎÎ- . 1 Ï- - r - - 1 2N ^2 
•^\N ^*1.^1102 N r^i.^i20l"^..^wl02 ^..^w201J (N-1) ^ 2 
f 1 ^-2 -2 - 1 ^ -2 - - 1 —2 -2 
N ~ . N N ^..^b200 
•*" *f.^b002+4Ubl0lX F 1 .. .. > n \ (N-
N N(n+1) 
2) (N-3) ~ (n-1) (N-2) (N 
fl N _ _ ] 2y 
N f ^i.^i.^ilOl m 
1 
if N 
I (n-1) (N-
L X s z l  +  _ i _ \  
2 \ N-1 (n-1) (N-1) J in ^ / 
(N-n)N(n-2) 
1) n(n-l) (N-1) (N-2) } 
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, - j2l r_N_ , N(N-n)(n-2) \ 
^wlOl^blOl m \n-1 n(n-l) (N-1) (N-2) J 
_ _ 2Y 
•*" ^wlOl^..^.. m 
if _N ^ 
\ N-1 n (n-
N^(n-2)^ 
+ u blOl 
/_ 
\ (n-
(n-2) 
N(N-n) (n-2) 
1) (N-1) (N-2) n(n-l) (N-1) (N-2) 
28. 1 ^ ^ 36 
1) (N-1) (N-2) n(n 
N(Nn~N—n~l) 
(n-1) (N-2) (N-3) 
^w200^w002 
Y-
m 
N 
n (n-1) (N-1) 
r - - 1 ®1^1 
*4^b200^w002 ^w200^b002j nm 
N 
{ — 2  ,  — 2  —  ^w200^.. .^w002 
0, 
111 r 
!J m "I n (N-
N 
(n-1) (N-2) 
2 N 
1) (N-2) (n-1) (N-1) (N - 2 ) }  
'4 r- 1 - 1 ^  
^b200^b002 n (n-1) + . N N ?^i.^i200^ 
m(n-1) 
2y 
~ïri 
#^10A/".. & 
if N ®1 N ) 
\ (n-1) (N-1) (N-2) " n(N-l) (N-2) n N-2 j ' 
r-2 ^ Jlf 
nm ^  (M-
M M(m+1)- \ -
2)(M-3) ~ (m-l)(M-2)(M-3)J *w202 
N 
^4 1 " , (n-l)NM' -2 
m (m-l) ' N.^ ^±200^1002 (N_1)(M-1)2 "101 
'àz u? 
2y, M (m-2) (n-l)M' 
N J ^ilOl \m(m-l) ^  (m-l) (M-l) (M-2) } 
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y- (2N-I1) '1 Yi _ N 
.^nm^rx^ " 2 ^wl02*.. (N-1) nm . N f ^i.^ilOl 
niti . 1 
• lèi 
Kl 
[nmj 
N 
n N-2 
r- 1 ^  - -2 -
tx.. N ? *i.^i002 " ^w002^ 
r— 1  _ — — 2  —2 —2 — 2 -1 
N ? X i . f i .  -  r . . * . .  -  " b O O a J  
N 
N-1 
(n-2)Y^ _ (n-2) 
nm ^wlOl n(N-l) (N-2) ^ blOl^..^.. 
E{x r = — ^1 f M ^ 
.. nm wrx nm lM-2 
- - NM(n—1) - - -
.^wl02 (N-1)(M-l)n .... ^ wlOl 
M 
n M—1 
N 
N ? ^i.^ilOl 
E{s 1 f M (M-m) (m-2) M (n-1) (M-m) \ 1 ^  ,.2 J — S n O f XT ^ ^4 
l nm^ (M- 2) (M-3) nm(N-l) (M-1) 
^2 Y3I r 
ilOl 
+ n(m-l) \-E - ;3] %w202 
Ti 
nm (N-1) (M' 
NM 
N 
^1201 N ? *i.^il02 
} ^\.^w201 .^wl02 
1 NM f 1 V- 7 ,, . C f r 
"E (N-2) (M-1) {N %=i.:^.Uil01 ^  ^ ..^..^wlOl 
_ 1 N- _ 1 %L 1 
"^..N ?^i.^ilOl"^..N pi.^ilOlJ 
"^ 4 1 y II NM(n-l) -
2 N .^±200^1002 nm (N-1)(M-1) ^wlOl 
nm 1 
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APPENDIX 5. EXPECTATIONS FOR STRATIFIED 
TWO-STAGE DESIGNS 
- 2  ^ 2 f '^ li 1 
E[(6Xst)2] = Z w2 C*20i + 
t 0 Y 
%ii + -1& c^2ii 
X ^ n^iri 
"^1 1 
+ 2 (2d*(10,ll)^ + d*(01,20) 
n^m 
— 1 t 2 r ®2i "^2 
B[(«Xst) cgsoi + %0i + <3M10,20) 
Et(6?,t' '«W'' = Z -1^ =b31i + 44 Cw31i 
1 
3Y4 
+ -3-& d:(ll'20)i 
n^m 
01.Yo n.-l 
+ (d*(01,30). + 3d* (10,21).) - 4* (11,20). 
n?m^ ^ ^ nfm^ JN^ i w x 
se-.y, 1 
+ —%^(d* (20,11) . + d* (11,20).) I 
n.m J 
3 £ „<[ cj CÎ - î!i^!îàJic* C* 
^ t "i\ 3 SlliS20i 3^2 (N.-l) wlli w20i 1 L n. n.m 1 
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8i;Yi N.(n.-l) 1  
~ (N.-2) ^^lli^w20i ^20i^wlli^| 
n .ra 1 
3 .Î. "Hi <ïlli'^b20j + ^  =bUi=520j 
+ r. r. 
Yi 
C*. , .C*. 
n.n.m ^wlliS20j ^wlli^w20j 1 "1 xj. • IT •in 
-' 13 
J 
E[(ÔXst) ] 
- î - î »  ^b40i 
3041(Hi 1) 2 , ^ 
3 ^20i + C*. 3 3 w40i 
n^m 
3Y. 48liY2 
+ d*(20,20). + 3 2 d*(10,30)i 
n^m n.m 1 
3y- n. -1 
3 2 
n^m 
N^-1 (dg(20,20)i - NiC*20i) 
2 
n^m 
d*(20,20)^ + —I (N.-2) ^b20i^w20i 
n^m 1 ) 
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